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Lot 1

Order of Auction
DAY ONETeddy Bears

Day 1 - Tuesday 24th November

Lot 1 to 82 - Limited Edition and Collectors Teddy Bears
Lot 83 to 359 - Antique and Vintage Teddy Bears and Soft Toys
Lot 185 to 233 – Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum
Lot 241 to 307 - The Teddy Bear Collection of Marion Sisley
9.
A
Steiff
limited
edition
Adventsleuchter,
Advent Candelabra,
162 of 1000, 2005 --11 ½in. (29cm.) high
(missing box and certificate)
£100-150

Day 2 - Wednesday 25th November
Lot 360 to 431 - Post-war Dolls
Lot 432 to 485 - Dolls’ Houses and Chattels
Lot 486 to 508 - The childhood collection of Ethel May de Wolf
Day One - Lots 1 to 359

These twenty-three lots relate to the early years of Ethel May Codrington, née De Wolf (1883-1972). Ethel was
born in Boston, Mass., to a wealthy Anglo-American ship owning family. Her father’s family had emigrated to
New England in the 1650s, but her grandfather James De Wolf moved to Liverpool in around 1850, marrying
Ellen Bibby from a notable shipping family in 1849. Their son Charles (1859-1934) married Isabel Meredith,
who was brought up in Boston, but her grandmother Wagstaff’s line came from Lancashire, and the Merediths
from Lincolnshire. Ethel was subsequently brought up in the Liverpool and Birkenhead area and married Claude
Codrington in 1917; their son and only child William died in 1941, serving with the Coldstream Guards in Egypt.
Lot 509 to 642 - Traditional Toys
Lot 643 to 905 - Antique and Vintage Dolls and Accessories
Lot 643 to 656 - The childhood collection of Anne Parsons (née Messel), Countess of Rosse
These fourteen lots belonged to the vendor’s Grandmother Anne Messel (1902-1992). She was born in London
and brought up at Nymans, now a National Trust property in Sussex, along with her brothers. The Messel family
were originally from Germany (from Messel). Anne Messel married the 6th Earl of Rosse; when she married she
brought her dolls with her to Birr Castle where they have remained ever since. Her son was Anthony Armstrong
Jones, 1st Earl Snowdon and husband of Princess Margaret. There are an older group of dolls included here,
which probably belonged to Anne’s mother, Mary Ann (Marion) Sambourne (1851-1914)
Lot 702 to 842 - The Jean Keen Doll and Teddy Bear Collection
Jean Keen’s collection also includes teddy bear lots 71 to 82, 240, 308 to 343, 355 and further doll and toy lots
410 to 421, 442 to 461, 473 to 475, 485, 597, 598, 638 to 641, 847 to 872, 876, 905.

Lot 7

1.

Steiff limited edition Nativity
Sets 2005 to 2007, The Holy Family 74 of
1000, 2005; the Shepherds and hut 448 of
1000, 2006; and Three Wise Men, 527 of
1000, 2007, in original 2006 box with all
three certificates
£600-800

2.

A Steiff limited edition Disney
Showcase Thumper, 1104 of 5000, in
original box with tag certificate, 2002
(missing one tooth)
£40-60

3.

A Steiff limited edition SS
Passat teddy bear, 285 of 1500 with tag
certificate, 1996
£50-80

4.

A Steiff limited edition Maatjes
bear, exclusive for the Netherlands, 918
of 1500, in original bag with certificate,
2003
£50-80

7.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy
Bear Chess Set and table 2007, 342 of
1000, thirty-two jointed teddy bears
on metal bases and a veneered chess
table with six green printed boxes --28
½in. (72.5cm.) height of table (missing
certificate and other boxes)
£800-1200

5.

A Steiff limited edition Travelling
bear, exclusive for Germany, Belgium,
France and the Netherlands, 114 of 2003,
in original bag with certificate (certificate
a little crumpled)
£50-80

6.

A Steiff Club Edition 1995/96
Baby Bear 1946, 9931 for the year, in
original box with certificate
£50-80
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8.

A Steiff limited edition animal
skittle set 2005, 604 of 1000 with turned
wooden bases
£200-300

10.
A Steiff limited edition Christmas
musical box 2003, 249 of 1000 --10 ½in.
(27cm.) high (missing box and certificate
£80-120
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18.

Steiff limited edition Christmas,
a red teddy bear Christmas clip with bell,
1108 of 2006; a Christmas stocking with
teddy bear, 1342 of 5000, 2004; and a red
felt keyring teddy (no boxes or certificates)
£60-80

24.

A Steiff limited edition Pocket
Alfonzo 2012, for Teddy Bears of Witney,
244 of 1908 (no box or certificate); and
The Alfonzo Story book
£50-80

29.

A Steiff limited edition Baby
Alfonzo 1995, for Teddy Bears of Witney,
3493 of 5000 with certificate (no box)
£40-60

38.

Four miniature artist teddy bear
keyrings, three plush and one suedette,
swivel head and jointed limbs, one with
jacket --4 ½in. (11.5cm.) height of largest
£60-80

44.
A well made felt clown doll in
the style of Steiff, with blonde mohair
hair, swivel head, jointed limbs and floral
printed costume --18in. (46cm.) high; and
a Steiff replica redressed felt doll
£50-80
Lot 39

19.

Steiff limited edition Egg
Warmer set bear and elephant, 2148
for 2004; Matrioschka bear, 762 of 1500,
2014; a Steiff watch and yellow tagged
hanging bear (no boxes or certificates)
£70-100

11.

A
Steiff
limited
edition
Matrioschka 2005, 491 of 750, three
painted wooden dolls and three mohair
teddy bear --15 ½in. (39cm.) high (no box
or certificate)
£150-20

20.

Manufactured
collectors
teddy bears, Steiff - yellow tagged
Lotte in suitcase and an elephant head
purse; a Hermann 1997 Annual Bear; a
Merrythought limited edition and a Simply
Irresistible
£40-60

12.

A Steiff limited edition Mini
Colour Splash Teddy Bears, 857 of 2000,
2006 (no box and certificate)
£50-80

30.
25.

A small Alfonzo for Teddy Bears
of Witney, with tag --8in. (20.5cm.) high
£50-80

13.

Two Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, a Bertie Pantom bear puppet, 216
of 1911, 2007 and Matrioschka bear, 607
of 1500, 2014 (no boxes or certificates)
£60-80

15.

A Steiff limited edition of
Margarette Steiff’s Dalmatian,
with
photograph, 73 of 1880, 2005; a Steiff
dog bowl and wooden bone; and a limited
edition Suzi Cat, 781 of 3000, 2005 (no
boxes or certificates)
£60-80

A Steiff limited edition Pocket
Alfonzo 2012, for Teddy Bears of Witney,
214 of 1908 (no box or certificate); and
The Alfonzo Story book
£50-80
Steiff limited editions for Teddy
Bears of Witney, a Xenia, 94 of 1500,
2001; and Baby Alfonzo, 4127 of 5000,
1995 with The Alfonzo Story book (no
boxes or certificates)
£70-100
33.
A small Alfonzo for Teddy Bears
of Witney, with tag --8in. (20.5cm.) high
£50-80

21.

A Steiff limited edition Alfonzo
1990, for Teddy Bears of Witney, 353 of
5000 (no box or certificate)
£60-80

22.

A Steiff limited edition Baby
Alfonzo 1995, for Teddy Bears of Witney,
1506 of 5000 with certificate (no box)
£40-60

26.

A large Alfonzo for Teddy Bears
of Witney 2015, with tag --26 ½in.
(67.5cm.) high
£150-200

27.

A Steiff limited edition Xenia, for
Teddy Bears of Witney, 967 of 1500, 2001
(no box or certificate)
£40-60

16.

Seven Steiff Club Gift miniature
teddy bears and animals, two 2003, 2004,
2005and 2008; and crib toy elephant and
polar bear (no boxes)
£60-80

34.

A large Alfonzo for Teddy Bears
of Witney 2015, with tag --26 ½in.
(67.5cm.) high
£150-200

35.

Steiff limited editions for Teddy
Bears of Witney, a Xenia, 494 of 1500,
2001; and a 1990 Alfonzo (no boxes or
certificates, Alfonzo with button removed
and missing outfit)
£60-80

36.

Two miniature artist teddy
bears, both made from distressed white
cotton, swivel heads and jointed limbs,
jackets and keyring loop in back --5 ½in.
(14cm.) height of largest
£60-80

17.

Steiff limited edition Golly Kids
Set, 223 of 1400, 2005; a Ueberdax 1904,
573 of 3000, 2005; and two jointed metal
Gollies; and a Jacko
£100-150

28.
23.

A Steiff limited edition Centenary
Alfonzo 2008, for Teddy Bears of Witney,
319 of 1908 (no box or certificate)
£60-80
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31.

32.

14.

Six Steiff yellow tagged teddy
bears and dogs, two red, one pale blue
--11in. (28cm.) high, a black bear, a Scottie
and Dalmatian
£80-120

A Steiff limited edition Centenary
Alfonzo 2008, for Teddy Bears of Witney,
829 of 1908 (no box or certificate); and
The Alfonzo Story book
£60-80

Merrythought Alfonzo Cheekies
for Teddy Bears of Witney, Witney Cheeky
Bear, 154 of 250; Witney 1985-2005, 3 of
30; and two Punkie Alfonzos, 31 and 32 of
50
£120-180
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

37.

Two miniature artist teddy
bears, both made from distressed cotton,
one white and one beige, swivel heads
and jointed limbs, jackets and keyring loop
in back --5 ¼in. (13.5cm.) height of largest
£60-80
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

39.

Three artist made elephants, of
artificial silk plush, a pink elephant with
swivel head and jointed legs --6in. (15cm.)
height seated; a similar in brown plush;
and another standing on all fours
£80-120

45.

40.

46.
An antique style teddy bear,
with exaggerated features, old large boot
button eyes, antique leather, straw stuffed
and brass collar --25in. (63.5cm.) high
(aged, tear to leg); and an antique muff
with added teddy bear head
£80-100

Three artist made animals, a
grey artificial silk plush seated donkey
with swivel head --5½in. (14cm.) high;
a similar jointed squirrel; and a seated
mohair rabbit with large ears
£70-100

Four unusual teddy bears, a
replica of a Strunz muff teddy bear --13in.
(33cm.) high; two other bears made using
old cloth doll lower halves; and an antique
muff converted into a teddy bear muff
£80-100

41.

Two artist made elephants,
a grey plush jointed elephant with
checked trousers and blue jacket --11 ½in.
(29.5cm.) high; a cream jointed elephant;
and a Steiff replica Circus Elephant (button
removed and areas with applied glue)
£70-100

42.

Three artist teddy bears, of
artificial silk plush, one grey with swivel
head, jointed limbs, lace bow and angel
wings --11in. (28cm.) high; another similar
in dress with angel wings; and a burgundy
bear
£70-100

43.

Three artist teddy bears, a
slender bear with swivel head, jointed
limbs and felt clown costume --12 ½in.
(32cm.) high; a red felt roly-poly clown
bear; a teddy bear with deer antler stuck
into his head and a jointed snowman
£70-100

47.
A Steiff limited edition Muzzle
Bear 1908, white, 1529 of 6000, in original
box with plastic lid and certificate, 1988/89
(slight wear to box and lid discoloured)
£60-80
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60.

70.

Three Merrythought for Harrods
standing character teddy bears, Mrs
Hudson, Sherlock Holmes and a Chelsea
Pensioner --17 ½in. (44.5cm.) high; a large
House of Nisbet bear; a Gund Barton’s
Creek John Thomas; and three other bears
£80-120

A small Micha Bears teddy
bear cuddling two puppies, a small The
Bear Basket panda --4 ½in. (11.5cm.)
high; a Hermann panda; a Theresa Young
miniature bear; a Steiff Club Gift Bear,
1997/98; and a miniature Hermann
£80-120

48.

A Steiff limited edition Museum
Collection Record Teddy, 664 of 4000, in
original window box, 1990 (slight damage
to box) - an antique example of this toy
sold in these rooms this September for
almost £10,000
£60-80

56.

A Steiff limited edition for Russia Alfonso 100th Jubilee, 340 of 1000, in original
Alfonso
Jubilee,
box
with 100th
certificate,
2008340 of 1000, in
original
£80-120box with certificate, 2008
£80-120

49.

A Steiff limited edition Dicky
Bear, 15106 of 20000, in original box
with plastic lid and certificate, 1985 (lid
damaged and discoloured)
£60-80

64.

A large Steiff limited edition
‘Happy’ Teddy Bear 1926, 496 of 5000, in
original box with plastic lid and certificate,
1990-91
£200-300

65.

A Steiff limited edition British
Collector’s 1912 Replica black Teddy Bear,
2153 of 3000, in original box with plastic
lid and certificate, 1991
£100-150

50.

A
Steiff
limited
edition
Somersault Bear 1909, 2396 of 5000, in
original box with plastic lid and certificate,
1990 (box lid heavily taped and damaged)
£60-80

53.

A Steiff limited Club edition
Polar Bear on wheels 1910, 4635 for
1999/2000, in original box with certificate
£50-80

54.

A Steiff limited Club edition
gold/rose Teddy Bear, 7088 for 1999, in
original box with certificate; and a yellow
tagged Steiff Petsy
£60-80

55.

A Merrythought Artist Proof
Edition Jeremy teddy bear, 5 of 6 for
the 3rd Annual Open Day with tag --26in.
(66cm.) high; a Merrythought panda;
a Dean’s 100th Birthday Bear and two
others
£80-100
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Three Steiff yellow tagged teddy
bears, a brown Teddy Baby replica --14
½in. (37cm.) high; an Original Teddy Bear
with mask face; and 1938 Panda Replica
£60-80

78.
Steiff yellow tagged teddy bears,
a 1906 Classic Teddy Bear --20in. (51cm.)
high; a Richard Steiff Teddy; an Original
Teddy; a Cosy Friend and a keyring bear;
an Enesco 1970 Zotty, in original box; a
mug; and four Steiff boxes
£80-100

72.

A Steiff yellow tagged Bobby
Musical Teddy Bear, black with guitar, in
original box, 1993 (slight damage to box)
£50-80
A Steiff limited Club Edition
Dicky Brown Bear 1935, 1537 for 1996/97,
in original box with certificate
£50-80

A Steiff limited edition British
Collector’s 1907 Replica Teddy Bear, 478
of 2000, in original box with plastic lid and
certificate, 1989 (box lid discoloured and
damaged)
£80-120
A Steiff limited edition green
Teddy Bear 1908, 193 of 3000, in original
box with certificate, 2005
£60-80

A Steiff Studio heron 1980-84,
2606/50 with yellow tag and brass button
--21 ½in. (55cm.) high
£50-80

77.

73.

51.

52.

71.

76.
Two Steiff limited edition
Margarette Steiff 150th Anniversary
teddy bears, one white 4773 and one
brown 5194 for 1993 with tag certificates
£50-80

74.

A Steiff Circus Collection limited
edition Teddy Baby Ticket Seller, 325 of
5000, in original box, 1991
£50-80

Lot 61

66.
57.

A Steiff limited Club edition
Teddy Baby 1929 Blue, 4293 for 1992, in
original box; and two yellow tagged Lotte
bears
£60-80

58.

Four yellow tagged Steiff teddy
bears, a Father Christmas teddy bear --10
½in. (26.5cm.) high; two Danbury Mint
year bears for 2000 and 2001 with a Steiff
box and bag; and a small grey jointed bear
£80-120

59.

Various collectors teddy bears,
Brian a Buddy Bear by Lynne Cameron
--13in. (33cm.) high; a Russ Bancroft;
a Merrythought Hope; a Golden Bear
The Snowman; and nine unjointed
manufactured bears
£40-60

61.

Six Merrythought standing
character teddy bears, two Harrods
doormen --12in. (30.5cm.) high; a Royal
Archer, a Beefeater, a university graduate
and a Guardsman (most with scratched
out labels as seconds)
£80-120

62.

Merrythought soft toys and
teddy bears, two Gollies --19in. (48.5cm.)
high; two bears in a bed nightdress case; a
teddy muff; a goat; a seal; another teddy
bear and an undressed Mr Whoppit (most
with scratched out labels as seconds); and
a Wimpy Beefeater doll
£70-100

63.

Three Steiff yellow tagged teddy
bears, and a Mungo meercat --12 ½in.
(32cm.) high; and a Steiff Club gift crib
elephant
£70-100
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A Steiff limited edition Olivier B
Bommel Bear, exclusive for Holland, 1906
of 3000, in original box with certificate,
1998
£60-80

80.

A Steiff yellow tagged Winnie
the Pooh, with joints --10in. (25.5cm.)
high; a Tigger; and a brown jointed teddy
bear
£60-80

67.

Two Steiff yellow tagged Molly
Teddy, soft stuffed and unjointed with
chest tags -- 23 ½in. (60cm.) high
£60-80

81.
Various collectors teddy bears,
a Hermann limited edition with knee
and elbow joints --20in. (51cm.) high; a
Belmore Bear by Jane Little (three small
moth hole to pads); a Paw-Let Bears; and
others
£50-80

68.

A Gabrielle Designs limited
edition Aunt Lucy, 910 of 2000, in
original box with certificate; a small Eden
Paddington; and a Gund Classic Pooh
£60-80

69.

An Ashton-Drake Simon Laurens
Baby Babu orangutan, in original box
--16in. (41cm.) high
£30-40
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79.
A Merrythought limited edition
Bedtime Cheeky teddy bear, and another
Merrythought teddy bear --17in. (43cm.)
high
£30-50

75.

Steiff limited edition Teddy Baby
Boy and Girl 1930, Boy 589 of 7000 and
Girl 563 of 7000, in original boxes with
certificates, 1993
£80-120

82.
British collectors teddy bears, a
House of Nisbet Captain Bully with sailor’s
cap and tag signed by Peter Bull --16 ½in.
(42cm.) high; Merrythought -policeman
and Pearly Queen; and others
£60-80
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Lot 83

Lot 94

88.

A rare Schuco clockwork walking
clown 1920s, with felt face with black boot
button eyes, painted features, integral
red and black felt costume with blue felt
buttons, ruff, swivel head, jointed arms
with cloth hands and keywind mechanism
and on/off switch causing the clown to
march along --11 ½in. (29cm.) height to
top of head (slight damage to hand and
slight fading)
£300-400

83.

A rare Steiff pom-pom woollen
skiing rabbit (Skihas 17) 1936-40, with
brown and black glass eyes, pom-pom
yellow and white rabbit, pom-pom green
trousers, whiskers, mohair ears, orange
wool scarf, wired body, wooden skis and
poles and FF underscored button with
crisp yellow cloth tag in ear --8in. (20.5cm.)
long
£800-1200

84.

A Steiff pom-pom woollen lead
drake from Duck Chain 1934-41, with
grey, green, white and brown pom-pom,
black button eyes, yellow felt bear and on
two wooden wheels and metal frame with
original string --3in. (7.5cm.) high; a postwar Steiff black cat with chest tag and
pom-pom raven
£70-100

85.

A Dean’s Rag Book Co Ma Coney
rabbit 1930s, with beige and white wool
plush, clear and black glass eyes with red
painted backs, black stitched nose and
mouth, wired body with integral printed
cloth clothes and ink stamp registered
design number to bottom --13 ¾in.
(35cm.) height to top of ears (small hole
to chest and foot)
£50-80
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90.

A rare Schuco monkey hip flask
1930s, with flocked tinplate face and
painted eyes, brown tipped white mohair,
jointed limbs with felt hands and feet,
head unscrews to reveal glass flask and
aluminium cup with original ribbon --8
¾in. (22cm.) high (faded and dirty)
£200-300

91.

94.

A rare and fine Steiff jointed
elephant circa 1908, with grey mohair,
black boot button eyes, white felt tusks,
swivel head, jointed limbs with black
94.
A raretail
andand
finesqueaker
Steiff jointed
elephant circa 1908, with grey mohair, black boot
stitched toes,
--10 ¼in.
button eyes,
white
felt tusks,
head,
(26cm.)
height
seated
(slightswivel
tear to
one jointed limbs with black stitched toes, tail and
squeaker
--10 ¼in.
(26cm.) height seated (slight tear to one tusk and slight matting)
tusk
and slight
matting)
£800-1200
£800-1200

A German clockwork standing
monkey 1930s, with brown mohair,
pressed card face with brown and black
glass eyes, jointed arms, felt hands,
cardboard body, moulded feet with toes
and keywind mechanism causing him to
rock from side to side --9 ¾in. (25cm.) high
(slight wear)
£200-300

92.

86.

A rare German bear cub candy
container 1920s,
composition with
blonde mohair covering, opaque white,
brown and black glass eyes, tinplate nose,
open composition mouth with teeth,
standing and removable head to reveal
container --7in. (18cm.) high (slight wear)
£200-300

87.

A German clockwork teddy bear
1920-30s, covered in golden artificial
silk plush, orange and black glass eyes,
tinplate nose and mouth, cast-metal feet,
celluloid hands and feet with integral key
in back causing the bear to wiggle --6 ½in.
(16.5cm.) high (slightly faded)
£80-100

89.

A Schuco yes/no Bellhop
monkey 1920s, with flocked tinplate face
and painted eyes, tail operated yes/no
head and open mouth mechanism, brown
mohair head, white mohair chin, red and
black felt integral uniform and felt hands
--8 ½. (21.5cm.) high (slight wear and
moth)
£150-200
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Two British monkey soft toys
1930s, both with felt faces, hands and
ears, orange and black glass eyes, swivel
head, wired limbs; one with brown wool
plush, red felt waistcoat and fez and the
other with white wool plush and waistcoat
--12in. (30.5cm.) height not fully stretched
(some wear and fading, some wire poking
through)
£40-60

93.

An unusual British Pekinese
soft toy bottle holder or tissue dispenser
1930s, possibly Omega, with light brown
and white mohair, brown and black glass
eyes, black mohair muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth with red felt tongue,
begging position, jointed arms with lift
off head with hollow body and narrow
cylindrical cardboard tube through head
--13 ½in. (34.5cm.) high (black muzzle bald
and other thinning area, general wear and
fading)
£30-50
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95.

A rare German grey burlap
jointed elephant circa 1907, possibly
95.
rare German
jointed elephant circa 1907, possibly Strunz or
Strunz orAsimilar
to Steiffgrey
withburlap
black boot
similar
Steiff
withfelt
black
boot
button
eyes, white felt tusks, swivel head, jointed limbs
button to
eyes,
white
tusks,
swivel
head,
with
black
stitched
tail,stitched
inoperative
jointed
limbs
withtoes,
black
toes,growler and white and blue striped shirt --12in.
(30.5cm.)
height seated
darned
around top of trunk, pile worn and slight repairs
tail, inoperative
growler(heavily
and white
and
around
neck)shirt --12in. (30.5cm.) height
blue striped
£400-600
seated
(heavily darned around top of
trunk, pile worn and slight repairs around
neck)
£400-600
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100.

Lot 96

Lot 99

A very rare and early Strunz jester teddy bear circa 1904,
probably rod jointed with blonde mohair head,102.
hands and
black boot
Anfeet,
American
teddy bear circa
button eyes, brown stitched mouth and five claws,
guttamohair, unusual
1920, originally
with shortwith
blonde
percha nose, swivel head, jointed elongated oval
limbs head
with cloth
felt button eyes,
with body,
replaced
pads, original red, yellow and green felt costume
with of
brass
bellsstitching,
--20in. swivel head,
remains
black
(51cm.) high (wear, wire rods protruding from
the tip
of three
limbs,
jointed
limbs,
hump
and inoperative
some moth holes, repairs and fading to costume);
a recent
embroidered
growler
--24in.
(61cm.) high (damage to
portrait of this bear the corners with blackberries;
pageand
fromhole
Bearon body around
top ofand
lefta arm
Collector featuring this bear - this actual bear arm,
was sold
in Christie’s
South
hence
the sling,
general wear and
Kensington 8th December 1997 auction as lot
89. The
jester’s
thinning
anddistinct
pads recovered)
costume is identical to the one used by Steiff’s£80-120
clown manufactured first
in 1904 and are well known for copying Steiff toys directly; it is know that
this resulted in a lot of legal writs issued by Steiff.
£2000-3000

Lot 100

96.

A small German mohair
elephant 1910-20s, similar to Steiff with
grey mohair, black boot button eyes with
white felt behind, felt tusks, standing and
red felt saddle cloth trimmed with rickrack --8in. (20.5cm.) long (bald spots and
thinning, general wear and fading)
£80-120

98.

An unusual early German teddy
bear circa 1910, similar to Bing with
unusual brown wool plush, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle with
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
back of head and ears all in one pieces,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with
felt pads, shoulder joints with disc, the
leg jointed with pins, hump, inoperative
squeak and white cotton pinafore --10in.
(25.5cm.) high (small hole to the tip of
each pad)
£200-300

97.

An early Strunz teddy bear
circa 1907, with blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle,
ears lower down on the side of swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs, hump and
white top with pale green trousers --9
½in. (24.5cm.) high (balding and wear,
discolouring, slight darning to muzzle and
pads replaced)
£150-200

99.

A rare Strunz
teddy bear
muff with provenance circa 1912, with
blonde mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and five claws, swivel head,
jointed arms, felt pads, rotund body with
lined hand warming pocket and metal
hooks with wool cord --13in. (33cm.) high
(bald spots to back and back of head,
some general wear and thinning and
patched hole to foot pad); and an original
photographic postcard dated 7.9.12,
showing a young girl in a mohair ‘teddy
bear’ coat and with a similar muff around
her neck with handwritten message in
German ‘Happy Easter to you and the
little ones. Alex and Adele we would be
happy to hear from you (and see you)
soon, thanks for the nice postcard from
Uncle Erwin ‘ and mailed to ‘Ameisgasse
18, Vienna’
£800-1200

Lot 98
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100.

A very rare and early Strunz
jester teddy bear circa 1904, probably
rod
with blonde
head,
101.jointed
A German
teddy mohair
bear 1920s,
hands
and
feet,
black
boot
button
eyes,
with short golden mohair, replaced button
brown
stitched
mouth
and
five
claws,
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
originally
gutta
percha
nose, swivel
nose and with
mouth,
missing
slotted-in
ears,
head,
jointed
elongated
limbs
cloth
swivel head, jointed limbs withwith
felt pads,
body,
felt pads,
original
red,
and
in-operative
growler,
shirt,
tie,yellow
dog-tooth
green
felt
costume
with
brass
bells
--20in.
waistcoat and blue trousers --20 ½in.
(51cm.)
high (wear,
wire rods
protruding
(52cm.)high
(ear holes
darned,
pads
from
the
tip
of
three
limbs,
some
moth
darned and general wear and thinning)
holes,
£60-80repairs and fading to costume); a
recent embroidered portrait of this bear
the corners with blackberries; and a page
from Bear Collector featuring this bear this actual
was sold teddy
in Christie’s
102.
Anbear
American
bear South
circa
Kensington
8th December
1997 unusual
auction
1920,
with short
blonde mohair,
as lothead
89. The
distinct
jester’s
costume
is
oval
with
replaced
button
eyes,
identical to
onestitching,
used by Steiff’s
remains
of the
black
swivel clown
head,
manufactured
in 1904
are well
jointed
limbs, first
hump
and and
inoperative
known for
copying
Steiffhigh
toys(damage
directly; to
it
growler
--24in.
(61cm.)
is know
that
thisand
resulted
in body
a lot of
legal
top
of left
arm
hole on
around
rites issued
Steiff.
arm,
henceby
the
sling, general wear and
£2000-3000
thinning
and pads recovered)
£80-120
101. A German teddy bear 1920s,
with short golden mohair, replaced button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, missing slotted-in ears,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads,
in-operative growler, shirt, tie, dog-tooth
waistcoat and blue trousers --20 ½in.
(52cm.)high (ear holes darned, pads
darned and general wear and thinning)
£60-80
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

Lot 104

103.

A German teddy bear 1910-20s,
with short mohair/wool mix plush, black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle,
heavily cupped ears, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
exaggerated hump, inoperative growler
and modern well-made footman’s livery
--19in. (48cm.) high (general thinning and
wear, some damaged to pads and black
stitching; a large blank metal button has
been added to his left ear!)
£300-400

104. A good quality German teddy
bear 1920-30s, with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, slotted-in
stuffed ears, large pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with felt pads, hump and inoperative
growler --26in. (66cm.) high (slight general
wear and fading, thinning to pads and
hole to one foot pad)
£300-400
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105.

111.

A Chiltern-type teddy bear
1930s, with golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
cloth pads, slight hump and growler --15
½in. (39.5cm.) high (some bald spots,
general wear and thinning, slight damage
to pads and dusty)
£60-80

106.

Two British teddy bears, a 1920s
blonde mohair teddy bear, probably Chad
Valley with orange and black glass eyes,
swivel head, jointed limbs and plain metal
button in right ear --16 ½in. (42cm.) high
(darned muzzle, very worn, patch to wrist,
hand pads and face stitching replaced);
and a small 1930s Merrythought Dutch
teddy bear with corduroy trousers and
woven label on foot (almost completely
bald)
£60-80

A 1930s Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with brown painted back, pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet pads and card lined feet, hump and
inoperative squeaker --24in. (61cm.) high (bald spots, general wear and thinning, a little
stained around muzzle and fading)
£80-120

112.

A 1950s Chad Valley teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, replaced orange and
black glass eyes, clipped muzzle, black
stitched bulbous nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs with oil-cloth pads,
inoperative growler and Queen Mother
label --18 ½in. (47cm.) high (slight general
wear and thinning, fading and a little bald
around muzzle)
£50-80

113.

107.

Two poorly pre-war teddy bears,
a German or American 1920s teddy
bear with brown and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed
arms --14in. (35.5cm.) high (strangely
his bottom and tops of legs have been
removed, possibly after a dog attack, now
patched and converted to a muff, head
stitched in place); and another, probably
French, circa 1929 with cinnamon mohair
and blue and white striped jacket, an
anonymous note located in a hole in
front of bear written in French dates the
bear to 1929 and discusses how loved he
was --16in. (41cm.) high (very worn and
damaged with large holes and darns)
£100-150

119.

A 1950s Diem teddy bear, with
beige mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with beige painted backs, inset short
mohair muzzle and pads, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with card-lined feet and inoperative
growler --24in. (61cm.) high (bald spot
to ankle and tops of arms, some general
wear and fading)
£80-120

109.

An Eduard Crämer teddy bear
1930s with light brown mohair, brown
and black glass eyes, inset short blonde
mohair face mask, brown stitched nose,
mouth and remains of claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
hump and growler --15in. (38cm.) high
(bald spots, holes in lower head around
neck from moth attack, general wear,
thinning and fading)
£250-350

A large 1950s Chad Valley
teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, muzzle with black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed arms with brown oil-cloth pads
and inoperative growler --28in. (71cm.)
high (some general wear and thinning)
£60-80

Lot 120

115.

A rare Merrythought Cheeky
teddy bear late 1950s, with pale yellow
artificial silk plush, orange and black glass
eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, black artsilk
jingling ears and feet pads, large swivel
head, jointed limbs with black felt hand
pads, yellow printed label and printed
white Reg Design label --13in. (33cm.)
high (slight matting and discolouration)
£300-400

116.

A Merrythought Cheeky teddy
bear 1960s, with golden mohair, orange
and black plastic eyes, inset velvet
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, large swivel head, ears with bells
and jointed arms with brown pads --11in.
(28cm.) high (general wear and thinning)
£40-60

117.

A Merrythought Cheeky teddy
bear 1960s, with golden mohair, orange
and black plastic eyes, inset velvet
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, large swivel head, ears with bells
and jointed arms with brown pads --13in.
(33cm.) high (general wear and thinning)
£50-80

120.

Roy’s Red Teddy Bear 1920s, a British teddy bear with red mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with orange painted back, pronounced muzzle with black stitched nose,
mouth and remains of claws, swivel head, jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker and recent
scarf embroidered ‘Roy’s Bear’ --12 ½in. (32cm.) high (a few bald spots, left hand a little
short, three pads replaced, one missing, eyes probably replaced) with two more recent
photographs of Roy Smith who was born on 7th March 1926 in Leeds, West Yorkshire;
and a letter of provenance from his widow Olive about Roy’s history and the love of his
little red bear.
£300-500

118.

114.
108.

A Jopi white mohair teddy bear
1930s, with clear and black glass eyes
with brown painted backs, shading around
eyes, pronounced muzzle, restitched black
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads and black stitched
claws, hump and inoperative growler
--18in. (46cm.) high (some balding and
thinning, general wear, slight staining to
right cheek and back of head)
£200-300
12

110.

A German long brown-tipped
white mohair teddy bear, with clear and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads,
slight hump and inoperative growler,
probably 1950s, but possibly earlier --22
½in. (57cm.) high (hand pads replaced,
tipping faded, some thinning and general
wear)
£80-120

A rare large Merrythought
Cheeky teddy bear late 1950s, with pink
artificial silk plush, orange and black glass
eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, black artsilk
jingling ears and feet pads, large swivel
head, jointed limbs with black felt hand
pads, yellow printed label and printed
white Reg Design label --27in. (68.5cm.)
high (fading and discolouring, repaired
tear around nose and hole to left hand
pad)
£300-400
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

A British panda pyjamas case
1930/40s, with black and white wool
plush, clear and black glass eyes with
black felt behind, muzzle with black
stitched nose and mouth, unjointed with
oil-cloth claws and zipper up back --17
½in. (44.5cm.) high
£40-60

121. A pink mohair teddy bear 1950s, probably Tara Toys
119.
A 1930s
Chiltern
Hugmee
with opening
mouth and
squeak when
squeezed, black stitched
teddy
bear, plush
withear
golden
clear
nose, white
liningmohair,
and pads
--14 ½in. (37cm.) high
and
black
glass
eyes
with
brown
painted
(slight fading and general wear); and an unjointed 1950s teddy
back,
pronounced
clipped
muzzle,
black
bear, possibly
Deans
with beige
wool
plush, blue and black
stitched
nose,
mouth
and
claws,
swivel
glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, integral clothes, the
head,
jointed
limbs
withbears
velvet
andwool plush feet pads
top printed
with
teddy
andpads
green
card
lined
feet,
hump
and
inoperative
(some discolouration and general wear)
squeaker
£60-80 --24in. (61cm.) high (bald spots,
general wear and thinning, a little stained
£60-80
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Lot 121

121. A pink mohair teddy bear 1950s,
probably Tara Toys with opening mouth
and squeak when squeezed, black stitched
nose, white plush ear lining and pads --14
½in. (37cm.) high (slight fading and general
wear); and an unjointed 1950s teddy bear,
possibly Deans with beige wool plush,
blue and black glass eyes, black stitched
nose and mouth, integral clothes, the top
printed with teddy bears and green wool
plush feet pads (some discolouration and
general wear)
£60-80
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Lot 124

LOT 131

131.

Lot 127

122.

Two Schuco bigo-bello teddy
bear footballers, with beige mohair,
black and white plastic eyes, black plastic
nose, wired limbs, one in red and white
and one in blue and white football strip
with original outsized plastic football
boots --12in. (30.5cm.) high (some fading)
£80-120

129.

A 1920s Steiff teddy bear, with
bright golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with brown backs, pronounced
clipped muzzle, remains of black stitched
nose, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs
with black stitched claws and felt pads,
hump and inoperative growler --19in.
(48cm.) high (some balding to back and
surface of right leg, general wear and
thinning, a few tiny holes to pads and
dusty)
£400-500

123.

A Farnell 1930s musical cat,
with white wool plush, blue and black
glass eyes, pink stitched nose and mouth,
whiskers, swivel head, seated with
keywind musical mechanism and blue and
white woven Alpha label --12in. (30.5cm.)
high (one broken eye, slight general wear
and discoloured); a Norah Wellings gypsy
doll with label; a small wool plush rabbit
with rattle and a monkey hand puppet
£100-150

124.

Gabrielle Designs teddy bears, a
Mr and Mrs Barbour bear --15in. (38cm.)
high; a similar golfer, a footballer, a
rugby player and a lady bear; a small size
Paddington in red duffle coat and an Eden
Toys Paddington
£100-150

125.

Winnie the Pooh and friends,
a Merrythought 1960s Winnie --12 ½in.
(32cm.) high (missing t-shirt); Gabrielle
Design Kanga and Roo and Piglet; a 1960s
Chad Valley Chiltern Pooh; a Chad Valley
Chiltern Honey bear; and a Merrythought
dralon Kanga and Roo
£80-120

127.

A Steiff teddy bear circa 1907,
with blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, hump, inoperative squeaker and
white cotton vest --14in. (35.5cm.) high
(bald spots, general wear, thinning and
fading, slight damage to pads)
£300-400

Lot 130
Lot 130

132. A rare large German dressed
male rabbit 1920s, with clear and black
glass eyes with white opaque corners,
brown tipped cream wool plush, inset
shorter wool plush face mask, open red
felt mouth, brown stitched nose, freckles
and tips of large wired ears, swivel head,
jointed bent arms, free standing on large
feet with black stitched claws, ribbed black
trousers, white top, orange felt waistcoat
and pale brown wrist puttees --22 ½in.
(57cm.) high (some fading and wear)
£600-800

128.

A Steiff cinnamon mohair teddy
bear circa 1908, with black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads and hump --16in. (40.5cm.) high
(some bald spots, repaired tear to muzzle,
hand pads well replaced with old felt,
repairs to feet pads, hand claw stitching
replaced and lacks voice box)
£300-500
lot 128

126.

Post-war Steiff animals, a Linda
kangaroo --9 ½in. (24cm.) high; two
rabbits, a Cockie spaniel; a cat; woollen
rabbit, mouse, squirrel and three birds,
birds with yellow cloth tags and buttons
(some fading and slight playwear)
£80-120
14

A rare Strunz Eskimo doll circa
1909, with felt face and hands, brown and
black glass eyes, black mohair wig, swivel
head, grey mohair body and jointed limbs
with large feet, felt soles and inoperative
squeaker --12in. (30.5cm.) high (four
patched holes to face, hand and sole
feet slightly repaired and skirt of jacket
possibly replaced)
£100-150
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130.

A rare Steiff male doll similar
to the Sportsman circa 1912, with
characterful seamed felt face with blue
and black glass eyes, painted eyebrows,
faded brown mohair wig, swivel head,
cloth body and jointed elongated limb
with felt hands, ‘leisure’ outfit comprising
brown felt jodhpurs, light brown felt
waistcoat, beige puttees, blue and white
striped cotton shirt and large leather lace
up shoes --20 ½in. (52cm.) high (small
moth hole to chin, top lip and right thumb
and forefinger, slight damage to jodhpurs,
wear to shoes, missing button and some
fading)
£600-800
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Lot 132
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133.

An unusual early dressed cloth
monkey circa 1905, of brown brushed
cotton, black boot button eyes with
white linen discs behind, brown stitched
inverted v nostrils and mouth, long limbs
and tail and red cotton jacket, trousers
and hat with black trim, probably homemade from a pattern --19 ½in. (49.5cm.)
high (some wear and fading)
£100-150

134.

A Steiff pre-war chimpanzee,
with faded brown mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with brown backs, felt face, ears,
hands and feet, swivel head, jointed limbs
and inoperative squeaker --11in. (28cm.)
long (suede patch to mouth area and left
ear, hands and feet covered and general
wear); a post-war Steiff Jocko glove
puppet with script button; and a post-war
German monkey (mouth patched)
£50-80

139.

Post-war German rabbits and
duckling, a fully jointed rabbit with orange
and black glass eyes, red stitched nose
and mouth --8in. (20cm.) high; two Steiff
seated rabbits and a duckling (slight wear)
£50-80

140.

A post-war Hermann-type teddy
bear, with light brown mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, inset short mohair
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth,
slotted-in ears, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, growler and collar --17 ½in.
(44.5cm.) high
£30-40

136.

A Schuco miniature teddy bear
scent bottle 1930s, with orange mohair,
metal pin eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, metal framed jointed body and lift
of head to reveal glass bottle with original
glass stopper --3 ¼in. (8.5cm.) high (almost
completely bald)
£50-80

138.

Post-war Steiff wild animals, two
Nosy rhinoceros, largest with chest tag --7
¼in. (18.5cm.) length of largest; and three
zebras, one velvet with button, yellow
cloth tag and chest tag, a mohair example
(missing eye); and another worn velvet
one
£60-80
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143.

Various British soft toys, a
jointed lamb with felt flower in mouth
--8in. (20.5cm.) high; a post-war Chad
Valley duckling with label; a cotton plush
dachshund; a Harrods weasel door stop;
a sheepskin jointed rabbit and two other
items
£40-60
Various soft toys, a Dean’s Rag
Book Co printed duck with cork stuffing
--6 ½in. (16.5cm.) long; a short mohair
German miniature teddy bear (missing
eyes and ears); another similar; an
Italian felt small boy doll, possibly a Lenci
Mascot; a dog hand puppet; and a artsilk
plush clown body with an earlier teddy
bear head
£70-100

141.

A German mauve mohair
teddy bear 1930s, with orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
replaced black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, slotted-in ears, swivel head, jointed
limbs, hump and inoperative growler --26
½in. (67.5cm.) high (reinforcing patches to
neck joint, repair to neck beneath muzzle,
pads recovered, balding to body, general
wear and thinning, fading)
£150-200

137.

Two miniature Schuco teddy
bears 1950s, both with beige mohair,
metal pin eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth and metal framed jointed body --3
½in. (9cm.) height of largest (largest with
loose head and smaller with restitched ear
and slight wear)
£80-120

A 1920s German teddy bear,
with golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, remains
of red stitched tongue or lip, swivel head,
jointed limbs, slight rounded hump,
heavily stuffed, inoperative growler and
a pair of glasses --22 ½in. (57.5cm.) high
(pads replaced, small hole in right wrist
and some general wear)
£200-300

144.

135.

A Schuco miniature monkey
compact and lipstick 1930s, with orange
mohair, flocked tinplate face, metal
framed jointed body with felt hands and
feet, the head is removed to reveal lipstick
holder with lipstick and the body opens
to reveal powder compact with original
powder and pad --3 ¼in. (8.5cm.) high
(left leg sparse, slight wear and fading)
£100-150

142.

Lot 142

148.

Post-war teddy bears, a Chiltern
Sooty type teddy on trike --10in. (25.5cm.)
high; a Nylena synthetic teddy bear with
label in side seam; a House of Nisbet
bellhop and another in waistcoat; a Blue
Ribbon panda and five others (some with
slight wear)
£50-80

149.

Two post-war continental teddy
bears from Constance King, a Merrimex
(Sweden) golden sheep-skin jointed teddy
bear, 1949 --17in. (43cm.) high; another
jointed sheep-skin Austrian teddy bear;
and a German tin
£30-50

150.

A Gabrielle Designs Paddington
Bear, in green duffle coat with card tag
and yellow Dunlop wellies --18in. (46cm.)
high (missing hat); a Wendy Boston talking
Basil Brush (voice slurred); and a modern
Zippy
£30-50

145.

Various soft toys, a European
brown burlap horse with wooden muzzle
and hooves --15in. (38cm.) long; a black
cotton plush Scottie dog purse; an artificial
silk plush spaniel; and five other items
(some damage and wear)
£60-80

146.

Two post-war British teddy bear
pyjama cases, a Merrythought golden
mohair teddy bear with orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads,
printed label and zipper up back --21 ½in.
(54.5cm.) high; a Twyfords bear pj case
with swivel head and label (slight wear);
an unjointed Chiltern artificial silk plush
panda (some wear)
£70-100

147.

Four post-war Continental teddy
bears, a Fechter teddy bear with brown
mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
swivel head and jointed limbs --10 ½in.
(26.5cm.) high; a teddy bear cub with
white dralon, thumbed hand pads and
blue felt bib, possibly Hamiro; a plush
covered cardboard Mrs teddy bear; and
another pin-jointed (some wear)
£50-80
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153.

Two Merrythought teddy bears,
a unusual yellow artificial silk plush seated
teddy bear with white artsilk ear lining,
muzzle and bellow, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with yellow pads and printed label
on leg --7in. (18cm.) high (missing eyes,
slight wear and matting); and a traditional
golden mohair teddy bear with swivel
head, jointed limbs and printed label on
foot --22in. (56cm.) high (missing eyes,
pads recovered and slight general wear):
and a musical teddy bear (mechanism not
working and wear)
£150-200

154.

An early post-war Farnell sheepskin teddy bear, with yellow plush,
orange and black glass eyes, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with leather pads and inoperative
squeaker --17cm. (43cm.)high
£70-100
A Gabrielle Designs Aunt Lucy,
in original clothes with piz nez, card tag,
coins in pocket and manufacturer’s card
tag --17in. (43cm.) high (moth holes to
soles of shoes)
£50-80

152.
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157. Two 1930s British teddy bears,
one with golden mohair, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed
limbs --19in. (48cm.) high (missing eyes
and feet pads; and some wear); and
another very worn bear, probably a 1930s
Farnell
£60-80
158. Two British teddy bears, an
Invicta teddy bear with beige wool plush,
orange and black glass eyes, brown
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head
and jointed limbs with painted cloth pads
--13 ½in. (34.5cm.) high; a post-war British
teddy bear (some wear); an A.A. Milne
‘When we were very young’ 8th edition;
and The Rupert Story Book
£60-80

151.

A Chiltern blue mohair teddy
bear 1930s, with black stitched nose,
mouth and claws going slightly onto pads,
swivel head, jointed limbs with brown
cloth pads and slight hump --12 ¾in.
(32.5cm.) high (balding and wear, missing
eyes); a pin-jointed wool plush panda with
leather pads (worn); and a faux astrakhan
black and white lamb
£60-80

156. A Schuco Tricky yes/no musical
teddy bear 1950s, with beige mohair,
brown and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, tail-operated head mechanism,
jointed limbs with down-turned hands
and felt pads --17in. (43cm.) high (music
mechanism missing key, so unknown if
working, damage to feet pads, missing tail
covering and slight general wear)
£200-300

155.

An unusual British teddy bear,
with brown wool plush, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched rounded
nose, swivel head, jointed limbs with
brown felt pads, slight hump and large
squeaker, 1930s --15in. (38cm.) high (fairly
worn, eyes replaced and darns to hand
pads)
£150-200

159. A large German teddy bear
1930s, with golden mohair, replaced
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative growler --35in. (89cm.) high
(one arm loose, two holes to muzzle, left
arm very worn, pads damage and other
wear)
£80-120
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160.

Three British teddy bears, a pink
artificial silk plush teddy bear with swivel
head and jointed limbs --12in. (30cm.)
high (wear, pads recovered and missing
eyes); a worn 1930s Chiltern teddy bear;
another mohair bear; a British brown and
black mohair terrier (missing eye); and a
home-made cloth elephant
£80-100

165.

174. An early white mohair teddy
bear circa 1908, probably German with
black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, brown stitched nose, mouth
and three claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with cloth pads, hump,
inoperative squeaker and recent ‘Alfonzo’
style Cossack tunic --11 ½in. (29cm.)
high (general balding, especially to body,
general wear and thinning, discolour,
going to slight holes around squeaker)
£200-300

An orange mohair teddy bear,
with black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, re-stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs, hump and
recent blue ruff --12 ½in. (31.5cm.) high
(very worn, pads and eyes replaced, some
stuffing replaced)
£80-120

161.

A 1920s British teddy bear,
with golden mohair, pronounced clipped
muzzle, remains of black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs, slight hump, inoperative growler
and beige romper embroidered with a
rabbit --27in. (68cm.) high (missing one
ear and eyes, replaced pads and some
general wear); a worn Chiltern type; and
a post-war Cad Valley; and a large AM
black baby (eyes fallen into head, skin
discoloured and needs restringing)
£100-150

162.

Five British teddy bears, a large
post-war musical teddy bear --30in.
(76cm.) high; a Dean’s Ivy polar bear
(worn); an Invicta; a post war Chad Valley
and a Chiltern (some wear and dusty)
£150-200

163.

A Dean’s Rag Book Co Mickey
Mouse, with boot button eyes and blue
velvet shorts --5 ½in. (14cm.) high (missing
shoes); a Steiff FF underscored button in
a cinnamon mohair ear; a Wells Mickey
the Stoker tinplate tender; parts from an
Ingersoll M. M. pocket watch and a M.M.
celluloid charm
£60-80

168.

166.

An early German teddy bear
circa 1910, possibly or similar to Strunz
with blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with five brown
stitched claws, hump and inoperative
growler --18 ½in. (47cm.) high (balding
areas, general wear and thinning, pads
replaced and a little dusty)
£300-400

A Steiff cinnamon mohair teddy
bear circa 1908, with black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, hump and inoperative squeaker
--14in. (35.5cm.) high (small patched hole
to back top of head, slight darn to top left
arm, hand pads replaced, bald spot to
top of left hips, other smaller bald spots,
thinning and general wear)
£400-500

170.

An early American teddy
bear circa 1907 with provenance, with
golden mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative squeaker and red knitted
jumper --14in. (35.5cm.) high (bald front
of face, going to seven tiny holes, general
wear and thinning, discoloured to tip of
nose and some damage to pads); a pencil
written note ‘This Teddy Bear belonged
to David? Nathen? Cheney when he was
a child’ and an auction estate sale flyer
featuring this bear from the Estate of Mrs
Morine Cheney, Brimfield, MA.
£250-350

172.

An early American teddy bear
circa 1908, with blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced slightly
upturned muzzle, black horizontally
stitched nose and five claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
hump, inoperative squeaker and recent
dark pink dress --11 ½in. (29cm.) high
(darn to front of left ankle, general wear
and thinning)
£300-400

173.

An early teddy bear circa 1910,
German or American with golden mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
five claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with felt pads, hump, inoperative
squeaker and red felt waistcoat --12 ½in.
(32cm.) high (balding and thinning, one
pads replaced and other three repaired,
black stitching possibly replaced)
£150-200

Lot 174

169.
167.
164.

An early teddy bear 1910-20s,
with blonde mohair, black glass eyes,
large pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with cloth pads,
hump and white cotton lace trimmed
jacket --26in. (66cm.) high (bald back of
head, other areas of thinning and balding,
general wear, claw stitching replaced and
some stuffing replaced)
£300-400
18

A Steiff white mohair teddy
bear circa 1907, with black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, brown
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, hump, inoperative squeaker and
an old red and white spotted clown outfit
with modern hat --12 ½in. (32cm.) high
(some balding and thinning, general wear
and three pads with patches from the
inside, but glued in place)
£300-400

An early American teddy bear
circa 1910, with light golden mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle,
remains of black stitched nose, black
stitched mouth and five claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, hump, inoperative squeaker and
cream knitted cardigan --17in. (43cm.)
high (hole to side of tip of nose, a few
small bald spots, general thinning and
wear, some damage to pads, eyes loose or
possibly replaced)
£300-400
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171.

An early German teddy bear
1910-20s, with dark blonde mohair,
deeply set clear and black glass eyes with
brown backs, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs
with unusual ribbed herring bone textured
pads, hump, inoperative squeaker and
two bells on ribbon around neck--14in.
(35.5cm.) high (small neat darn to left
tip of muzzle, left inside ankle and pads,
balding and general wear)
£300-400
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

175. A Steiff teddy bear circa 1910,
with blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads
and brown stitched claws, hump and
inoperative squeaker --12in. (30.5cm.)
high (tears and patches to head, top of
body near neck, left arm and ankles, some
glue repairs, some areas fragile)
£100-150

176. An early Steiff six-way jointed
cat circa 1910, with white mohair, pale
green and black glass eyes, pink stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
legs and tail, inoperative squeaker and
underscored FF button --8in. (20.5cm.)
high (some bald spots, general wear and
thinning an slight holes to two feet)
£200-300
177. A Steiff standing Molly dog
late 1920s, with white and brown tipped
mohair, brown and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, inoperative squeaker and
underscored FF button --6 ½in. (16.5cm.)
high (some thinning and wear)
£80-120
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182.
Lot 178

A German Mrs Rabbit soft toy,
with beige wool plush, orange and black
spiked glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, wired ears, unjointed with cloth
body and original clothes, probably 1930s
--13in. (33cm.) height without ears (slight
wear and fading)
£60-80

Lot 184

183.

A soft toy rabbit to dress,
probably French with cream wool plush
head, ears and arms, clear and black glass
eyes with brown painted backs, cloth
human body with pin-jointed limbs, 1930s
--12 ½in. (32cm.) high (wear and missing
clothes)
£40-60

178.
elephant
trophy
head circa 1958, of grey mohair, black glass eyes,
178. A
A rare
rareSteiff
Steiff
elephant
trophy
airbrush
markings,
felt
tusk,
script
button
head circa 1958, of grey mohair, black and mounted on wooden board designed for
hanging
on wall
--20in.markings,
(50cm.) long
glass eyes,
airbrush
felt (some
tusk, fading)
£200-300
script button and mounted on wooden
board designed for hanging on wall --20in.
(50cm.) long (some fading)
£200-300
lot 179

179.

A German early felt duck on
wheels circa 1908, the white body with
green head, black bead eye with red felt
behind, orange beak and feet, maroon,
red, dark green, light green, yellow and
white wings, on metal frame with three
cut tin wheels and inoperative squeaker,
possibly Strunz --8in. (20.5cm.) long (darn
to tip of beak, other slight moth damage
and discoloured)
£200-300

A Merrythought Emile Littler’s
Humpty Dumpty pantomime toy owned
by Tiller Girl Irene Hayes, the velvet egg
shaped toy with painted eyes, red felt
mouth, hat and sleeves, white felt collar,
felt hands, velvet legs, woven labels on
underside and the top half of Humpty is
covered in pen signatures ‘To Irene lots of
luck 16 Tiller Girls 1938’ --7 ½in. (19cm.)
high (some fading); a quantity of press and
studio photographs of Irene and others;
a pencil portrait of Irene; a costume
design of a maid with mop signed by
Dimitri Vetter; a small quantity of signed
postcards of other artists; a quantity of
press cuttings for Irene’s pantos including
Goodey Two Shoes and Cinderella mainly
for the Leeds Grand Theatre - The Tiller
Girls were a popular dance troupe formed
by John Tiller in 1889, through most of the
20th century various troupes performed
their ‘Tap and Kick’ routines all over the
country.
£200-300

181.

A 1920s German jointed grey
squirrel, with grey and white mohair,
black glass eyes, light brown stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs and longer mohair tail --10in.
(25.5cm.) high (slight wear and thinning,
nose and mouth stitching painted pink)
£200-300

186.

184.

lot 181

bear circa 1920, with golden mohair, clear
and black oily glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, remains of black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs, large hump and inoperative
growler --20in. (50.5cm.) high (large
patches to muzzle, three pads replaced,
one pad part replaced, ears set too low
on head, wear to arms and some general
wear) - this bear was lot 9 in Grandma’s
Teddy Bear Museum auction in these
rooms on the 9th September 2020
£150-200

188.

‘Herr Jungen’ a German teddy
bear 1930s, possibly Jopi with golden
mohair, clear and black glass eyes with
brown backs, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and three claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, rounded hump and growler --16in.
(40.5cm.) high (some thinning and general
wear, black stitching probably replaced) this bear was lot 16 in Grandma’s Teddy
Bear Museum auction in these rooms on
the 9th September 2020
£100-150

185.

‘Tallulah Trott’ a Terrys teddy
bear circa 1915, with golden mohair, clear
and black oily eyes with brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads,
hump and party dress --17in. (43.5cm.)
high (some baling to face and body, three
pads replaced and general wear) - this
bear was lot 5 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£100-150
lot 186

187.

‘Baron Crämer’ a German teddy
bear 1920s, with light golden mohair,
clear and black glass eyes, remains of
brown painted backs, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with
felt pads, seam down back of leg, rounded
hump and inoperative growler, possibly
Crämer --20 ½in. (52cm.) high (general
wear and thinning, some repairs to pads)
- this bear was lot 11 in Grandma’s Teddy
Bear Museum auction in these rooms on
the 9th September 2020
£200-300

180.

A 1930s Steiff red squirrel, of
reddish brown velvet body, mohair tail
and ears, black glass eyes, black stitched
nose and mouth and velvet acorn --4in.
(10cm.) high (mohair balding); another
mohair squirrel and a Steiff Perri squirrel
(worn)
£80-120
20

‘Terrence’ a Terrys-type teddy
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189.

‘Bruno’ a Jopi teddy bear
1930s, with pale golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with brown backs,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and three claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative growler --21in. (53.5cm.) high
(pads replaced, thinning and wear, heavily
thinning on left back and back of left arm)
- this bear was lot 18 in Grandma’s Teddy
Bear Museum auction in these rooms on
the 9th September 2020
£100-150
21

192.

‘Muzzle’ a British teddy bear
1930s, with pale golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads, hump and inoperative growler --15
½in. (39.5cm.) high (slight general wear
and thinning) - this bear was lot 43 in
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction in
these rooms on the 9th September 2020
£100-150

199.

‘Snow White’ a white mohair
1930s teddy bear, with orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, pink
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, inoperative
squeaker and ribbed white cotton jacket
with lace collar --18in. (45.5cm.) high
(balding, general wear and thinning, hand
pads replaced) - this bear was lot 130 in
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction in
these rooms on the 9th September 2020
£100-150

200.
190.

‘Squeeze’ a German musical
teddy bear 1930s, with light golden
mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with remains of brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with unusual cloth
pads and pressure operated musical
mechanism --17in. (43cm.) high (one
hand pad recovered, other with repair and
slight damage to feet pads, small bald area
going to hole on back of leg, slight general
wear and fading) - this bear was lot 20 in
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction in
these rooms on the 9th September 2020
£200-300

191.

‘Smokey’ a fine Pedigree teddy
bear 1960s, with beige synthetic plush,
orange and black plastic eyes, pronounced
muzzle with black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
white Dralon pads, growler, label in neck
seam, original yellow ribbon, gold foiled
and black card swing tag, in original box
with cellophane window --19in. (48cm.)
high (box a little crushed) - this bear was
lot 25 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum
auction in these rooms on the 9th
September 2020
£100-150
Lot 192
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195.

‘Francoise’ a Pintel teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, clear and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads,
hump, inoperative squeaker and recent
knitted romper --17in. (43cm.) high (very
slight thinning) - this bear was lot 110 in
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction in
these rooms on the 9th September 2020
£150-200

193.

‘Scruff’ an early British teddy
bear circa 1915, probably Teddy Toy
Company with light golden mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth,
large cupped ears, swivel head, jointed
limbs with ribbed cloth pads, heavily
stuffed, probably with cork and inoperative
squeaker --17in. (43cm.) high (a few bald
spots, general wear and thinning) - this
bear was lot 45 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£100-150

194.

‘Arabella Minty’ a Merrythought

turquoise artificial silk plush teddy bear
1930s, with orange and black glass eyes,
muzzle with black stitched nose, mouth,
webbed hand claws and feet claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with pale blue
felt pads, hump, inoperative squeaker,
woven label and knitted cardigan --16in.
(40.5cm.)high (balding to head, general
wear, discoloured, missing some nose
stitching and some damage to pads) - this
bear was lot 64 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£50-80

197.

‘Pugnacious’ a British teddy
bear 1920s, possibly Farnell with golden
mohair, clear and black glass eyes with
brown painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump
and inoperative squeaker --11in. (28cm.)
high (feet pads replaced, thinning to head,
other thinning and general wear) - this
bear was lot 128 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£100-150

‘Alexander’ a British teddy bear
1930s, with light golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, large black stitched nose, mouth
and remains of claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with replaced felt pads and card
lined feet, rounded hump and inoperative
growler --21in. (53.5cm.) high (bald areas,
general wear and thinning) - this bear
was lot 131 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£150-200

202.

‘Tug’ an Alpha Farnell teddy
bear 1930-40s, with golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with brown painted
backs, pronounced muzzle, pink stitched
nose, mouth and claws going slightly
onto pads, swivel head, jointed limbs with
painted cloth pads, hump, inoperative
squeaker and purple jacket --17 ½in.
(44.5cm.) high (some bald spots, general
wear and thinning) - this bear was lot 138
in Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction
in these rooms on the 9th September
2020
£100-150

203.

196.

201.

‘Fabian’ a 1920s British teddy

bear, with blonde mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced clipped
up-turned muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads and card lined feet,
rounded hump and inoperative growler-15in. (38cm.) high (slight wear) - this
bear was lot 126 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£200-300
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198.

‘Beeley’ a 1930s Farnell teddy
bear, with unusual peach wool plush,
dark orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, remains of black
stitching, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads, rounded hump and inoperative
squeaker --18in. (46cm.) high (damage to
hand pads, a few small bald spots, slight
general wear and fading)- believed to
have originally belonged to a titled lady,
this bear was lot 129 in Grandma’s Teddy
Bear Museum auction in these rooms on
the 9th September 2020
£100-150

w w w.special auct ionservices.com

‘Finola’ a rare Alpha Farnell
pink alpaca teddy bear 1930s, with
clear and black glass eyes with remains
of brown painted backs, pronounced
muzzle, replaced black stitched nose,
black stitched claws going slightly onto
pads, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads, slight hump, inoperative
squeaker and woven blue and white label
on foot --15in. (38cm.) high (some bald
spots, slight general wear and fading and
repairs to pads) - this bear was lot 135 in
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction in
these rooms on the 9th September 2020
£200-300

‘Rupert’ a large 1940s Farnell
teddy bear, with reddish brown mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws going slightly onto pads,
swivel head, elongated limbs with painted
cloth pads, hump and growler --28in.
(71cm.) high (damaged to foot pads and
slight general wear and fading) - this bear
was lot 141 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£300-400
Lot 204
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204.

‘Larry Brown’ a 1940s Farnell
brown wool plush teddy bear, with
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with brown
painted cloth pads, slight rounded hump
and inoperative squeaker --16in. (40.5cm.)
high (slight wear and faded to grey) - this
bear was lot 142 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£200-300

‘Farrant’ a large Farnell teddy
bear late 1930s, with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
neatly replaced pads, hump and growler
--27in. (68.5cm.) high (bald spot to left
toe, slight general wear and fading) - this
bear was lot 150 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£250-350

206.

‘Humpy’ an early American
teddy bear circa 1910, with golden
mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, large
hump, inoperative squeaker and recent
waistcoat --19in. (48cm.) high (one ear
split to make two, now backed with
velvet, some balding, general wear and
damage to pads) - this bear was lot 163 in
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction in
these rooms on the 9th September 2020
£150-200

205.

Lot 206

208.

‘Blanche’ an American white
mohair teddy bear 1930s, with orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads and
inoperative squeaker --17½in. (44.5cm.)
high (pads bobbly); and a photograph of
a child with a very similar bear brushing
it’s fur, this bear was lot 175 in Grandma’s
Teddy Bear Museum auction in these
rooms on the 9th September 2020
£100-150
‘Strutt’ a Schuco yes/no teddy
bear 1950s, with beige mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of light
brown backs, pronounced muzzle with
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
tail-operated yes/no head mechanism,
jointed arms with felt pads, down turned
hands with card lined feet and inoperative
squeaker--13 ½in. (34.5cm.) high (tail
missing covering, holes in pads, the odd
bald spot and some general wear) - this
bear was lot 192 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£100-150

209.

207.

‘Stargazer’ a 1920s teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped up-turned
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, inoperative growler and pink collar
--20 ½in. (52cm.) high (some thinning and
wear, hand pads replaced, damage to feet
pads) - this bear was lot 169 in Grandma’s
Teddy Bear Museum auction in these
rooms on the 9th September 2020
£70-100

216.

211.

‘Colonel Snout’ a Strunz teddy
bear circa 1910, with blonde mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, restitched black nose, mouth and
five claws, swivel head, elongated limbs
with card lined feet, hump, inoperative
growler and white work muslin jacket
--22in. (56cm.) high (darned hole to top
of muzzle, the darning given a coating of
glue, balding to torso and arms, general
wear and thinning, and pads recovered) this bear was lot 223 in Grandma’s Teddy
Bear Museum auction in these rooms on
the 9th September 2020
£100-150

212.

‘Wee Willie’ a 1920s dressed
teddy bear, probably British with golden
mohair head, hands and feet, clear and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose and mouth, fixed
neck, pin-jointed limbs with felt pads,
cloth body and floral printed shirt --13in.
(33cm.) high (probably missing ear, now
covered by a conical hat, leg limbs loose,
holes in feet pads and general wear) - this
bear was lot 228 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£70-100

Lot 208

210.

‘Janus’ a Schuco miniature twofaced teddy bear 1950s, with cinnamon
mohair, metal framed jointed body with
brass knob to turn his head, one side with
metal pin eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, the other side with metal pin eyes
and nose, white tinplate outer eye and
teethy smile with red plastic protruding
tongue --3 ½in. (9cm.) high - this bear
was lot 195 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£200-300
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215. A Bing clockwork Tumbler
Monkey 1910-20s, with felt faces, ears
and hands, brown and black glass eyes,
brown mohair head and limbs, white
mohair chin, original red felt jacket
trimmed with yellow rickrack, white felt
waistcoat with tin buttons and blue cotton
trousers --9 ½in. (24cm.) high (patched
holes to all four hands and mechanism
temperamental) - this monkey was lot 245
in Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction
in these rooms on the 9th September
2020
£150-200
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213.

‘Tripple’ a Bing Tripple Trapple

walking bear circa 1910, with remains
of brown mohair, black boot button
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth,
tinplate legs with wheels and pull-a-long
walking mechanism --11 ½in. (29cm.) high
(completely bald, missing ears, damage
and staining to leg mohair) - this bear
was lot 242 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£70-100
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214.

A Bing Caesar the King’s Dog
Tripple Trapple walker circa 1910, with
white mohair, brown and black glass eyes,
black mohair ears, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head and original leather
collar with tinplate Tripple Trapple label
--9 ½in. (24cm.) long (almost completely
bald and slight wear, small hole right side)
- Caesar was the loyal and favourite dog
of King Edward VII and became famous
on the death of the King in 1919, he
attended the funeral; when he walked in
the procession in prominence ahead of
nine kings and other heads of state; this
dog was lot 244 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£100-150

‘Joshua’ a German teddy
bear 1910-20s, probably Bing, with
golden mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs, seam down back of leg,
hump and inoperative squeaker --14 ½in.
(37cm.) high (replaced pads, some general
wear and thinning) - this bear was lot 248
in Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction
in these rooms on the 9th September
2020
£150-200

Lot 215

217.

‘Rattle’ an early Bing teddy bear
circa 1909, with blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, replaced black stitched
nose and mouth, remains of black stitched
claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs, hump, large inoperative tilt growler
and military jacket --14 ½in. (37cm.)
high (patched hole to top of muzzle and
hands, general wear and thinning, pads
recovered) - this bear was lot 249 in
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction in
these rooms on the 9th September 2020
£100-150
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218.

‘Herr Ratselhaft’ a Bing teddy
bear 1920s, with golden mohair, replaced
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with
felt pads and seam down back of leg,
hump and inoperative growler --24in.
(61cm.) high (large patched hole to right
arm, glued patches to muzzle, bald spots,
general thinning and wear, replaced
muzzle stitching, fraying hole to top of
arm and some damage to pads) - this
bear was lot 252 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£200-300

Lot 221

225.
221.

‘Blackie’ a rare Dean’s Rag Book
Co Ltd Tru-to-Life black bear circa 1956,
with black mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with brown painted backs, moulded
rubber face with exposed rubber nose and
mouth, white mohair muzzle, fixed neck,
internal arm joints, hinged legs and rubber
paws with claws --21in. (53cm.) high (tip
of muzzle missing white mohair, balding
to edge of inside feet and slight general
wear) - this bear was lot 268 in Grandma’s
Teddy Bear Museum auction in these
rooms on the 9th September 2020
£800-1200

219.

220.

‘Maisie Mouse’ a Dean’s Rag
Book Co Ltd mouse-eared teddy bear
1930/50s, with light golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, hump, inoperative
voice and recent dress with hat --14 ½in.
(37cm.) high (some balding, general wear
and thinning) - this bear was lot 263 in
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction in
these rooms on the 9th September 2020
£60-80
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‘Boots’ an early German teddy
bear 1910-20, with blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, small pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads, hump, inoperative growler and
recent sailor’s jacket --19 ½in. (49.5cm.)
high (small bald spot to temple, some
damage to pads and slight general wear)
- this bear was lot 270 in Grandma’s Teddy
Bear Museum auction in these rooms on
the 9th September 2020
£100-150

223.

‘Karin’ a rare orange mohair Bing

teddy bear 1920s, with clear and black
glass eyes with brown backs, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads and seam
down back of leg, hump, growler and
pink striped pyjamas --19 ½in. (49.5cm.)
high (holes in muzzle, left wrist and ears,
very bald arms and other balding, wear
and thinning, other damage and three
pads recovered) - this bear was lot 256 in
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction in
these rooms on the 9th September 2020
£150-200

222.

Lot 222

‘Squint’ a German teddy bear
1910-20s, with blonde mohair, closely
set black boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, long body with hump
and inoperative growler --21in. (53.5cm.)
high (thinning to forehead and right arms,
some general wear) - this bear was lot 273
in Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction
in these rooms on the 9th September
2020
£100-150

224.

‘Ruby’ an early Chad Valley
teddy bear 1915-20, with blonde mohair,
replaced orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs, hump, inoperative
squeaker, solidly stuffed with cork and
pink cotton dress --20in. (51cm.) high
(muzzle mostly patched, patched hole in
arm, general wear and thinning, replaced
pads) - this bear was lot 300 in Grandma’s
Teddy Bear Museum auction in these
rooms on the 9th September 2020
£20-30
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

‘Wells’ an early Chad Valley
teddy bear circa 1920, with blonde
mohair, clear and black oily glass eyes with
brown painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump
and replaced growler --21in. (53cm.)
high (large and small patches to muzzle,
pads replaced, one ear split to make two,
new face stitching and pads, balding and
general wear) - this bear was lot 301 in
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction in
these rooms on the 9th September 2020
£150-200

228.

‘Maggie’ a Chad Valley clown
teddy bear 1930s, with cream wool plush,
replaced orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, pink stitched nose
and mouth, brown wool plush ears, swivel
head, jointed limbs, brown wool pompoms on front and blue and white woven
label on inside leg --14in. (35.5cm.) high
(replaced pads, a few small bald spots,
some general wear and thinning) - this
bear was lot 311 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£70-100

‘Chadwick’ a small Chad Valley
teddy bear 1930s, with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, celluloid covered button and night
dress --12 ½in. (32cm.) high (balding and
wear, pads damaged and repaired) - this
bear was lot 307 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£20-30

230.

‘Andy’ a Steiff teddy bear circa
1920, with golden mohair, brown backed
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, hump and inoperative growler
--17in. (43cm.) high (hand pads replaced,
slight general wear and thinning, small
tear to right arm and feet pads with moth
holes, a few with glued patches) - this
bear was lot 336 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£400-600

226.

‘Bertie’ a Chad Valley Magna
teddy bear 1930s, with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched horizontal nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with brown cloth pads, slight
rounded hump, inoperative squeaker and
green and white woven Harborne label
--21 ½in. (54.5cm.) high (slight wear and
thinning, a few small bald spots) - this
bear was lot 308 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£100-150

Lot 229

227.
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229.

‘Goldie’ an early Steiff teddy bear with blank button circa 1905, with apricot
golden mohair, boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, replaced black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, elongated limbs, remains of probably five stitched claws, hump and
inoperative squeaker --15 ½in. (39.5cm.) high (pads replaced, balding to head and front,
general wear, fading to front and repaired patch to tip of muzzle) - this bear was lot 328
in Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction in these rooms on the 9th September 2020
£500-800
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233.

‘Ludvig’ a 1950s Steiff teddy
bear, with beige mohair, replaced glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, brown stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, hump, growler
and script button with worn yellow cloth
tag --13in. (33cm.) high (patches to three
pads, slight general wear and thinning) this bear was lot 344 in Grandma’s Teddy
Bear Museum auction in these rooms on
the 9th September 2020
£80-100

234.
231.

‘Brown Boy’ a 1920s Steiff teddy

bear, with brown mohair, brown backed
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, hump, inoperative squeaker and
school tie --13 ¼in. (33.5cm.) high (some
slight wear, small holes to pads and hole
where button has been removed) - this
bear was lot 340 in Grandma’s Teddy Bear
Museum auction in these rooms on the
9th September 2020
£400-600

A Merrythought Noddy doll
1950s, with velvet face, painted features,
brown mohair tufts, cloth body, red velvet
top, blue felt shorts, red felt shoes, yellow
scarf with red spots and printed white
label on foot --9 ¾in. (25cm.) high (stain to
left hand and slight dirt)
£60-80

239.

Two British ‘soldier’ monkeys,
one with black mohair, blue bead eye, felt
face, ears, hand and feet, swivel head and
pin-jointed --6 ¼in. (16cm.) high (missing
ear and one eye); and another similar in
brown (missing eyes); and monkey
£100-150

240.

Famous character teddy bears,
a Gabrielle Design Paddington in green
duffle coat, yellow boots and black hat; a
Nookie Bear; a Rupert; a Wendy Boston
Basil Brush hand puppet (dusty and some
fading); and seven plastic Wombles
£50-80

Two Merrythought Cheeky
teddy bears, one with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, inset velvet
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and
yellow label on foot --15 ½in. (39.5cm.)
high (slight wear); another similar (bald
spot to top of head); an unjointed British
panda (wear); and a Margaret Milton bear
£60-80
Post-war German teddy bears,
a Hermann 1950s teddy bear with beige
mohair, swivel head and jointed limbs
--16in. (40.5cm.) high (pads recovered);
a Steiff unjointed Zotty; a Hermann Zotty;
a Steiff monkey glove puppet; a felt boy
doll, possibly Norwegian (missing some
clothes) and small Shanghai Doll Co lion
cub
£60-80

232.

‘Colonel’ a Steiff 1920s teddy
bear, with golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt
pads, hump, inoperative growler and FF
underscored button --16in. (40.5cm.) high
(eyes probably replacing glass, some wear
and general thinning, small hole to top of
muzzle, nose stitching replaced and three
pads patched) - this bear was lot 343 in
Grandma’s Teddy Bear Museum auction in
these rooms on the 9th September 2020
£400-600
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247.

A small Merrythought Cheeky
teddy bear circa 1960, with blonde
artificial silk plush, orange and black plastic
eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, large swivel
head with bells in ears, jointed limbs with
brown felt pads and printed white label on
foot --9in. (23cm.) high (slight matting and
brown stain on back of right ear)
£60-80

243.

244.

253. A post-war Chad Valley teddy
bear, with bright golden mohair/mixed
plush, orange and black plastic eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with brown suedette pads,
inoperative squeaker, Queen Mother
square label on foot and another sewn
into side seam --23 ½in. (60cm.) high (back
seam resewn)
£60-80

A post-war Chad Valley teddy
bear, with blonde mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with painted cloth pads and
growler --16in. (40.5cm.) high (slightly
faded and pads worn)
£40-60

An early British teddy bear
circa 1920s, with blonde mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth,
webbed hand claws and feet claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with large feet and
cloth pads, rugby ball shaped body and
inoperative growler --20in. (51cm.) high
(some balding especially to back, general
ear and thinning and neat repair to right
hand pad)
£180-250

241.

A good Merrythought teddy
bear 1950s, with dark golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth, webbed hand claws and feet
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, squeaker and yellow printed label on
foot --21in. (53.5cm.) high (slight matting)
£150-200

238.

A small post-war Chad Valley
teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs
--8 ½in. (21.5cm.) high; a large British
post-war jointed teddy bear; and a worn
1930s Chiltern type teddy bear
£100-150

A small 1930s Merrythought
teddy bear, with light golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth, webbed hand claws and feet
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads, inoperative squeaker and
woven label on foot --11 ½in. (29.5cm.)
high (some thinning to back and slight
fading)
£80-120

246.

A fine Omega golden artificial
silk plush teddy bear 1930s, with orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with velvet pads, rounded hump and
inoperative squeaker --13in. (33cm.) high
(slight matting)
£100-150
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254. A 1930s Chiltern-type teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and
black odd sized glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head and jointed limbs with
cloth pads --20in. (51cm.) high (thinning
to top of head, general wear, missing
some stuffing and feet pads replaced)
£40-60

249.
245.

Lot 242

251. Six post-war British teddy bears,
all with swivel heads and jointed limbs,
two mohair and others with mohair/
mixed plush, one with glass eyes --14in.
(35.5cm.) high, the other plastic, mainly
smaller British makers (slight wear)
£70-100
252.
Four post-war British teddy
bears, all mohair with swivel heads, plastic
eyes and jointed limbs, two probably
Lefray and one Dean’s --25in. (63.5cm.)
high (one with wear, hole in arm and split
pad)
£80-120

248.

237.

A Merrythought post-war cat
nightdress case, with blue plastic eyes,
white dralon and mohair plush --18 ½in.
(47cm.) high; a pair of 1920s brown
leather doll’s shoes; two Steiff yellow
tagged unjointed animals; a Hong Kong
Pedigree Patch with a quantity of clothes
and other items
£50-80

A good Chiltern-type teddy bear
1930s, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with brushed cotton pads,
slight hump, inoperative growler and
recent knitted dungarees --14in. (35.5cm.)
high (slight thinning)
£80-120

A brown mohair teddy bear
1930-40s, possibly French with clear and
black glass eyes, clear and black glass
eyes, clipped muzzle, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with velvet pads and inoperative squeaker
--16in. (40.5cm.) high (slight wear)
£60-80

235.

236.

242.
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A post-war Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws going slightly onto pads,
swivel head, jointed limbs with painted
pads, slight rounded hump and squeaker
--18in. (46cm.) high (slight wear and
matting, wear to pads)
£70-100

250.

An Invicta teddy bear 1950s,
with beige wool plush, orange and black
glass eyes, brown stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads and inoperative growler
--21in. (53.5cm.) high (slight thinning and
wear)
£40-60

255. A 1930s Alpha Farnell teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws going onto pads, swivel head,
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and
squeaker --19in. (48.5cm.) high (balding to
wrists, some general wear and thinning)
£180-250
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256.

A small Merrythought Cheeky
teddy bear 1960s, with blonde mohair/
mixed plush, orange and black plastic
eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, large swivel
head with bells in ears, jointed limbs with
brown pads and printed yellow label --10
¾in. (27cm.) high (small hole in one hand
pad)
£40-60

259.

A Pixie Toy teddy bear 1950s,
with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth
and remains of webbed hand claws, white
wool plush ear lining, swivel head, jointed
limbs with beige felt pads, growler and
rare woven green and white label on foot
pad --22in. (56cm.) high (a few bald spots,
general ear and thinning and hole in one
hand pad)
£80-100

265.

A post-war Chad Valley teddy
bear, with golden mohair/mixed plush,
orange and black plastic eyes, muzzle
with black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with painted
cloth pads, growler and label in side seam
--30in. (76.5cm.) high (wear and thinning,
repairs at top of pads near wrists and
discoloured)
£60-80

260.

A Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear
late 1950s, with blonde mohair, orange
and black plastic eyes, black plastic nose,
black stitched mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with velvet pads and
inoperative squeaker --21in. (53.5cm.)
high (originally keywind musical as small
hole in back, a few small bald spots and
some general thinning and wear)
£40-60

257.

A Chiltern Ting-a-Ling teddy
bear late 1950s, with unusual light golden
mohair, orange and black glass eyes, inset
short mohair muzzle, ear lining and tops
of feet, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
brown velvet pads and card lined feet
and internal chimes --14in. (35.5cm.) high
(slight thinning and wear)
£100-150

258.

Two small Merrythought Cheeky
teddy bears 1960s, one with blonde
mohair and plastic eyes and one with
beige synthetic plush and glass eyes, both
with inset velvet muzzles, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, large swivel head
and bells in ears, jointed limbs with brown
pads and the first with printed yellow
label --11in. (28cm.) high (slight wear and
the second with replaced feet pads)
£80-100
Lot 259
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262.

Five post-war teddy bears, a
late white mohair Alpha Farnell with
orange and black plastic eyes, swivel head
and jointed limbs --16 ½in. (42cm.) high; a
Lefray with label in side seam; and three
others (mostly good, one with more wear)
£70-100

263.

Seven post-war teddy bears, a
large cotton plush Sooty type teddy bear
with swivel head and jointed limbs --24in.
(61cm.) high; another cotton plush jointed
bear; a Wendy Boston; a Chad Valley
Chiltern Honey bear (missing pot); and
three jointed dralon plush bears
£50-80

An early Chad Valley Aerolite
teddy bear 1920s, with blonde mohair,
unusual flat black boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, smiling mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads and
card lined feet, hump and metal rimmed
Aerolite button on top of front --18in.
(45.5cm.) high (some bald spots, general
wear and thinning and side seamed
resewn)
£200-300

269.

A post-war Chad Valley teddy
bear, with blonde mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, muzzle with black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with painted cloth pads and
inoperative squeaker --14in. (35.5cm.)
high (slight wear)
£40-60

270.

261.

A post-war Chad Valley teddy
bear, with blonde mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, muzzle with black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with painted cloth pads and
inoperative growler --22in. (56cm.) high
(some bald spots to feet, general wear and
thinning, damage to nose stitching)
£40-60

268.

266.

A post-war Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange
and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads and inoperative
squeaker --14in. (35.5cm.) high (damage
to feet pads and some thinning and
general wear)
£50-80

267.

A small post-war Chad Valley
teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, muzzle with black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with painted cloth pads and
inoperative squeaker --13in. (33cm.) high
(head a little wobbly, pads worn and very
slight wear)
£60-80

Two 1930s Chiltern-type teddy
bears, both with swivel heads and jointed
limbs, the larger with blonde mohair,
replaced black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle with black stitched nose, mouth
and claws and growler --27in. (68.5cm.)
high (patch to left wrist, balding and
general wear); and a smaller example with
clear and black glass eyes (neat patch to
lower back and inside right leg)
£80-120

271.

Two
Merrythought
minky
Cheeky teddy bears 1970s, both with
mink coloured Dralon plush, orange and
black plastic eyes, inset velvet muzzles,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
large swivel heads with bells in ears, the
larger with brown pads and yellow label
--18in. (46cm.) high; and the smaller with
brown felt hand pads and light brown feet
pads (slight matting and dusty)
£60-80

A good British teddy bear late
1930s, with bright golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, muzzle with black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with brushed cotton pads
and inoperative growler --17in. (43cm.)
high (very slight wear)
£100-150

273.

Four worn British 1930s teddy
bears, two Merrythought with foot labels
and metal part of button; a small Chad
Valley with foot label and a Chiltern type
--22in. (56cm.) height of largest (three
missing eyes, very worn, stain on back
of largest head and Chiltern type with
damaged pads)
£80-120
Five post-war teddy bears, the
smallest a Tara Toys teddy bear with
internal rattle --14in. (35cm.) high; two
with keywind musical mechanism (one
not working); and two others (two good,
other with wear)
£50-80

275.

A small Merrythought Cheeky
teddy bear 1960s, with golden mohair,
orange and black plastic eyes, inset velvet
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, large swivel head with bells in ears,
jointed limbs, printed yellow label and
original pink ribbon --9in. (23cm.) high
(very slight thinning)
£50-80

276.

Three post-war Dean’s teddy
bears, a Childsplay bear with golden
mohair, large brown plastic eyes, reddish
brown velvet pads and label in back seam
--18in. (46cm.) high (slight wear); another
similar (missing plastic nose and wear);
and another (worn)
£60-80

277.

Three post-war Tara Toys teddy
bears, a Talking Teddy with lever at back
of head mechanism --14in. (35cm.) high
(slight wear and matting); a good bright
golden mohair bear with Republic of
Ireland label in foot seam; and a small
example with similar label (some wear)
£60-80

264.

Four post-war British teddy
bears, all with swivel heads and jointed
limbs, one with light golden mohair
with orange and black plastic eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and
jointed limbs --23 ½in. (60cm.) high; and
three other similar smaller bears (largest
good, other with some general wear)
£60-80
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278. Three post-war Pedigree teddy
bears, the largest with dark blonde
mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs with velvet pads and
inoperative growler --22in. (56cm.) high
(slight wear, side of head slightly squashed
and holes to feet pads); two smaller worn
examples; and an unjointed bear, probably
Pedigree
£60-80

274.

Lot 272

Lot 268
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272.

279. A Chad Valley Magna type teddy
bear 1930s, with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched horizontal nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
brown cloth pads, squeaker and red and
white woven label on foot pad --24in.
(61cm.) high (some general wear and
thinning, fading and dusty, hand pads
neatly repaired by wrists)
£70-100
280. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, muzzle with black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with painted cloth pads and
inoperative squeaker --12in. (30.5cm.)
high (a few small bald spots and general
wear)
£40-60
281. A post-war Chad Valley teddy
bear, with light golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, muzzle with black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with velvet pads, inoperative
growler and Queen’s Mother square label
on foot --24in. (61cm.) high (slight wear
and thinning)
£60-80
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282.

A small 1930s Merrythought
teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth, webbed hand
claws and feet claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with brown felt pads, inoperative
squeaker, woven label on foot and
celluloid covered button in ear --12 ¾in.
(32.5cm.) high (fading, some general wear
and thinning, three small holes to feet
pads)
£60-80

286.

Three post-war Chad Valley
teddy bears, a Sooty type with golden
mohair, black ears, orange and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with painted
cloth pads and inoperative squeaker
--9 ½in. (24cm.) high (general wear and
thinning); a small white mohair example
(pads replaced and stains around foot);
and another with golden mohair (general
wear)
£70-100

283.

A 1930s Chiltern-type teddy
bear, with golden mohair, one orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with painted
cloth pads, slight hump and inoperative
squeaker --22in. (56cm.) high (missing
eye, some general wear and thinning)
£50-80

289.

A 1920s Chad Valley teddy bear,
with golden mohair, replaced brown and
black glass eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
cloth pads and card lined feet, hump and
inoperative squeaker --16 ½in. (42cm.)
high (some balding to backs of legs,
general wear, fading and thinning)
£150-200

290.

Two post-war Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bears, one with blonde mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with velvet pads and
inoperative squeaker --17in. (43cm.) high
(some general wear and thinning, dirty
muzzle and head needs reattaching); and
another with golden mohair and painted
cloth pads (stain to right arm and some
general wear)
£80-120

291.

287.

284.

A 1930s Chiltern-type teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with velvet pads,
rounded hump and inoperative squeaker
--21in. (53.5cm.) high (thinning to back,
the odd bald spot and some general wear)
£60-80

285.

Two post-war Merrythought
teddy bears, the smaller with blonde
mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose, mouth, webbed hand
claws and feet claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads, printed label and
inoperative squeaker --10 ¾in. (27.5cm.)
high (thinning to back and some general
wear); and the larger with golden mohair
(thinning and wear)
£80-120

32

Two post-war Chiltern teddy
bears, a Ting-a-Ling with beige mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, inset short
mohair muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads and internal chimes
--14in. (35.5cm.) high (head wobbly, bald
spots, general wear and thinning); and a
Hugmee with painted cloth pads (slight
general wear and matting)
£70-100

288.

A late Alpha Farnell white
mohair teddy bear 1960s, with orange
and black plastic eyes, muzzle with black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads, squeaker
and red and blue label in top of chest
seam --17in. (43cm.) high (pads worn of
painted finish); and another similar with
golden mohair
£60-80

Two 1930s Chiltern-type teddy
bears, the largest with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
cloth pads, rounded hump and inoperative
growler --21in. (53.5cm.) high (balding to
legs, general wear and thinning, damage
to pads); and a smaller similar example
(balding to back)
£60-80

292.

A 1930s Merrythought teddy
bear, with blonde mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle with
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads,
inoperative squeaker, woven label on foot
and celluloid covered button ear --19in.
(48.5cm.) high (balding to face, general
wear and thinning)
£40-60
Lot 293

Lot 289
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293.

A post-war Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, muzzle with black
stitched nose, mouth and claws going
onto pads, swivel head, jointed limbs with
painted cloth pads and squeaker --18in.
(46cm.) high (very slight wear)
£80-100

294.

A 1930s Chad Valley teddy bear,
with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads and card-lined
feet, inoperative squeaker, red and white
woven label and metal part of button in
ear --15in. (38cm.) high (some bald areas
to face, general wear and thinning and
split to foot pad)
£60-80

295.

Two post-war Merrythought
teddy bears, both with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with brown felt pads, the
smaller with webbed hand claw stitching,
inoperative squeaker and printed yellow
label --13in. (33cm.) high (slight wear);
and the larger with an inoperative growler
(some bald spots and general wear)
£70-100

296.

A Chad Valley Magna type teddy
bear 1930s, with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, muzzle with black
stitched horizontal nose and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with brown cloth pads,
slight rounded hump and inoperative
squeaker --20 ¾in. (53cm.) high (some
general thinning and wear, split to pad on
left wrist and mouth stitching bust)
£40-60

297.

A late Alpha Farnell white
mohair teddy bear 1960s, with orange
and black plastic eyes, muzzled with black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with red leatherette pads
and inoperative growler --17in. (43cm.)
high (slight stain and thinning to top of
right arm and slight general wear); a
Chiltern Hugmee with synthetic plush
and plastic nose; and another synthetic
Chiltern
£50-80
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298.

A 1930s German teddy bear,
with dark golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads
and inoperative growler --24in. (61cm.)
high (pads damaged and slight wear); and
two later German teddy bears
£100-150

299.

Two post-war Chiltern teddy
bears, with golden mohair, replaced glass
eyes, muzzle with black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads and inoperative
squeaker --16in. (41cm.) high (some
balding to face and general wear); and a
late 1950s Hugmee with blonde mohair,
plastic nose and velvet pads (wear and
thinning)
£50-80

300.

Two Merrythought teddy bears,
a 1930s bear with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, muzzle with black
stitched nose, mouth, webbed hand claws
and feet claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with cloth pads, inoperative squeaker,
woven label on foot and celluloid covered
button on back --15 ½in. (39cm.) high
(bald spots, wear and thinning, faded);
and another with printed label (missing
eyes, damaged hand pad and wear)
£50-80

301.

Three British teddy bears. a
Jason Toys teddy bear with golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed
limbs with felt pads --19in. (48.5cm.)
high (face with hair cut and some general
wear); a post-war Merrythought teddy
bear (missing ear) and another (general
wear)
£70-100

303. Five post-war British teddy
bears,
two with keywind musical
mechanisms --15 ½in. (39cm.) height of
largest; and three other jointed bears, two
of which have fixed necks (some general
wear and thinning, one with damaged
pads)
£50-80
304. Three post-war teddy bears, all
with mohair, swivel heads and jointed
limbs, two Chad Valley , one with label;
and another possibly Pedigree --13 ½in.
(34.5cm.) high (one good, others general
wear and thinning and some bald spots)
£60-80
305. Two 1940s British teddy bears,
one probably Chad Valley with golden
mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
muzzle with black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
brown painted cloth pads and inoperative
squeaker --16 ½in. (42cm.) high (some
bald spots and general wear); and another
similar with triangular feet pads (split to
wrist on pad)
£50-80
306. Two post-war British teddy
bears, both with golden mohair, swivel
heads and jointed limbs, the larger with
clear and black glass eyes and painted
cloth pads --16 ½in. (42cm.) high; and a
Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear with orange
and black glass eyes and cloth pads (bald
spots and general wear)
£50-80

302.

A Chad Valley Magna type teddy
bear 1930s, with golden mohair, replaced
glass eyes, muzzle with black stitched
horizontal nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with brown cloth
pads, inoperative squeaker and woven
foot label --21in. (53.5cm.) high (some
balding and general wear); and a smaller
post-war Chad Valley teddy bear
£60-80

307. Two post-war Chad Valley teddy
bears, both with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with painted cloth pads, one with square
Queen Mother and side-seam label --15
½in. (39.5cm.) high (some general wear
and thinning)
£50-80
33

311.

A post-war Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bear, with white wool/mix plush,
clear and black glass eyes, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with velvet pads and
inoperative squeaker --18in. (45.5cm.)
high; and another similar with golden
synthetic/mohair mix, black plastic nose
and label in side seam (very slight wear)
£70-100

312.

308.

Three post-war Fechter teddy
bears, two frosted brown mohair, orange
and black plastic eyes, inset short mohair
muzzle and pads, black stitched nose,
open mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs,
growler and label in ear seam --14in.
(35.5cm.) high; and another similar with
brown mohair (the later with some wear)
£60-80

309.

Four post-war Steiff Zotty teddy
bears, two brown frosted with buttons
(both with balding areas to backs), a white
dralon example --12in. (30.5cm.) high, a
frosted reddish brown and a Floppy Zotty
(some wear and dusty); and another by a
different maker
£70-100

310.

Four post-war Chiltern teddy
bears, a standing musical Bruin with beige
mohair, orange and black plastic eyes,
short mohair muzzle with black plastic
nose, white wool plush front, velvet pads
and keywind musical mechanism causing
his head to go from side to side --12in.
(30.5cm.) high (slight thinning); a Chiltern
Hugmee with plastic nose; an unjointed
synthetic plush panda with pressureoperated waving mechanism; and a hand
puppet
£100-150
Lot 311

Two post-war Hermann-type
teddy bears, a blue mohair example with
orange and black glass eyes, inset short
white mohair muzzle, black stitched nose,
open felt mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads and inoperative
growler --21 ½in. (52cm.) high (some
wear and fading);and another with brown
tipped mohair and inserted beige wool
plush muzzle
£50-80

313.

A Diem wool plush teddy bear
1950s, with beige plush, clear and black
glass eyes with light brown backs, inset
short mohair muzzle and pads, swivel
head, jointed limbs and growler --13 ¾in.
(35cm.)high (slight wear); and a Hamiro
teddy bear
£60-80

314.

Four post-war Continental teddy
bears, a Hermann type in knitted dress
--15in. (38cm.) high; a brown Dralon plush
bear with wired posable joints, possibly
Schuco; two large headed teddy bears;
and a Japanese Kitagawa Seisakusho black
bear with cloth label (some wear and
dusty)
£40-60
Lot 315

315.

A German musical teddy bear
from the Cotswold Teddy Bear Museum,
with blonde mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, inset short mohair muzzle
with open felt mouth, black stitched nose,
swivel head, jointed limbs with downturned hands and pressure-operated
musical mechanism --15in. (38cm.) high
(balding, pads recovered, general wear
and small patched hole near mechanism)
- this was lot 177 in the Bonham’s auction
1st March 1995
£50-80

316.

Seven European teddy bears, a
Russian clockwork bear with brown artsilk
plush and original Cossack outfit -- 9 ¼in.
(23.5cm.) high; a SAF with label in ear
(damaged arm); a Hermann-type teddy
bear; a large pink synthetic plus teddy; a
black synthetic plush bear and two others
(wear and some repairs and damage)
£50-80

321.

Three post-war Dean’s teddy
bears, a light brown wool plush jointed
bear with plastic eyes, velvet pads and
Childsplay label in back seam --18in.
(46cm.) high; a small Gwentoy/Dean’s
bear; and another; and a Chad Valley and
a worn Chiltern type (some wear and
dusty)
£50-80

322.

Various soft toys, three dog
nightdress cases; a worn blue and white
mohair rabbit; a squirrel; a Dean’s Tru-toLife chimp and others (some wear and
dusty)
£50-80

317.

A Chiltern-type teddy bear
1940s, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs
with oil-cloth pads --20in. (51cm.) high; a
smaller 1940 Chiltern with oil-cloth pads;
another similar worn example; and a
rubber teddy hot-water bottle
£70-100

318.

Three post-war British teddy
bears, a large Dean’s Rag Book Co. jointed
teddy bear with blonde mohair and brown
and black plastic eyes --27 ½in. (70cm.)
high (balding and wear); a Pedigree bear;
another; and a fully-jointed kangaroo skin
Billy Bluegum koala (balding)
£50-80

319.

Nine post-war British teddy
bears, a Merrythought policeman --18
½in. (47cm.) high; two late Alpha Farnell
Dralon bear, one with label; an unjointed
Pedigree teddy bear with card swing tag;
a sheepskin bear and others (some wear
and dusty)
£70-100

320.

Various teddy bears, a worn
jointed 1930s teddy bear in dress --15in.
(38cm.) high; a pin-jointed short mohair
teddy bear in waistcoat (missing ear); four
cotton-plush jointed teddy bears; and
others (some wear and dusty)
£70-100

325.

Three 1930s British teddy bear,
a small black and white artificial silk
plush panda, probably Merrythought
with orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose, swivel head and jointed
limbs --5 ¾in. (14.5cm.) high (damaged
feet and some wear); a Merrythought pale
blue artificial silk plush teddy bear (hand
covered, covered pads and wear); and a
Dean’s Rag Book bear with velvet integral
clothes (some wear)
£80-120

326.

323.

A French mauve wool plush
teddy bear 1950s, with clear and black
glass eyes with brown painted backs,
white wool plush ear lining and pads,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs, growler and original ribbon stitched
to chest --19 ½in. (49.5cm.) high (slight
wear and fading); and a similar brown
bear, probably German (replaced pads)
£60-80

324.

Various teddy bears,
two
German teddy bears, one with beige
mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads and growler
--17in. (43cm.) high (one ear probably
split to make two) and a short golden
mohair bear with ears closely stitched
to head; two bears probably French; and
Shanghai Doll Company school boy, panda
and golden bear (some wear)
£80-100

Three post-war British teddy
bears, a Tara Toys musical bear with
golden mohair, orange and black plastic
eyes, black stitched nose, swivel head,
jointed limbs with oil-cloth pads and
keywind musical mechanism in back --22
½in. (57cm.) high (some wear and dusty,
balding around key); a Pedigree teddy
bear with Made in England label in neck
seam; and a Tara Toys unjointed Talking
Teddy (missing nose)
£50-80

327.

Post-war Steiff animals, a fiveway jointed tabby cat --7in. (18cm.) long;
a Pekinese, an elephant, a guinea pig and
Bambi, three with buttons; and six other
makers post-war animals (some moth
damage and wear)
£40-60

328.

An early British teddy bear 191020s, with golden mohair, replaced glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
elongated limbs with cloth pads, hump
and inoperative growler --18in. (45.5cm.)
high (some balding and general wear);
and a small British teddy bear with golden
mohair, black boot button eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and
jointed limbs (some wear)
£150-200

329. Felix the Cat and Wilfred Rabbit,
a small black mohair Felix, probably
Farnell with black boot button eyes and
nose, white card behind eyes, inset white
mohair muzzle, black felt mouth with
white stitched teeth, wired limbs and tail
--8 ½in. (21.5cm.) high (hole by tail and
back of arm); and large Farnell Wilfred
Rabbit (missing eyes, worn and lacks some
stuffing from body)
£80-120
330. Two mohair toy dogs, a British
1930s dog with light brown and white
mohair, clear and black glass eyes with
brown painted backs, black stitched nose
and mouth, inoperative squeaker and a
metal dog’s collar, possibly Chiltern --12
½in. (32cm.) high (some fading); and a
German dog with googly eyes, black
stitched nose, red felt tongue and unusual
internal chimes, possibly Schuco (small
hole to forehead and front feet)
£50-80
331.

A Chiltern teddy bear late 1920s,
with light golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, smiling mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with replaced
cloth pads, hump and growler --23
¾in. (60.5cm.) high (general wear and
thinning); and a chair
£60-80

332. A 1950s Steiff teddy bear, with
beige mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with brown packs, muzzle with brown
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads,
inoperative squeaker, antique silk and lace
dress and 1930s plastic teddy bear brooch
--11in. (some wear and thinning, holes to
pads, dress fraying)
£50-80
333. A 1930s British teddy bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass

34
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333.

339.

A 1930s British teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, replaced black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs,
rounded hump and inoperative growler --21 ½in. (54.5cm.) high (pads replaced, some
restuffing and some general wear and thinning)
£70-100

347. Two Diem teddy bear 1950s, one
beige mohair with clear and black glass
eyes with brown painted backs, inset short
mohair muzzle and pads, black stitched
nose and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
and growler --15in. (38cm.) high (some
wear and thinning); and another similar
with golden mohair
£70-100

A Schuco bigo-belo teddy bear
footballer, with beige mohair, black and
white plastic eyes, open mouth, wired
limbs in red football strip and original
outsized plastic boots --11 ½in. (29cm.)
high; and a similar standing rabbit (slight
wear, rabbit with stain to foot pad)
£50-80

Lot 334

340.

Nine small teddy bears,
a
Hamiro white wool plush teddy baby --9in.
(23cm.) high; a post-war German jointed
teddy bear; and others (some slight wear)
£70-100

336.

An early brown burlap bear on
wheels, probably British with tinplate
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, slotted-in ears, square
shaped and four-spoked cast-iron wheels
with axels going through feet, possibly pre
1910 --11in. (28cm.) long (missing pile
and a bit wonky)
£80-120

3
3

344.

German 1930s teddy bear twins,
each with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads and inoperative squeakers --14in.
(35.5cm.) high (fading, damage to pads or
recovered and some general wear)
£60-80

345.
334.

A fine Farnell teddy bear
1910s-20s, with blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced clipped
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth ,
webbed hand claws and feet claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with cloth
pads, hump and inoperative growler --14
¾in. (37.5cm.) high (very slight thinning
and slight stain to muzzle)
£500-800

335.

A rare Harwin 1st World War felt
soldier doll, probably Belgium uniform
with black boot button eyes, large nosed
and slender head with painted brown
hair, eyebrows, moustache and mouth,
fixed neck, jointed elongated skinny limbs,
blue felt long jacket, white trousers and
integral black felt boots with large pointed
felt and oil-cloth Sam Brown and one
remaining brass paper fastener button
--17in. (43cm.) high (missing hat)
£200-300

Lot 335

341.

A 1930s Chiltern white mohair
teddy bear, with orange and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads and card lined feet, rounded
hump and inoperative squeaker --16in.
(40.5cm.) high (muzzle shortened, slight
balding to hands and slight general wear)
£60-80

337.

A Chad Valley moon-eyed
teddy bear 1920s, with blonde mohair,
clear and black glass eyes with yellow
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs, rounded hump and
inoperative growler --21in. (53.5cm.) high
(a few small bald spots, pads recovered
and some general wear)
£150-200

338.

A Schuco miniature teddy bear
1950s, with golden mohair, metal eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth and metal
framed jointed body --3 ½in. (9cm.) high
(slight wear and head loose)
£30-50
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342.

A post-war Chad Valley teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
painted cloth pads, square Queen Mother
label on foot and growler --16 ¼in. (41cm.)
high (slight thinning and dusty)
£50-80

A Merrythought Cheeky teddy
bear, with blonde artificial silk plush,
orange and black glass eyes, inset velvet
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, large swivel head with bells and
jointed limbs --12 ½in. (32cm.) high (one
ear split to make two, feet pads recovered
and some general wear); a Norah Wellings
monkey and two other bears (one bald)
£40-60

346.

A small Schuco 1950s yes/no
teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with brown backs,
black stitched nose and mouth, jointed
metal framed body and tail operated yes/
no head mechanism --5in. (12.5cm.) high
(some wear and thinning, tail missing
covering); and a modern Schuco replica
teddy bear perfume bottle
£100-150

348. Two Continental teddy bear
1950s, one with brown mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, cardlined feet and inoperative squeaker --10
¾in. (27cm.) high (slight wear and slight
damage to feet pads); and another similar
with blonde mohair and brown cloth pads
£70-100
349. A Continental teddy bear 1950s,
with beige mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with brown painted backs, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with card lined mohair
feet pads and inoperative squeaker --10in.
(25.5cm.) high (some wear and thinning);
another similar; a post-war Steiff rabbit
gift cover (faded and button with yellow
cloth tag loose); and another bear
£40-60
350. A Dean’s Rag Book Co Brumas
and Ivy polar bears 1950s, mother Ivy
with white mohair, brown plastic eyes,
black stitched mouth and claws and label
on underside -18 ½in. (47cm.) high; and
Brumas with white wool plush and label
in neck seam (Brumas with wear, Ivy with
slight wear)
£150-200

Lot 347

343.

Various panda teddy bears, a
1930s British black and white wool plush
unjointed panda nightdress case --18in.
(46cm.) high; a similar hand puppet and
unjointed seated example; and six postwar pandas (dusty and some wear)
£80-120
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351.

A British 1920s Golly dressed in
tartan, with black cloth head and body,
with white linen eyes held in place with
black cord, a raised nose and applied
mouth, wool hair, elongated stuffed body
with stitched wrist and fingers, integral
red shoes with leather soles and blue and
red tartan outfit --19 ½in. (49.5cm.) high
(holes in toes of shoes and slight general
wear)
£40-60

358.

An extremely rare and large BMC teddy bear
1907, with cinnamon mohair, deep orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle with clipped tip, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with felt pads, large rounded hump, inoperative
squeaker and remains of black and gold woven label on
right foot --28in. (71cm.) high (repaired tear to arm and
leg, minimal thinning and label now glued to pad) - the
Bruin Manufacturing Company based in New York only
produced bears from 1907 to 1909, it is believed that
this is the first time such a large example has appeared at
auction
£800-1200

352.

An unusual small black teddy
bear, possibly Russian with short velvet
like plush, black glass eyes, stitched on
nose, black stitched mouth, fixed neck,
jointed limbs and solidly stuffed --7in.
(18cm.) high (very minimal wear)
£70-100

353.

An unusual Alpha Farnell comic
rabbit 1930s, with grey and white mohair,
long neck, black stitched nose, mouth,
eyebrows and claws, swivel head, seated
and woven blue and white label --11in.
(28cm.) high (faded, missing eyes and
slight wear); and a Merrythought donkey
£70-100

355.

A Steiff teddy bear circa 1908, with golden mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs, hump, inoperative growler and small underscored FF button --12 ½in.
(32cm.) high (neat patches to muzzle, pads replaced, bald areas and general wear)
£200-300

Lot 356

359.

A rare Steiff white mohair centre-seam teddy
bear circa 1908, with black boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, brown stitched nose and claws, central
seam down middle of swivel head, jointed elongated limbs
with felt pads, card lined feet, hump, inoperative squeaker
and underscored FF button in ear --24 ½in. (62.5cm.) high
(repair to left ankle, hole in top of nose, bald spot behind
left ear, general wear and thinning, some damage to pads)
£2000-3000

354.

A fine and good quality 1930s
Spaniel, with brown tipped and white
mohair, clear and black glass eyes with
brown painted backs, large wired ears,
brown stitched nose, mouth and front
claws, swivel head, seated with curled
tail and inoperative squeaker --10 ½in.
(26.5cm.) high (slight general wear)
£150-200
Lot 357

38

356.

An unusual Steiff white mohair
Molly dog 1930s, with long white mohair,
brown and black glass eyes, ears originally
brown tipped, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, seated with swivel head, small
under scored FF button with remains of
white tag --9 ½in. (24cm.) high (very slight
thinning)
£150-200

357.

Two pre-war Steiff woollen
pom-pom robins, of brown, red, light
brown and white wool, brown felt beaks
and tails and bent-wire legs --2 ¼in. (6cm.)
high (slight fading)
£80-120
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367.

A Pedigree Lovely Lively Sindy
circa 1975, with brunette hair, in original
window box
£50-70

Day Two Lots - 360 to 905

375.

Six Pedigree sporty Sindy dolls,
including two Star Dance, Shaping Up
Sindy, Jazz Dance, Party Time and another,
four blonde, one brunette and one auburn
£60-80

368.

Four Pedigree centre-parted
Sindy dolls, including Pretty Pose with
brunette hair; two lighter brunette and a
blonde
£40-60

A Pedigree Walking Sindy circa
1969, with long side parted pale blonde
hair, back of head stamped Made in Hong
Kong, swivel waist with loose legs and
red turtle neck sweater and blue with red
polka dot skirt (fingers a little discoloured)
£30-50

360.

A Pedigree 2nd issue Sindy
doll circa 1965, with brunette hair, back
of head stamped Made in England and
Weekender outfit (slight hair loss at back
of head)
£30-50

364.

A Pedigree New Look Sindy circa
1968, with long side parted auburn hair,
back of head stamped Made in Hong
Kong, swivel waist and Sunshine Girl outfit
(slight mottling to head, especially around
nape)
£30-50

A Marx Toys Sindy’s black friend
Gayle, in original window box, late 1970s
(box a little worn)
£50-80

382.

A Pedigree Sindy’s friend
June circa 1971, with blonde hair, back
stamped Made in Hong Kong and wearing
denim halter neck dress (small green dot
to forehead hairline)
£30-40

Four Pedigree centre-parted
Sindy dolls, including 1980s Première
Sindy with blonde hair; a Première brown
lace dress with blonde hair; and another
with auburn hair
£40-60
Four Pedigree centre-parted
Sindy dolls, including Summer Showers
1976 with blonde hair; Frosty Pants 1983
with auburn hair and two others
£40-60

371.

Four Pedigree centre-parted
Sindy dolls, including a Lovely Lively Sindy;
all with blonde hair and floral dresses
£40-60

A Pedigree Hong Kong Sindy
doll 1966-67, with brunette hair, lower
back stamped Made in Hong Kong and
Weekender outfit (missing shoes)
£30-50

376.

Four Pedigree Sindy Skaters
1980s, in blue, red, green and gold outfit
with Walkman’s, two brunette, one blonde
and one auburn
£50-80

377.

Two Pedigree Space Fantasy
Galaxie Sindy 1985, with pink hair; and a
home creation with rooted grey and silver
braided hair and repainted eyes
£40-50
A Pedigree Space Fantasy
Galaxie Sindy, in original window box,
1985
£40-60

379.

384.

Five Pedigree Sindy dolls, a
Silver Skater, in original window box; two
Starlight Sindy; and two late Sindys, one
with crimped hair and the other with
tinsel in hair
£40-60

372.

366.
362.

A Pedigree Mini Sindy circa 1965,
with blonde hair, lower back stamped
Made in Hong Kong, smaller head than
normal and Weekender outfit
£30-50

40

A Pedigree Canterbury Patch
circa 1971, with blonde hair, back of head
stamped Made in England and dress from
Red Ridinghood; and a Hong Kong 22cm.
Patch with brunette hair and Dungarees
(slight uneven hair line and back)
£40-60

Six Pedigree Ballerina Sindy
dolls, three blonde, one auburn and two
auburn, all in original tutus
£60-80

380.

A Tonner Sindy’s Perfect Day,
Lot 381
in original box; and a Sindy Classic
BOAC
Cabin Crew Uniform, in original window
box
£60-80

373.

Six Pedigree sporty Sindy dolls,
blonde centre-parted Keep Fit Sindy 1979,
Ice Skating Sindy with auburn centreparted hair; Tennis Player; two Star Dance
and Party Time
£60-80

Two Pedigree 1st issue Sindy
dolls 1963-65, with blonde and brunette
hair, Made in England stamped on back
of head, hard hollow legs and parts of
Weekend and Lunch Date outfits (slight
wear)
£60-80

385.

Two Pedigree Hong Kong Sindy
dolls 1966-67, one with blonde and one
brunette hair, stamped Made in Hong
Kong on lower back , Weekend and red
and white dog tooth coat
£50-80

386.

Two Pedigree Hong Kong Sindy
dolls 1966-67, one with blonde and one
brunette hair, stamped Made in Hong
Kong on lower back , Weekend and orange
skirt from Leather Looker (brunette with
trimmed hair
£40-60

374.

Six Pedigree Ballerina Sindy
dolls, one auburn, one blonde and four
brunette, all in original tutus
£60-80
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383.

A Pedigree 1st issue Sindy doll
1963-65, with auburn hair, Made in
England stamped on back of head, hard
hollow legs, Weekend outfit, stand and
brochure, in original box with correct end
label, priced 22/6d (box worn)
£80-120

378.

A Pedigree Canterbury Patch
circa 1971, with chestnut hair, back of
head stamped Made in England and Half
Term outfit; and a Hong Kong 21cm. Patch
with brunette hair and Dungarees
£40-60

387. A Pedigree New Look Sindy
1968, with long side parted blonde hair,
back of head marked Made in Hong Kong;
and a Walking Sindy with brunette hair,
both in outfits (walker missing eyelashes
and fringe a little sparse)
£40-60

370.

361.

365.

A Tonner Sindy’s Perfect Day,
in original box; and a Sindy Classic BOAC
Cabin Crew Uniform, in original window
box
£60-80

381.

369.

363.

380.
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388. A Pedigree New Look Sindy
1968, with long side parted blonde hair,
back of head marked Made in Hong Kong;
a Mini Sindy 1965 with brunette hair and
two Cocktail Time dresses
£50-80
389. Three Pedigree Canterbury
Patches circa 1971, one with blonde
curls, one with straight brunette and one
auburn, all with outfits (brunette a little
sparse at fringe)
£60-80
390.

Pedigree
Patches,
two
Canterbury Patches, one brunette and one
auburn; a Hong Kong 22cm. Patch, blonde
and Dungarees; and parts from Brownie
outfit
£50-80

391.

Pedigree
Patches,
two
Canterbury Patches, one brunette and one
blonde; a Hong Kong 21cm. Patch, blonde
and Dungarees
£50-80

392.

Five Pedigree Sindy’s boyfriend
Paul, two painted hair and three rooted
hair, some original clothes and a spare
head (haircut)
£50-80

393. A Pedigree Patch’s Pony, and
Sindy’s Chestnut Horse, in original boxes
£40-60
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394.

Pedigree Sindy boxed furniture,
Hairdryer, Own Wardrobe, Settee,
Armchair, Chest of Drawers and two
beds, in original boxes (a few boxes a little
damaged)
£60-80

395.

Pedigree Sindy accessories, a red
sports card, two horses, two settees, two
armchairs and other items
£40-60

404.

415.

A quantity of Sindy clothes,
including two Duffle Coats, Skating Girl
top, two Sindy catalogues, and a few items
by other makers
£50-80

Madame Alexander Miniature
Doll, clown, in original box with tag;
Greece with tag (needs restringing);
and two others (missing one shoe); a M.
Alexander Cisette; and Vogue Ginny
£50-80

405.

A quantity of Sindy clothes,
including Duffle Coat, Lunch Date, Winter
Holiday coat, Frosty Nights, tennis dress,
Patch’s denim and other items
£50-80

410.

397.

Seven Pedigree naked Sindy
dolls, four blonde, two brunette and one
auburn, 1980s (three hands loose and
slightly damaged)
£50-80

A Miss Sweetheart teenage
fashion doll similar to a small Bild Lilli
circa 1962, made in Birmingham with
blonde mohair wig, fixed neck, jointed
limbs with white painted gloves, hole in
left foot to stand and original dress with
blue flowers --7 ¼in. (18.5cm.) high
£60-80

398.

411.

Recent Käthe Kruse dolls, a Du
Mein with blonde hair and blue floral
dress --20in. (51cm.) high and another
small boy, in original boxes (the Du Mein
box worn)
£70-100

Six Pedigree Sindy dolls, a
Sweetdreams Sindy with blonde hair and
nightdress, three other blondes and two
brunette with three outfits
£50-80

399.

Eight Pedigree naked Sindy dolls,
four blonde, three brunette and one dark
blonde, 1980s
£60-80

400.

Six Pedigree Sindy dolls, a
Sweetdreams Sindy with brunette hair and
nightdress, two blondes, two brunettes
and one auburn with four outfits (auburn
probably with hair trim)
£50-80

412.
406.

A Mattel Barbie Fashion Queen
1963, with blue and white striped swimsuit
and three wigs; and a second issue Ken
with painted blonde hair, in original box,
1962 (box lid missing a corner)
£60-80

401. Six Pedigree Sindy dolls, two
Space Fantasy with pink hair, a blonde
ballerina and auburn haired; and two late
Sindys with two outfits
£40-50
402.

A Pedigree Sindy’s Friends Royal
Wedding, in the style of Prince Andrew
and Sarah Ferguson, in original window
box; a Sindy Classic BEA Cabin Crew and
Sindy Disco Diva, in original packaging
£50-80

408.

403.

409.

A quantity of Sindy clothes,
including Shopping-in-the Rain, Winter
Holiday coat, a wedding dress and others,
some clothes by other makers
£50-80
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A Trendon Gregor doll, with
dark hair in Denim with sandals (jumper
possibly not original); and a dark hair baby
£50-80

413.

A Trendon Sasha doll, with
blonde hair and home-made white trouser
suit; and a blonde baby in basket
£50-80

417.

Seven modern boxed collectors
dolls, a Lenci limited edition Diana; a
Dolls of the Silver Screen Shirley Temple;
an Effanbee Prom Night; a Böhm cloth doll
with teddy bear; a House of Nisbet Doll
Reader doll; a French market Cabbage
Patch doll; and a Mariquita Perez doll
£100-150

422.
425.

Hasbro
Babies
1967A MattelShowbiz
Midge doll,
in pink
top
68,
three
of
The
Monkees
Davy
Jones,
and blue shorts; and a Barbie American
Mickey
Dolenz and
Airlines two-piece
suitMike
only Nesmith; and
four
from
the
Mamas
and the Papas £30-40
Cass Elliot, John Phillips and two Denny
Doherty, all in original clothes (Cass with
discoloured spot on chin)
£70-100

426. Two McCall Corps Betsy dolls,
one blonde and one brunette with
sleeping eyes, jointed bodies and original
clothes (one arm needs restringing); a
Madame Alexander Cissy Queen Elizabeth
doll --9 ½in. (24cm.) high; and another
dressed as an angel
£100-150
Lot 426

418.

Various teenage fashion dolls,
including four Sindy dolls, various 1980s
Barbie, Tressy, Anna the horse riding doll
and others
£60-80

419.

A large quantity of small hard
plastic doll, British, Hong Kong and others,
Pearly King and Queen, some in regional
costumes (some loose limbed)
£30-50
A quantity of vinyl head dolls,
including Ideal Corps Play N Jane; two
Pedigree Kate Greenaway dolls; a Roddy
black doll; Knickerbocker Annie and others
£40-60

421.

A quantity of hard plastic dolls,
a walking Roddy dressed as Scotsman
--12 ½in. (32cm.) high; a small Pedigree in
carry case with clothes; a black Pedigree
baby; and others (some need restringing)
£60-80

Various fashion dolls, a Palitoy
Dancing Action Girl, in original box; and
another undressed example; two Miss
Amanda Jane dolls; a Little Miss Dollikin;
and Anna the Horse Riding doll
£40-60
A Trendon Sasha doll, with
blonde hair and green dress (small
damage to back shoulder of dress); and a
black baby
£60-80

A Mark Payne Coronation doll
1953, The Famous Singing, Speaking
& Walking Doll’, composition with blue
sleeping eyes, brown synthetic wig,
original coronation clothes, hand cranked
musical and speaking mechanism, in
original box with instruction, date on
outside of box with 1953 date stamp --26
½in. (67cm.) high
£30-50

420.

407.

A Mattel standard Barbie 196771, with light brown hair (no clothes); a
KLM Barbie type doll by Edor, in original
box; and a Barbie Chic, in original box; and
a few clothes
£40-60

425. A Mattel Midge doll, in pink top
and blue shorts; and a Barbie American
Airlines two-piece suit only
£30-40

416.

396.

Four Pedigree Sindy Brides,
three blondes, one with growing hair and
a dark blonde, 1980s
£30-50

Lot 422

422.

414.

A Trendon Gregor doll, with
dark hair in Denim with sandals, in original
window box with wrist tag (slight tear to
sleeve)
£60-80
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Hasbro Showbiz Babies 196768, three of The Monkees - Davy Jones,
Mickey Dolenz and Mike Nesmith; and
four from the Mamas and the Papas Cass Elliot, John Phillips and two Denny
Doherty, all in original clothes (Cass with
discoloured spot on chin)
£70-100
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423.

A Rheinische Gummi celluloid
Käthe Kruse girl doll, with blue lashed
sleeping eyes, brown wig and original red
dress with white spots --15 ½in. (39.5cm.)
high; a Trendon Sasha baby with blonde
hair and basket; a 1950s Steiff reclining
tiger with button and chest tag; and a
Schuco blue Radio 4012, in original box
(missing windscreen, steering wheel half
missing and tape damage to box)
£120-150

424.

The Danbury Mint Princess Diana
Royal Wardrobe Collection, comprising
a vinyl doll --14in. (35.5cm.) high; and
twelve famous outfits, in original boxes
with a folder about each outfit, 1988-89;
and two Tom Tierney Diana paper-doll
books
£80-100

427. Various dolls, a Peynet doll in
original clothes; two rubber Hummell
dolls (rubber hardened); Peggy Nisbet
Churchill; Norah Wellings sailor and
another
£40-60
428. A Bonomi Italian plastic doll,
with blue flirting sleeping eyes, auburn
hair and Danish traditional dress --19 ¼in.
(49cm.) high
£20-30
429. A Sindy vinyl travel case, with a
large quantity of shoes; and a quantity of
Sindy clothes
£40-60

43

430.

A large quantity of doll’s clothes,
including fashion dolls clothes and for
large dolls, some Barbie and Sindy, some
Faerie Glen
£30-50

431.

A quantity of fashion doll’s
clothes, including Sindy, Barbie and
others with a small quantity of shoes
£30-50

433.

Rare German
chromolithographic transfer decorated
dolls’ house furniture, blonde wood
with lustre shell decoration, turned legs
and fringing, comprising four chairs,
pedestal table and cupboard --3 ¾in.
(9.5cm.) height of back of chair (slight
loss to transfer, handle replaced); and a
similar up-right piano with Dresden paper
decoration
£200-300

434.

Late 19th century milk glass
dolls’ house vessels, three cups and
saucers, a milk jug, a comport, a crimped
edged plate and large jug (missing handle),
in split wood box
£60-80

435.

A Small German dolls’ house
thatched cottage, cream painted with
stencil stone effect, textured roof, central
green painted front door, dummy windows
to eaves, tinplate opening windows to
ground floor, textured climber to façade,
front opening to reveal four rooms with
original papers and a small quantity of
furniture, pencil marks to base 753 and
248.816 --17in. (43cm.) wide (repair to
one end of roof, missing chimney, piece
missing below front step and general
wear)
£100-150

Two unusual German cardboard toy houses circa 1910, with German language
signage for Restaurant and Flight Exhibition, painted pink with white stone work, grained
front door and glass windows and wooden base -- 7½in. (19cm.) high (slight wear, one
missing chimney)
£150-200

A late 19th century carpenter
built dolls’ house, with red brick exterior,
white painted stone work, central green
front door with knocker and knob, two
ground floor bay windows to either side,
grey painted roof, front opening in two
halves to reveal four rooms, hall, stairs
and landing, some original papers --24
¾in. (63cm.) wide (missing chimney pot
and front door repainted)
£50-80

437.

441.

Lot 433

A painted wooden dolls’ house,
the painted stone and brick façade with
central dummy front door with porch, five
windows, grey tiled roof, two chimneys
and balustrade Widow’s Walk, front
opening to reveal four rooms and chimney
breast --36 ¾in. (91cm.) high (front bowed
and interior with old repapering)
£100-150

A 19th century bisque should
head dolls’ house doll, with blonde
painted and moulded hair, stuffed body,
bisque limbs with remains of purple lustre
boots, original blue and black silk checked
skirt, blue blouse, purple shawl, straw
hat and apron; the skirt stiffened with a
page from a book and paper label on side
‘Caudebec Normanide’ --5in. (12.5cm.)
high (missing lower part of right leg and
toe of left foot, one leg loose at hip)
£40-60

440.

A Tower Press cardboard Instant
Dolls House, No.2049, brightly coloured,
unfolds to form a house with room, in
original plain card box, 1960s (part of base
detached down fold)
£30-40

443.

A 19th century china shoulderhead dolls’ house doll, with black painted
and moulded hair, rosy cheeks, stuffed
body, china limbs with painted black flatsoled boots, original brown skirt, blue
blouse, red shawl and apron, the skirt
stiffened with a page from a book and
paper label on back ‘St Valery Normandie’
--4 ½in. (11.5cm.) high - this doll and the
follow two lots all have the printed under
skirt so must have all been dressed by the
same hand
£60-80

438.

Large scale metal dolls’ house
furniture, a brass umbrellas stand with
Registered Design number 214084 --4in.
(10cm.) high; a cast-iron fire tongs and
shovel; a brass tilt-top circular table; a
pair of brass chairs; and a wood and brass
bellows
£60-80

Lot 444

439.

Dolls’ house furniture, a twoseater sofa with Dresden paper trim --5
½in. (13.5cm.) wide; a desk, bent-wood
sofa, chair, table and others
£40-60

44
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444. A 19th century composition
shoulder head dolls’ house doll with
jointed wooden body, with black painted
hair, painted wooden jointed limbs with
red painted shoes, original brown skirt,
red blouse, purple shawl and apron, the
skirt stiffened with a page from a book and
paper label on back ‘Bordeaux Gascogne’
--3 ¾in. (9.5cm.) high (some slight paint
loss to hair)
£60-80
445.

‘Manor House’ a large wooden
dolls’ house, of three bays and two
storeys with painted red brick, central
front door, seven windows, two chimneys
and roof terrace, opening to reveal six
rooms, hall and landing --54 ¼in. (138cm.)
long (exterior wood repainted, some parts
added and interior redecorated) - this
dolls’ house was built in 1908 from two
Quaker Oats wooden boxes by a carpenter
in Chatham. The vendor’s grandfather
owned Edward Bates the drapers in
the High Street, had it built for his eight
children. They move to Macklands in
Rainham in around 1913, finally moving to
Birchington later on in life.
£200-300

436.

432.

Lot 440

442.

A late 19th century china
shoulder-head dolls’ house doll, with
black moulded hair, rosy cheeks, stuffed
body, china limbs with painted back flatsoled boots, blue and white checked skirt
with crochet top and petticoat ---4 ¾in.
(12cm.) high
£50-80
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446. An English first half of the 19th
century dolls’ house chest of drawers in
the style of Bubb, with three oak fronted
drawers with brass knobs, red stained pine
carcass with bracket feet and ink mark to
base -/4 --4 ½in. (11.5cm.) high (missing
top); and a good quality white painted
kidney backed chair with purple velvet
upholstery
£100-150
447. An early English wooden dolls’
house cradle, with bowed rockers --4 ¾in.
(12cm.) high; a china Frozen Charlotte
with centre-parted moulded black
painted hair, two early miniature Frozen
Charlottes, one black and the other with
rosy cheeks (both missing an arm); and a
bisque example impressed 12
£70-100
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448.

A pegged wooden doll, with
tall Welsh style hat, dark woollen dress,
black and white checked shawl, apron and
woven basket on back --6 ¼in. (16cm.)
high; a similar naked doll; and a miniature
example (missing leg)
£80-120

449.

An all-bisque dolls’ house doll,
with dark glass eyes, blonde mohair wig,
fixed neck, jointed limbs with painted
socks and heeled shoes, crochet dress and
matching hat --3 ½in. (9cm.) high
£40-60

453.

Five all-bisque dolls’ house
dolls, one with blonde moulded hair,
jointed limbs with painted shoes and
socks and pink dress --3 ½in. (9cm.) high;
another with blue painted eyes and green
outfit (missing arm); and three other
(one missing two arms and foot and one
missing leg)
£50-80

458.

Three German bisque headed
Christmas cracker dolls, with blue painted
eyes, closed mouth, wired bodies with
crepe clothes, one dressed in kimono with
parasol, another as Dick Whitington and
the third a huntsman --5 ½in. (14cm.) high
£80-120

450.

A German bisque headed dolls’
house doll, with dark glass eyes, blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body and
pink dress --5in. (12.5cm.) high; and an
all-bisque baby with blonde moulded hair,
jointed limbs and knitted outfit
£70-100

A continental white metal desk
fan pepperette, with working blades
--2 ¾in. (7cm.) high, a soft metal green
painted fireplace, two painted tinplate
toilets (one damaged; four fireplaces and
other items
£60-80

Lot 467

A 19th century bisque soldier
boy pen wipe, with blue painted eyes,
blonde hair and blue uniform, attached to
a red felt and black wool cloth pen wipe
--4 ½in. (11.5cm.) high (missing plume of
hat and clean break and repair at neck)
£30-40

459.

Three Christmas cracker dolls,
with wired bodies and crepe paper, John
Bull and a clown ---5 ¼in. (13cm.) high
with cotton batting heads; and a bisque
headed huntsman
£70-100

Lot 464

A German bisque headed dolls’
house doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition
body with painted moulded shoes and
socks, red satin dress and white cotton
pinafore --5in. (12.5cm.) high; and another
similar with blue fixed glass eyes
£70-100

46

471. Metal toy manufacturers dolls’
house furniture, a German telephone,
possibly Plank (missing receiver); seven
pieces of Dinky Dolly Varden bathroom
sets (some damage); two Spot-On sun
loungers and other items
£30-50

460.

452.

457.

A German bisque headed
Flapper Christmas cracker doll, with
blue painted eyes, closed mouth, wisps
of brown mohair, wired body covered in
crepe, crepe underskirt, yellow and gold
ribbon dress, shoes and hat with tinsel
feather --6 ½in. (16.5cm.) high
£40-60

469. Elgin dolls’ house furniture, two
sideboards, a table, a set of four chairs,
a carver and eleven similar chairs, some
items stamped Elgin; and a Saxony desk
with card tag
£100-150
470. Post-war dolls’ house furniture,
including Twigg dresser, a floral three
piece suite, a large scale brass hostess
trolley; six brass framed mirrors and a
brass bath
£50-80

451.

Two dolls’ house dolls, a German
bisque headed with dark glass eyes,
brown mohair wig, jointed composition
body and knitted dress --5 ¼in. (13.5cm.)
high (factory flaw in the form of a hole,
probably air bubble inside corner of left
eye); and another with painted eyes,
probably French with original dress
£50-80

468. A German dolls’ house Penny
Toy mantel clock, a lithographed tinplate
house clock with black tinplate base and
glass dome ---2 ¼in. (5.5cm.) high
£30-40

463.

455.

Two French Lilliputian all-bisque
dolls’ house dolls, with blue painted eyes,
original blonde mohair wigs, socket head
and jointed limbs with blue painted shoes
--2 ½in. (6.5cm.) high (one missing lower
arm and the other with repaired leg)
£40-60

466.

A German all-bisque dolls’ house
doll, with fixed blue glass eyes, closed
mouth, fixed neck, jointed limbs with
painted and moulded shoes and Greek
Evzone uniform --3 ¾in. (9.5cm.) high
£40-60

A small German shoulder-head
doll, with blue painted eyes, brown mohair
wig, stuffed body, composition limbs with
painted socks and boots and white dress,
impressed 123 --6 ¾in. (17cm.) high
£40-60

456.

Two small dolls’ houses, Tudor
House, a two storey mock Tudor house
with walled front garden and back opening
to reveal two rooms --17 ¼in. (44cm.) high
(decorative damage and repainting); and a
recent cottage with some furnishings and
outside lavatory
£50-80

462.

454.

Seven dolls’ house dolls, two
white bisque headed dressed as the lady
of the house and house keeper --5 ¼in.
(13cm.) high; a German bisque head with
glass eyes on reproduction bisque body;
two other bisque headed; a china head
and a doll made from a peg (some made
up)
£50-80

461.

A late 19th century toy man’s
dolls’ house, of three bays and two storeys
with painted stone façade, central dummy
grained front door, painted grey roof and
two chimneys, front opening in two parts
to reveal four rooms with original wall
paper and two Evans & Cartwright tinplate
fireplaces --27 ½in. (70cm.) wide x 26 ½in.
(67cm.) high x 12in. (30cm.) deep (missing
leading edge of roof, piece from left side
of faced, a lintel and windows, other wear
and damage)
£200-300

464.

A G & J Lines No 25 Country Residence with Motor Garage dolls’ house, with
white painted and brick detail façade, of three bays and two storeys with attic room,
central front door with balcony and French doors above, two storey garage to one side
and pull-out garden, opening in two parts to reveal four rooms with fitted fireplaces
and dresser, original papers, hall, stairs and landing --39 ½in. (100.5cm.) high x 43 ½in.
(110.5cm.) width including garage x 28 ½in. (72.5cm.) depth with garden extended (old
over paint to exterior, some slight damage and wear, inside of doors repapered)
£400-600

467.
465.

Various dolls’ house furniture,
a German oak 1920s upright piano; a
Graben large grand piano --7 ¾in. (20cm.)
long; a reclining arm chair, a dog kennel, a
tinplate pushchair and other items
£70-100
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A German 1930s white painted
dolls’ house bedroom set, comprising
a wardrobe --5 ¾in. (14.5cm.) high, two
single beds with bedding, washstand,
two bedside cabinets, two chairs and a
dressing table (dressing table missing part
of support)
£80-120

472. Modern dolls’ house furniture,
a virginal by J Whitehead --6in. (15cm.)
long; a glass fronted dresser, two hand
stitched carpets and other items
£30-50
473. A quantity of dolls’ house
furniture, including a cream painted
pressed card rattan furniture with blue
detail (sideboard missing top); a German
oak sideboard; a card and fabric homemade three piece suite and other items
£50-80

47

474.

A quantity of dolls’ house
furniture, including a Britains highchair
rocker; a soft metal fronted mantle clock;
a German oak wardrobe and red stained
single bed; and two metal caskets (one
with hole)
£60-80

488. A celluloid headed squeak
toy marotte, with original pink outfit
with lace and gold Dresden paper trim
--12in. (30.5cm.) high; another similar
with French bisque shoulder head with
original costume (damaged and shoulders
missing, missing stick); a turned, painted
and varnished wooden cup from a cup and
ball toy with transfer decoration (some
flaking); and an original studio photograph
of Ethel de Wolf in April 1886 probably
holding one of the marottes
£100-150

Lot 480

475.

Modern dolls’ house furniture,
including two Elegance dolls by Mrs F
Campbell, two four poster beds, a circular
dining table and a folding screen
£40-60

476.

Tri-ang Jennys Home modula
dolls’ house, JR.103 and R.104, in original
boxes with some furniture
£50-80

482.

An A & P Grocery Play Store,
printed cardboard unfolding to form a
large square grocery store printed with
produce and customers outside, paper
floor, a quantity of two-dimensional
groceries and shelves, in original envelope
--23 ¾in. (60.5cm.) square (envelope and
floor worn)
£80-100

Lot 477

477.

Dol-Toi dolls’ house furniture, a
pink bedroom and bathroom set, kitchen
appliances, two plaster fireplaces, some
Twigg pieces and a Gee-Bee dolls’ house
--19in. (48cm.) high
£70-100

478.

German 1930s dolls’ house
chattels, including two Deco wooden
mantel clocks, two all-bisque babies, a
wooden sun lounger, a soft metal ironing
board, a lead smoking table set and turned
wood pieces
£100-150

479.

Dolls’ house furniture and
chattels 1930s to 1950s, including Pita-Pat - four chairs, a Barbola mirror
and picture with remains of red label; a
Welsotoy tinplate broom cupboard and
washing machine; yellow Dol-Toi bedroom
set; a F. G. Taylor has fire and other items
£80-120

48

480.

Three German all-bisque dolls
house dolls 1930s, with blue painted
eyes, two with brown and one with blonde
mohair wig, fixed necks, jointed limbs and
original organza dresses --3 ¼in. (8cm.)
high
£100-150

485.

A French Lilliputian black dolls’
house doll, with black painted hair,
socket head with stringing loop, jointed at
shoulders and hips and white cotton dress
--2 ¼in. (5.5cm.) high; three other German
all-bisque dolls and an umbrella
£80-120

486.

A rare late 19th Century
Christian Hacker toy kitchen, the cream,
pink and blue painted wooden five sided
open fronted wooden kitchen with two
dressers, a kitchen cupboard with glazed
upper, work top and various shelves, the
cupboard doors with flower transfers
£600-800

488.

A celluloid headed squeak
toy marotte, with original pink outfit
with lace and gold Dresden paper trim
--12in. (30.5cm.) high; another similar
with French bisque shoulder head with
original costume (damaged and shoulders
missing, missing stick); a turned, painted
and varnished wooden cup from a cup and
ball toy with transfer decoration (some
flaking); and an original studio photograph
of Ethel de Wolf in April 1886 probably
holding one of the marottes
£100-150

Lot 488

481.

A German all-bisque dolls’
house doll, with fixed brown glass eyes,
blonde curly mohair wig, jointed limbs
and original dress --3 ¼in. (8cm.) high; an
all-bisque boy doll with moulded blonde
hair; and two others; ten dolls’ house doll
hats and other items
£100-150
Lot 482

483.

A Chad Valley cardboard Model
Village,
with seven folding printed
buildings, a paper floor plan, a twodimensional locomotive, car, two people
and four animals, in original box, 191020s --16in. (40.5cm.) longest length of box
(one figure headless, tears to floor and
damage to box lid sides)
£60-80

484.

A German bisque headed dolls’
house doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body and
pink dress with pinafore and bonnet --4
¼in. (11cm.) high; two Petitcolin celluloid
dolls nicely dressed carrying a sheep and
a doll; an all bisque toddler with blonde
moulded hair; and a baby
£70-100
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487.

A rare 19th century Pocket
Picture Gallery metamorphosis game
booklet, “Comprising 1000 Specimens
of The Fine Art”, hand coloured printed
pages with brown cover with gilt printing,
inscribed ‘Albert Meredith’ --3 ½ (9cm.)
wide - The Ethel May de Wolf Collection
£100-150
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489.

An early J D Kestner closed mouth child doll, impressed 10 with blue glass
sleeping eyes, waxed eye lids, square cheeked, closed mouth with slight smile, original
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition body with loose ball joints at shoulders and
hips, original white bonnet trimmed with pink ribbon, gold brocade and artificial ivy
leaves, dressed as a baby with a lace trimmed bonnet, two addition sun bonnets and a
few extra pieces of clothing --14in. (35.5cm.) high; a domed doll’s trunk with lift out tray;
a lidded basket; and four original studio photographs, two of Edith de Wolf holding this
doll in April 1886; an older Edith holding a larger doll and another of her in 1884
£600-800
49

490. Dolls and children’s porcelain, a
child’s tea set decorated with violets on
a pink ground; a doll’s tea set and dinner
service with floral painted decoration on
a pale peach ground; a doll’s wash set
(missing wash jug and some damages);
and an original studio photograph of Edith
de Wolf in April 1886 with a cup of tea
£100-150
491.

Doll’s clothes and accessories,
a dark brown and red corset with lace
trim --7 ½in. (19cm.) waist; a small pair
of size 2 bronzed leather heeled shoes
(one heel missing); a pair of blue painted
wooden clogs; other shoes, mainly
singles (damages); a black doll’s trunk
(damaged); doll’s clothes including a baby
gown, a white work cape, two blouses
and underclothes; a child’s embroidered
cape; three original studio photographs of
Edith de Wolf as a toddler and a studded
document trunk with a calling card for Mr
Charles E De Wolf pinned to the lid
£120-180

492.

Unusual late 19th Century doll’s
cutlery, pale brass coloured metal with
crossed hammer mark comprising five
knives --5in. (12.5cm.) long, forks, spoons
and knife rests, two napkin rings and a
ladle - The Ethel May de Wolf Collection
£30-40

493.

Two early 20th century doll’s tea
sets, in original boxes; two doll’s baskets,
various kitchen equipment and sides of a
doll’s bed (damages)
£40-60

494.

A small SFBJ 251 doll’s head, and
a SFBJ 60 head --2 ½in. (6.5cm.) high (both
missing eyes); a composition shoulderhead doll (damaged) and a pair of sleep
eyes - The Ethel May de Wolf Collection
£40-60

495.

Late 19th Century paper dolls, a
McLoughlin Bros Little Pet envelope and
six dresses (no doll); six other dolls and
eight outfits (one detached from base) The Ethel May de Wolf Collection
£40-60

496.

Three
R
S
Tuck
chromolithographic paper dolls, with
stands and twenty-three outfits, some
with hats including fairy tale characters
and flower themed --10 ¼in. (26cm.)
largest - The Ethel May de Wolf Collection
£60-80

497.

Dolls’ house chattels, comprising
a gilt metal cruet with two glass bottles --1
¾in. (4.5cm.) high (one bottle with hole in
side); a Staffordshire style white cat seated
on a cushion; a Devres five piece wash set;
and an ‘electric’ heated tureen on stand The Ethel May de Wolf Collection
£80-120

498.

Collapsible printed cardboard
dolls’ houses, or parts from including a
façade with green front door with sailing
boat stained glass roundel and separate
roof --16in. (40.5cm.) high; a mock Tudor
bungalow; and orange painted dowel
wood parts with green painted tinplate
shutters, probably 1920-30s (unsure of
completeness) - The Ethel May de Wolf
Collection
£70-100

499.

Needlework pieces, a first nation
American raised beadwork pincushion
and needle case, probably Iroquois; a
cardboard guitar sweet container; a silk
Dorothy sewing bag with needle case base
inscribed E M De Wolf; a John Groom’s
Crippleage and Flower Girls’ Mission
artificial flower, in original box; a miniature
gavel; an alarm clock tape measure (not
working) and other items - The Ethel May
de Wolf Collection
£150-200
Lot 495

50

500.

Various small collectable items,
two glass cracker charms of foxes heads;
a similar bear, cat and frog; a seated
porcelain Mickey Mouse and another
with missing foot; a Britains lead Dopey;
and other items - The Ethel May de Wolf
Collection
£60-80

506.

A quantity of games, including
playing cards, boards for games, a Parker
Peg’Ity; Orient Line to Australia Playing
Cards in original box; a Jaques Tiddly
Winks; and The New Game Spring Heeled
Jack - The Ethel May de Wolf Collection
£40-60

507.

501.

Various small toys, including a
clockwork lithographed tinplate butterfly
--3 ¼in. (8cm.) long; a Penny Toy racing car
(missing rear wheels); a few Erzegiberg
wooden toys; a miniature wooden kitchen;
and an Edwardian paper doll (damages) The Ethel May de Wolf Collection
£60-80

A Richter Anchor Stone Building
Box 18, with two lift out trays, instructions
and The Guide to Good Health, in wooden
box with brass carry handles --17in.
(43cm.) wide; a Mosaic Play and an Anchor
Puzzle, in original boxes (some wear) - The
Ethel May de Wolf Collection
£30-40

508.

502.

A Regulation Lawn Tennis Ball
box, plain pale blue card with small
label on lid --8in. (20cm.) wide; a vellum
Battledore bat; and a tambourine - The
Ethel May de Wolf Collection
£30-50

503.

The New Double Dissect Puzzle
‘Off We Go!’ railway puzzle, two doublesided puzzles on wood with guide book, in
original wooden box with sliding lid; ChifuChemulpo Russo-Jap Railway Puzzle; and
a studio photograph of a young boy,
probably Ethel de Wolf’s son, who died
in the 1st World War, who probably
owned the early 20th century toys in this
collection
£30-50

Children’s publications, a small
selection of monthly periodicals - eleven
Our Young Folk An Illustrated Magazine
for Boys and Girls 1866; twelve Little
Folk, 1897-98; and St Nicholas conducted
by Mary Mapes-Dodge; The Children’s
Pleasure Book, Lippncott, Grambo &
Co, Philadelphia; The Nightingale by
Han Andersen by Berkeley Updike The
Merrymount Press, Boston; and few other
children’s books (damages) - The Ethel
May de Wolf Collection
£30-50

510.

A mid 19th century Jacobs
Ladder transformational Mr Punch and
Judy toy, two sided paper on cardboard,
hand-coloured Mr Punch on one side and
Judy on the reverse with turned wooden
handle --9in. (23cm.) high (some repairs)
£150-200

511.

An unusual turned wooden
necklace painted with famous portraits,
including a self portrait of Van Gough,
the Mona Lisa, Federigo Da Montefeltro
Pierod Francesca and the Young School
Mistress Chardin on leather string; and a
green painted split wood box decorated
with flowers (some wear to necklace)
£80-100
Lot 509

504.

A Parker Brothers Tay to Get up
to the Top mountaineering game, It can
be Done, Patent April 10, 1894 --7¼in.
(18.5cm.) high (faded and dirty); The
Steeple Chase two-fold horse racing game;
and The Royal Race Game, six lead horses
and jockeys in wooden box (no board and
legs buckled) - The Ethel May de Wolf
Collection
£50-80

513. A rare late 19th century
composition cat candy container, painted
grey and cream with green and black
glass eyes, crouching down on her front
with weighted wagging tail, red pom-pom
between front feet, original ribbon and
removable head to reveal container, in
original unmarked box --6 ½in. (16.5cm.)
long including tail (old neat repair to back
leg)
£300-400

505.

Dissected wooden Puzzles, a
map of Ireland with story to reverse; a
map of England and Wales, with two
wooden boxes (probably incorrect for
puzzles); a map of The World on Mercators
Projection, designed to stand on edge
(damaged and probably missing pieces);
and two other puzzles (not checked for
completeness) - The Ethel May de Wolf
Collection
£30-40
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lot 512

509.

An early Berchtesgarden carved
and painted wooden horse drawn
carriage,
the elaborately decorated
carriage with driver and two small black
painted wooden horses, in original floral
painted split wooden box, probably 19th
century --7 ½in. (19cm.) long (some
repairs to box)
£300-400

w w w.special auct ionservices.com

512.

The Speaking Picture Book by
Theodor Brand 1880s, 18th edition,
red covered cardboard book box with
eight chromolithographic illustrations
with nine pull-cords featuring different
animal/human noises and pages of text
--12 ½in. (32cm.) high (some slight wear,
all nine cords currently working, but not
guaranteed)
£300-400

514. An
unusual
clockwork
composition headed Father Christmas
circa 1900, with blue painted eyes, white
rabbit fur beard, cardboard body and
wire limbs with composition hands and
metal shoes, original red costume with
white cotton trim and basket on back,
the integral key on back, when wound
the figure rocks from side to side --8in.
(20.5cm.) high (some fading); and later
chenille Golly in basket
£250-350
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Lot 514

518.

A Dean & Sons Darling Brighteyes Living Nursery Rhymes Newly
Treated with Moving Pictures, by Mrs
J.M.Wells with six moving pictures,
‘Hamleys Doll & Toy Depot , 64 Regent St.
W’ ink stamp to first page, circa 1900 --9in.
(23cm.) high (some wear, a few minor
tears and light staining, all pages currently
working)
£100-150

519.

A Dean & Sons The Surprise
Panoramic ABC book, by Walter Standers
with seven pages which you turn to form
a changing landscape, inscribed to Edie
Honey Croie on her 6th Birthday June 19th
1889 from her old sister Salli --11 ½in.
(29cm.) wide (corners worn)
£40-60

520.

A C Titze & Schinkay Industrie
und Glück Tarot playing cards, fifty
-four hand-coloured cards with rounded
corners (slight wear)
£30-50

521.

A carved wooden horse on
wheeled platform, with glass eyes, fur
mane and tail, oil cloth tack, vellum ears
and wooden platform with cast-iron four
spoked wheels --10in. (25.5cm.) high
(repair to neck)
£40-60

515.

A bisque head boy sledging
candy container circa 1910, probably
with Gebruder Heubach head with intaglio
eyes and closed sad mouth, bisque hands,
cardboard body with composition limbs,
original white textured cloth outfit,
opening a waist to reveal container and
wooden sledge --6in. (15cm.) long
£200-300

523.

A pony and tinplate trap, the
red and grey painted trap with gold lining,
the hide covered pony with glass eyes,
leather tack and wheeled feet, possibly
French, circa 1900 --16in. (40.5cm.) high
(some wear, hide worn of fur and no tail)
£150-200

527.

A larger Schoenhut Circus clown,
with printed costume --8in. (20.5cm.)
high; a chair and a stool (some wear and
staining)
£50-80

524.

Schoenhut small size Circus
figures, an equestrienne with composition
head --6 ¾in. (17cm.) high; and two
clowns, all in original costumes (one
clown with worn face, no ears and stained
costume)
£70-100

533.

528.

A clockwork leaping Spitz dog
probably Roullet & Decamps, with long
white fur, clear and black glass eyes, open
mouth with tongue, cast metal feet and
integral key on underside causing the
dog to leap --8 ½in. (21.5cm.) long (slight
wear)
£200-300

529.

An unusual Lehmann No 802
two-dimensional bird, lithographed
tinplate with celluloid wings, probably
a gyroscopic toy --5in. (12.5cm.) long; a
Marx Yoga copying Lehmann’s Indu head
chopping off toy; and a Lehmann Hop-Hop
top
£80-120

A German lithographed tinplate
helicopter spark toy, with push action
causing a wheel and blades to spin and
spark, lithographed glass cockpit with pilot
and R 260 registration --6 ½in. (16.5cm.)
long; and a Ronson Starlight spark toy, in
original box with instructions
£50-80

534.

Five lithographed tinplate spark
toys, with push action causing a wheel to
spin and spark, one a flower with a bee --4
¾in. (12cm.) high; another the man in the
moon; a man appearing from chimney; a
celluloid winged butterfly ; and a British
cat (some slight wear and fading)
£80-120

Two
German
pig
candy
containers, one black mohair covered
cardboard with red paste eyes and opening
on underside --4 ¼in. (11cm.) long; and
another gold painted composition with
removable head
£100-150

535.

517.

52

522.

A painted wooden push-along
gig, varnished with red and black lining,
carved wooden spoked wheels, pony skin
donkey with glass eyes, leather tack and
522.
painted wooden
push-along
gig, varnished with red and black lining, carved
red woolApom-poms
and bisque
headed
wooden
spoked
wheels,
pony
skin
donkey
driver with carved and painted wooden with glass eyes, leather tack and red wool
pom-poms
bisque
driver with
limbs, circaand
1900
--18 headed
½in. (47cm.)
high carved and painted wooden limbs, circa 1900
--18
½in.
(47cm.)
high
(donkey
missing
front casters)
(donkey missing front casters)
£150-200
£150-200
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530.

An Einfalt girl sat on a potty
clicker toy, lithographed tinplate, when
operated she raises off the bed pan and
a rat appears --5in. (12.5cm.) high (slight
wear, old neat repair to one lever)
£50-80
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

537. Three German lithographed
tinplate novelty toys, a gnome or Father
Christmas ramp toy --5 ½in. (14cm.) high;
a scissor action egg eating turbaned man
with parrot on shoulder; and a Balkan
puzzle with a head of man in a Fez
£70-100
538. A
papier-mâché
headed
clockwork walking Dutchman 1930s, with
brown painted side glancing eyes, smoking
pipe, felt costume, composition hands
and wooden legs and shoes, keywind
mechanism causing him to rock from side
to side --9in. (23cm.) high (slight fading)
£100-150
539. Tinplate novelty toys, a
gyroscopic top with a heavy gauge painted
tinplate girl dancing with dachshund --3
¾in. (9.5cm.) high; a click toy drumming
soldier; a George Levy British traffic
policeman; a rat in a kitchen dexterity toy;
and another gyroscopic top
£70-100

516.

A German wolf candy container
1910-20s, with beige burlap covered
composition, yellow and black lass eyes,
black metal nose, open mouth with
painted teeth and felt tongue, oil-cloth
collar and removable head to reveal
container --11in. (28cm.) long (wear to
tail)
£50-80

£40-60

A German lithographed tinplate
space spark toy, with push action causing
a wheel decorated with rockets to spin
and spark, the top half an astronaut
appears --5 ¼in. (13.5cm.) high (sparkles
not working)
£30-50

525.

526.

A German lithographed tinplate
Father Christmas spark toy, with push
action causing a wheel to spin and spark,
the top half of Father Christmas appears
behind a sack of toys and a little boy --5
¾in. (14.5cm.) high (sparkles not working)
£40-50

532.

A clockwork fur covered
monkey circa 1910, with brown painted
composition face, clear and black glass
eyes, cream fur covered, cast-metal feet
and integral key to underside when wound
causing the monkey to leap --7in. (18cm.)
long (fur possibly a good replacement)
£100-150
A painted wooden Noah’s Ark
1920-30s, with retailer’s label for ‘J.
Langley & Co., Ltd., TOYLAND Prince of
Wales Road, Royal Arcade, NORWICH’,
painted various shades of brown with
wooden wheels, wooden ramp and a
small selection of Elastolin animals --14in.
(36cm.) long (some paint flaking and
damage to animals)
£80-100

531.

A lithographed tinplate comic
black cat squeak toy, with googly eyes,
when squeezed the head and eyes move
towards a mouse help in hand --4 ½in.
(11.5cm.) high (squeaker inoperative);
and a Kellerman bear drinking milk lapel
pin with moving arm
£50-80

536.

Five lithographed tinplate clicker
toys, a cowboy riding a rearing horse
--4in. (10cm.) high; a dentist extracting
a tooth; a clown and Golly; and a soldier
and cowboy kneeling firing a gun

540. Tinplate Huntley & Palmer and
sweet sample tins, a Rowntree’s Cachous
cricket bat --4 ½in. (11.5cm.) long; a
Dickory Dickory Dock clock tin; and H & P
- two Rich Mixed and Littlefolk sample tins
(some wear)
£60-80
541. Children’s plates, a New Chelsea
Staffordshire ‘Noah’s Ark’ baby plate --7
¼in. (18.5cm.) wide; a Baby’s Plate with
Gollies (stained); a Victorian tinplate
alphabet plate commemorating the Prince
and Princess of Wales; and a Japanese
‘ivory’ celluloid Jack and Jill figures, in
original box
£40-60
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542.

Two Luntoy lead Mr Turnip
puppets, one with control frame --7in.
(18cm.) high (slight wear); a Denni’s
Dainty Series Well Known Celebrities
Evening Party Games; a Faulkner & Co
Fairy Tales Misfitz, both in original box; a
Blackie Struwwelpeter and a Pip, Squeak
and Wilfred book
£80-100

545.

543.

546.

A tinplate butterfly push-along
toy, remains of spirit wash with wheels
causing the wings to flap --8 ½in. (21.5cm.)
wide (worn, missing wooden pole to push
along); a framed 19th century Valentine
card; and a 19th century Mosaic game, in
wooden box with sliding lid (lid damaged)
£60-80

556. A varnished wood push-along
horse on wheels, simply constructed with
cylindrical body with glass eyes, black
painted detail and cast-iron wheels --24
½in. (62.5cm.) high (one pair of wheels
replaced)
£60-80

A rare Topical Chessmen Soldiers
v Sailors made in London by Disabled
Soldiers and Sailors, for The Incorporated
Soldiers and Sailors Help Society, 122,
Brompton Road, London, SW., turned
wood and hand painted comic figures, in
original box --4 ¼in. (10.5cm.) height of
soldier King
£200-300

557. A small child’s bamboo bed
circa 1900, with brass fittings and original
striped mattress --39 ½in. (100.5cm.) long
£100-150

Chromolithographic embossed
card German naval fleet 1900-1910,
eleven battleships, two gun boats, five
smaller boats, a lighthouse and exploding
ship, ten tinplate stands -- 6 ¼in. ( 16cm.)
length of longest (slight damage)
£150-200

Lot 549

549.

Lot 544

548.

A Jeu d’Automobile or The
Auto-Game No 4440 board game circa
1905, with maker’s ‘S’ trademark, fourfold chromolithographic board featuring
a road with various motoring incidents,
a card with five of six original semi-solid
motor car counters, instructions, in
original box --16 ½in. (42cm.) width of box
(some damage to box, board now in two
pieces); an additional larger semi-solid
motor car counter and three smaller
£150-200

544.

A rare German lead nodder
pierrot serenading the moon, probably
Heyde, hand painted with tinplate ruff
and holding a mandolin --4 ¼in. (11cm.)
high (slight wear and reattached at seat
and foot) - this model is very similar to
the iconic Lambert automaton of Pierrot
Serenading the Moon
£300-400

A J W Spears Punch & Judy
toy theatre, with chromolithographic
folding booth with cloth curtain, seven
two-dimensional puppets on sticks with
articulated arm and a similar Toby dog,
The Play of Punch and Judy, a collecting
plate, a bell and some counters, in original
box, circa 1910 (slight damage to puppets
and box)
£200-300

550.

Two
papier-mâché
figural
skittles circa 1900, one a black man seated
on a barrel playing a violin and a young
girl dancing holding up her skirt, both on
turned wood bases --9 ¾in. (25cm.) height
of man (slight worm to her base)
£80-120

551.

A painted tinplate round Epices
(Spice) tin, with wood grain finish, Epices
stencilled on lid --6in. (15cm.) wide; and a
similar Briefe (letter) box with key (some
wear and chipping to letter)
£80-120

552.

A composition roly-poly clown
1930s, with smiling face, conical hat and
yellow jacket, internal chimes --11 ½in.
(29cm.) high (some slight flaking)
£80-100

Lot 545

547.

A Bing Series The Aerial Contest
board game circa 1912,
three-fold
chromolithographic board featuring
aircraft
city, four
semi-solid
547. Aover
Binga Series
The Aerial
Contest board game circa 1912, three-fold
aeroplane
counters
on
stands,
a spinner,
chromolithographic board featuring
aircraft over a city, four semi-solid aeroplane
card
and on
twostands,
wind socks,
in original
box
counters
a spinner,
card and
two wind socks, in original box --15in. (38cm.)
--15in.
(38cm.)
width
of lid (some
damage
width of
lid (some
damage
to lid and
missing two counters)
to
lid and missing two counters)
£150-200
£150-200
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552.

A composition roly-poly clown
1930s, with smiling face, conical hat and
yellow jacket, internal chimes --11 ½in.
(29cm.) high (some slight flaking)
£80-100
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553.

Advertising tinplate items, a
Blue Bell Tobacco domino set in tin; two
Lyons Tea perpetual calendar tins; and a
lithographed tinplate G. Fischer matchbox
holding dispenser --7 ½in. (19cm.) high
£60-80

554.

Various
antique
games,
Schimmell or the Bell & Hammer
game with Morocco leather shaker, in
original mahogany box; a New Game of
Metamorphoses and Parquetry; a Wood
Spellicans; and four painted papiermâchéIndian circular playing cards
£60-80

558. A French faux-bamboo doll’s
settle, with replaced wooden seat with
cushion --16in. (40.5cm.) wide; and a pine
doll’s cradle (painted black)
£60-80
559. A large German painted wood
Noah’s Ark, with painted log and plank
construction, lift off roof and wheeled hull
and seventeen pairs and twenty single
Elastolin animals including elephants,
tigers, a crocodile and Noah’s wife --29in.
(73.5cm.) long (back of roof and door
replaced, some wear and damage to
animals)
£200-300

555.

Various puzzles and games, a W.
Peacock Superior Dissected Map of Engand
& Wales, in original wooden box with
sliding lid and instructions (complete);
a John Betts Game of British Geography,
in original Morocco leather book box; a
tinplate click toy of a pelican; a snow globe
of Volkenburg; a Japanese wooden dolls’
house puzzle block, in original box; a Lledo
Rupert the Bear van; and a few scraps
£60-80
Lot 559

560. A 1930s English painted wood
village scene, including a church, a timber
framed house and another, a bridge, a
lych-gate, a gypsy caravan, grave stones,
villagers, farm animals, trees and shrubs
and green felt grass --4¼in. (11cm.) height
of church (some slight damage)
£200-300
561. Twelve Erzgebirge wooden
British guardsmen, with rifles --3 ¼in.
(8cm.) high (some repairs); and a 19th
century Halma type siege game board box
(new catch)
£100-150
55

562.

A late 19th century Aunt Sally
German soldier in pickelhaube, with
carved moustache and chip carved torso
with velvet trousers --11 ½in. (29cm.) high
(old over paint); and a turned wooden
black torso (missing base?)
£40-60

564.

A mid 19th century Geometrical
Heraldie Game, hand-coloured mosaic
pieces representing the crown states
of Europe comprising Prussia, Austria,
Bavaria, Württemberg, England, Saxony,
Russia and France, in original wooden box
with illustrated sliding lid --10 ¼in. (26cm.)
long (box warped)
£200-300

Lot 563

567.

Various games and four
Battledore bats, of vellum with wooden
handles --14 ½in. (37cm.) high; a bone and
bamboo Mah-jong set and a plastic set, a
Ping-Pong net; two Halma and other items
£80-100

568.

A 19th century rosewood card
box, with brass inlay --11 ½in. (29cm.)
wide; a quantity of Chinese mother of
pearl gaming counters; a Spears of Bavaria
Natural History Lotto, in original box
(damaged box); Spillicans and two packs
of cards
£60-80

569.

A
Japanese
clockwork
Mechanical Acrobat, with celluloid boy
on metal frame, in original box, 1930s --17
½in. (44.5cm.) high (dent to front and box
a little worn)
£40-60

570.

563.

A 19th century trinket box
the mirrored lid with German ‘flat’
lead figures, with 55mm shepherd and
shepherdess, seven sheep, a dog and tree,
moulded on velvet steps, the box with
gold marbled paper and Dresden paper
trim --6 ¼in. (16cm.) wide
£200-300

565.

A 19th century Wallis’s Elegant
and Instructive Game exhibiting the
Wonders of Art in each Quarter of the
World, the three-fold hand coloured
game mounted on linen in red card folder,
published by E. Wallis , No.42 Skinner
Street, Snow Hill, London (slight wear)
£300-500

Lot 564

A Japanese clockwork Swinging
Exhibition Flights acrobats, a celluloid
boy and girl on metal frame, in original
box with YC trademark, 1930s --14 ½in.
(37cm.) high (dents to boy’s head, slight
wear to box)
£60-80

571.

Two German tinplate lighthouse
lanterns, gold spirit finish, coloured
celluloid window panes, candle powered
causing the heat to turn the propeller
--9in. (22.5cm.) height of largest (missing
some celluloid)
£30-50

Lot 565

573.

Four Lehmann men from the
Alabama C**n Jigger, with articulated
lithographed tinplate bodies --8in.
(20.5cm.) high (two F missing lower legs
and arms, one G with loose arm and one P
with replaced arms)
£40-60

574.

German tinplate toys and
spares, a Lehmann Ehe ---6 ¾in. (17cm.)
long (missing front wheels); a Lehmann
Gustav miller (man only) and two flour
sacks; a black two-dimensional articulated
black saxophonist (missing arm and eyes),
three horses and other items
£40-60

575.

German tinplate toys and
spares, a Hessmobil Tractor (not working
and man missing head); two other
lithographed tinplate motor car bodies
only; a mechanical porter, various wheels
and people (P-F)
£40-60

576.

A rare Huntley & Palmers
double deck bus biscuit tin 1929, red
lithographed tinplate with six wheels and
hinged lid, passengers at windows and
advertising --9 ¾in. (25cm.) (very poor,
missing grill and cab roof)
£50-80

577.

A
Huntley
&
Palmer
Perambulator biscuit tin circa 1930,
with blue body --8 ¼in. (21cm.) long (PF, missing lid and one wheel, a few small
holes to base); a Mackintosh’s Toffee
windmill tin (possibly missing sails); and a
Peek, Freen & Co flag from Castle tin
£50-80

580.

A chromolithographic military
shooting game, thirty-six cut out soldiers,
mounted and foot, including American,
British and European, card fortification
and wooden canon to fire, in a probable
original box missing label --6in. (15cm.)
height of figures
£100-150

581.

An unusual fretwork four seat
open tourer, early 20th century with
steering mechanism --15 ½in. (39.5cm.)
long
£50-80

582.

Various toys, a Dean’s Rag Book
Nursery Rhymes from designs by John
Hassall; The Princes Quest - A Fairy Race
Game board; a T. Ordish & Co Fairyland
or Through the Enchanted Forest board; a
circus snakes and ladders; a Jeu de l’Ole, in
wooden box and other items
£20-30

583.

A J & E Stevens Co Mule Entering
Barn cast-iron mechanical bank, with
mule bucking and throwing coin in to
stable --8 ½in. (21.5cm.) long (repainted
and missing trap); and a small still bank in
the form of a house dated 1878
£80-100

586. An unusual ‘rocking horse’
motor car, of recent manufacture, red
painted wood with yellow trim and black
wheels, working horn and the suspended
body of the car with rocking motion --51in.
(130cm.) long (slight wear and dusty)
£100-150
587. Various toys and novelties, a
Russian carved and painted wooden toy
of two men driving in a plank splitter --8
¼in. (21cm.) long; a Swedish wooden
clown stacking toy; a Japanese celluloid
clockwork monkey; a tube of ‘Darkie’
tooth paste, in original box; a white metal
spider; other wooden toys and other
items (some damage)
£50-80

584.

A Chad Valley Pin the Tail on
Muffin game, with card featuring a tailless
Muffin the Mule, cord tail on pin, in
original box, 1950s --13 ¾in. (35cm.) wide
(a few pin holes from play)
£30-50

588. A late 19th century turned
wooden solitaire board, with thirty three
small glass marbles with coloured swirls
--8 ½in. (21.5cm.) diameter (slight damage
to marbles, one with large chip)
£100-120

585.

589. Twenty eight hand worked
marbles, probably late 19th century with
multi-coloured swirls -2cm. (just under
1in.) (slight wear)
£80-120

578.

Various toys, a British plastic
clockwork rabbit --8 ¾in. (22cm.)
long; a Dansk Biscuit company Alice in
Wonderland tin, 1991; the cards and
playing pieces for Oscar board game, in
original box (missing board); fourteen
celluloid animals and an Anchor Meteor
solitaire game, in original wooden box
£50-80
Lot 566

579.
566.

A rare late 19th century large
hand worked marble, with red, yellow,
white and green swirls --6cm. (just under 2
½in.) diameter (very slight imperfections)
£100-150

56

572.

Japanese celluloid Disney’s
Snow White and the seven Dwarves
1930s, hand painted, seven with paper
labels --6 ¼in. (16cm.) height of SW
(Grump with dented nose, slight wear)
£60-80
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Soldiers and lead figures,
two French Pixi semi-solid lead sets - a
Christmas scene and magician; a Britains
lead Nile crocodile (rebuilt leg); and
nine cut-out wood and painted two
dimensional soldiers --12in. (30.5cm.)
high
£60-80
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An early 20th century well-made
home-built swing boat carousel, with
four swing boats with composition toy
passengers, the underside of canopy with
scraps, originally electrically lit, probably
missing mechanism and stepped base --10
½in. (26.5cm.) high (some loss to edge of
canopy)
£60-80

590. Ten hand worked marbles,
probably early 20th century with multicoloured swirls --2cm. (just under 1in.);
and twenty-three plain clay marbles
£50-80
57

591.

606.

Thirty-two German painted
wooden Noah’s ark animals, including
a grasshopper, one man, a seated
tortoiseshell cat and birds (mainly
damaged, missing limbs)
£40-60

599.

Eleven bisque Father Christmas
cake decorations, including one riding
a polar bear, looking in a house window,
going down a chimney, in a canoe and
others --3 ¼in. (8cm.) largest
£100-150

592.

A 19th century The Merry Round
Game of the Bee and Butterfly, designed
and lithographed by G. E. Madeley,
probably published by E. & M. A. Ogilvy,
thirty-two cards, six of which are handcoloured, in original wooden box with
sliding illustrated lid --8in. (20.5cm.) wide;
a Chad Valley Cricket at Lords game and
a Jaques Picture Loto, in original boxes; a
Tuck’s painting book; and Mint & Boxed
1990 catalogue
£100-150

602.

Ten bisque amusing cake
decorations, a rabbit pulling an egg with
chick on top --2 ½in. (6cm.) long, three
penguins rowing a canoe, three penguins
playing instruments (beak broken), Pip,
Squeak and Wilfred; a dwarf riding a
mouse, three teddy bears in a bed and
four snowmen
£70-100

593.

A turned and carved wooden
nodder in crinoline, painted features,
blue dress and apron, rocks on rod at waist,
probably English 1930s --8in. (20.5cm.)
high; a Tri-ang Teachem Toys soldier (paint
flake); four dolls’ house continental vases
and two chamber pots
£40-60

594.

Three Pelham Puppet Magic
Roundabout stick puppets, Dougal,
Florence and Mr Rusty, in original boxes
(very good condition); and Pelham string
Cowgirl, in plain card box
£60-80

595.

Four Pelham Puppets, Mr
MacBoozle, Horse, Gretel and Dutch Girl,
in original yellow character boxes; The
Lightweight Pelham Puppet Theatre, in
original box; and twenty-two Pelpup News
(wear and damage to boxes)
£50-80

597.

A late 19th century carved
wooden Jumping Jack clown, double
sided painted white, red, yellow and blue,
when cord is pulled he raised his arms and
legs --12 ½in. (32cm.) high (missing toes
and general wear)
£100-150
58

Various bisque Christmas cake
Lot 600
decorations, twenty-three including
Father Christmases and carol singers
(some damage and paint loss); and three
china souvenirs of animals
£60-80

603.
596.

Little Tommy Tucker the original ventriloquist puppet of Lieutenant Walter
Cole and family archive, a hand carved and painted small boy ventriloquist dummy
made by Walter Cole with bulbous blue striated glass eyes, brown mohair wig, heavy
brows, cord operated mouth, papier-mâché body with moulded boots, carved wooden
hands, original green wool jacket and waistcoat, grey wool trousers and cotton play
smock --27 ½in. (70cm.) (old over paint to face); The Lieutenant Walter Cole Archive - a
leather bound photograph album with gilt tooled dedication ‘Presented to Lieut Walter
Cole by the Members of his Company as a token of respect and esteem Nov. 9th 1895’
the first page with signatures including Lily Shaw, Frances Littaur and Alf Woodhall,
mainly family photographs and a portrait of Cole with some of his Merryfolk his life sized
ventriloquist puppets; a hand-made book of hand-written music for the pianoforte for
Cole’s act including Poor Little Dicky Birds and Put me in my Little Bed; a programme
for Lieut. Waler Cole’s Delightful Ventriloquial Recitals; a hand-written note book of
sketches; a framed front of house poster; a framed amusing Ally Sloper Award of Merits
to Cole for being a ‘Sloperian Ventriloquist’, a photograph of Cole’s horse-drawn wagon
(damaged); a Souvenir Programme for a Special Matinees for the Titanic Disaster Fund;
press clippings and other items - sold by direct descent through the family in the hope of
finding a home in a museum.
£600-800

597.
A late 19th century carved
598.
Schoenhut
Circus
Moritz
from
wooden AJumping
Jack
clown,
double

Max
Mortiz,white,
with red,
painted
composition
sided&painted
yellow
and blue,
head,
leather
top knot,
jointed
wooden
when cord
is pulled
he raised
his arms
and
body,
original
felthigh
top (missing
and trousers,
legs --12
½in. green
(32cm.)
toes
added
jacket
--8 ½in. (21.5cm.) high
and general
wear)
(missing felt sleeves and crazing to head)
£50-80

598. A Schoenhut Circus Moritz from
Max & Mortiz,
painted
composition
599.
Eleven with
bisque
Father
Christmas

head, decorations,
leather top knot,
jointed
cake
including
onewooden
riding
green felt
and trousers,
abody,
polaroriginal
bear, looking
in top
a house
window,
added down
jacketa chimney,
--8 ½in. in
(21.5cm.)
going
a canoe high
and
(missing
sleeves
crazing to head)
others
--3felt
¼in.
(8cm.)and
largest
£50-80
£100-150

600.

Seven unusual bisque Father
Christmas cake decorations in vehicles,
including one driving a wheeled
Christmas cracker --4in. (10cm.) long, two
motorcycles, two cars, an aeroplane and a
Royal Mail van (some paint loss)
£70-100

601.

Ten bisque Snow Babies and
other frosted pieces, two babies riding a
1st World War tank --2 ¼in. (6cm.) high,
two babies sliding down a wall, a snow
mother with two babies in a pram sledge,
three polar bears and others
£80-120
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Bisque Pixie, Dwarf and Elf cake
decorations, twenty-three including two
in a canoe, three in a canoe, one sat on a
shoe house with bird on top --2 ¼in. (6cm.)
high, one with watering can, musicians
and others (some slight damage and paint
loss)
£70-100

604.

Bisque Snow Babies and
children, twenty-three including a polar
bear in an igloo --1 ¾in. (4.5cm.) high,
two children on a snow covered mountain
top, two penguins pushing sleighs with
children on board, two brown bear cubs
and one riding an aeroplane
£80-120

605.

Various bisque Christmas cake
decorations, seventeen including a Father
Christmas in boats, train, aeroplane and
polar bear sleigh --3in. (7.5cm.) long,
children on a sleight and carol singers
(some slight damage and paint loss)
£60-80

606.

Various bisque Christmas cake
decorations, twenty-three including
Father Christmases and carol singers
(some damage and paint loss); and three
china souvenirs of animals
£60-80

607.

A German tinplate Christmas
candle chime, with lithographed tinplate
scene of the nativity, three candle holders,
causing a propeller to turn and four angels
to hit three bells, surmounted by another
angel, in original box, 1910-20 --12 ¼in.
(31cm.) high (slight wear)
£80-120

613. A Tri-ang wooden No 2
Greenhouse, painted cream with green
base, tinplate and glass windows, hinged
roof, door, internal staging including
double tier centre stand and Triangtois
roundel to outside --27in. (69cm.)long
(some restoration and floral trim replica)
£150-200

608.

614. A Tri-ang wooden Farm No 1,
in original box (missing end of box) and
four additional buildings; Tri-ang Teachem
No.3 Building Bricks set; an adding toy and
a duck cart (some wear)
£40-60

A trade box of Truart Series
Christmas Gift Cards, twelve different
designs, nine tags in each sealed packet, in
original box, 1950s --13 ¾in. (35cm.) width
of box (exterior of box heavily stained,
sides damage and content around one
third empty)
£50-80

609.

Seven lithographed tinplate
Christmas biscuit tins, an Elkes Xmas
Assorted with a scene of a chestnut seller,
probably 1930s --9 ¼in. (23.5cm.) wide; a
Peek, Freen & Co stained glass Three Kings
tin, 1960s; two Huntley & Palmer and
others (some wear)
£30-50

610.

Vintage Christmas decorations,
a Hovells Cracker Bomb; a box of Hovells
Miniature Crackers; an Academy box of
12 Christmas Cards; a plastic and crepe
fairy; Lametta; advent calendar and lots of
tissue chains and decorations
£30-50

611.

Vintage sweet boxes and tins, a
Rowntree’s Dairy Box tin --7 ¼in. (18.5cm.)
wide; Batger’s Old English Fruit drops
tin; Lyons Tea calendar tin; Mazda Disney
lights box only and other card boxes
£30-50

612.

Christmas and Fireworks, a
Brock’s Fireworks ‘Crystal Palace’ empty
box --13 ¼in. (33.5cm.) wide; a Hovells
Christmas Cracker box (lid missing three
sides); a large box of Embassy Christmas
Crackers with eighteen unused crepe
paper crackers; and four sets of Christmas
lights
£70-100
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Lot 607

615. Tri-ang wooden Fit-Bits, No.3
MM Five Merry Men Set, 1C Circus Set and
1 SA Sailor Set, in original boxes; and an
additional soldier (some wear)
£50-80
616. Tri-ang wooden Fit-Bits, No. 4 SS
Special Compendium, unlabelled mixed
character set and vehicle set, in original
boxes; and an additional soldier (some
wear)
£50-80
617. Tri-ang
wooden
Fit-Bits,
two Soldier Sets, No. 4 SS Special
Compendium; and another, in original
boxes; an additional soldier and baker
(some wear)
£50-80
618. A Tri-ang No 2 Theatre, with Art
Deco proscenium arch, electric footlights,
orchestra pit and curtains --20in. (51cm.)
wide; with Theatre Sets Dick Whittington
and Cinderella (repainted)
£50-80
619. A rare Tri-ang wooden Hangar,
with Triangtois roundel --14in. (35.5cm.)
wide (missing door and flag pole,
plasticine camouflage to roof which just
flakes off, but charming); and a repainted
dolls’ house
£100-150
59

620.

A
Crandal
Toys
George
Washington, on stand --9in. (23cm.)
high (missing hat and damaged); a small
wooden trick box; a Tri-ang train and
other items (wear)
£30-40

621.

A large Skelt’s New Stage Front
toy theatre 1948, assembled on thin
chipboard --31in. (79cm.) high; and a
quantity of hand painted sets, probably
a theatre used by a set designer (some
wear)
£50-100

624.

A pair of bisque children
nodders, each seated holding a posy
holder --4in. (10cm.) high; a Russian nest
doll; a small quantity of doll’s clothes
including white felt spats and pair of
sandals; some doll’s pewter plates with a
recent dresser; a G & J Lines farm cart with
royal coat of arms label (top half of label
missing and bad worm damage to one
edge)
£100-150

625.

A large quantity of children’s
books 1890s to 1930s, including The Twins
illustrated by John Hassall, Dicky Didos by
Will Kidd, a Nister Hans Andersen’s Fairy
Tales, Pip, Squeak and Wilfred annuals
and others (some damaged and some
coloured in)
£50-80
Lot 622

628.

Various
children’s
books,
including five Ameliaranne books, a 1938
Little Black Sambo, Little Black Mingo
and Little Black Quasha, a Struwelpeter,
The Enchanted Forest by Outhwait, Peter
Pan & Wendy illustrated by Mabel Lucie
Attwell and a small yellow Rupert book
(some damaged and wear)
£60-80
A 19th century pearlware
children’s part tea set Zebra, red transfer
printed with zebra and girl comprising
tea pot, cup and saucer and sugar basin,
‘Zebra’ on undersides --7in. (18cm.) long
(teapot spout and handle restored, sugar
missing lid)
£30-50

630.

Two doll’s dinner services, a
Ridgeway’s Persia with brown and beige
floral transfers including five tureens; and
another with green printed flowers set
(missing a lid and slight damage)
£60-80

632.

A late 19th century American
printed spelling game, thirteen words
that each letter forms the picture including
Stevens House, New York, St Johns Paddle
steamer and the Mott-Haven coach (some
with replaced watercolour sections); and
McLoughlin Brothers Game of Flags, in
original box
£80-120

623.

Disney’s Mickey Mouse, an
enamelled Mickey Mouse Club button
hole pin; a celluloid Mickey; a china candle
holder; a Timex watch; a leather purse; an
Intoport Development radio, in original
box with instructions; and a Flip the Frog
candle holder
£100-150

60

626.

Three Bookano Stories pop-up
books, two the same with coach and
horses on cover (one worn) and the other
showing Queen Elizabeth I; and Daily
Express Children’s Annual pop-up book
(missing spine and some damage)
£40-50

627.

Children’s tea set and graduated
pottery bunnies, a silvered pottery Art
Deco tea pot; a teapot, four cups, saucers,
side plates, milk, sugar and sandwich plate
nursery rhyme transfers; a blue glazed
graduated pottery rabbits, probably Denby
--6 ¼in. (16cm.) high; a Pelham Tyrolean
Boy, in original box and Kindergarten
Building Blocks
£60-80

633.

Various games and puzzles, a
Gidea Park Estate Essex wooden puzzle;
Victory - HMS Victory and P & O Arcadia
wooden puzzles, a Monopoly set with card
gaming pieces, a Vincent Square Infants
Hospital puzzle, Spelling Bee card game
and other items
£60-80

634.

Eight Robinson Jam plaster Golly
band, including drummer and cellist --3in.
(7.5cm.) high
£30-50
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640.

Miniature porcelain and an ivory
handled parasol, including a Royal Crown
Derby dish --3 ¾in. (9.5cm.) wide; a Spode
blue transfer printed Tyg; a miniature
Coalport Indian Tree Coral chamber pot,
in original box; a 19th century turned and
carved ivory handled parasol with black
silk --24 ¾in. (63cm.) long (silk starting to
tear) and two fans
£70-100

641.

636.

A Dennison’s crepe and tissue
Paper Doll Outfit No 33,
with three
articulated card dolls, a quantity of crepe
and trim to make clothes, in original box
(box lid sides damaged); and a similar
by American Toy Works, N.Y. with one
articulated doll
£50-80

A Schoenhut Humpty Dumpty
Circus reduced size group, with tiger --5
½in. (14cm.) high, lion, ring master, lady
rider, clown, donkey, two ladders and
other accessories, in a colourful unmarked
box and two catalogues (catalogues
damaged, one missing cover and slight
wear to donkey)
£300-400

Two Chinese real fur lions, one
seated and one standing with glass eyes,
composition roaring mouths and noses
--11 ½in. (29cm.) long; and Bactrian camel
£40-60

629.

631.

622.

635.

An early painted wooden trap
and skin covered pony, the trap painted
dark blue with gold lining, the wheels
and interior red with black lining, striped
burlap upholstery and a brown skin pony
with head turned to the right, glass eyes,
wooden platform and cast-iron four
spoked wheels, probably late 19th century
and possibly British --16in. (40.5cm.) long
(pony balding and missing tail and tack,
general wear); and a similar smaller pony
with hay cart (some worm, slight damage
and pony balding)
£80-120

A German pull-a-long crying and
wriggling baby in cot, with composition
head, hands and feet, blue transferred
eyes, original red floral printed romper
and moses basket with blue cover --10
½in. (26.5cm.) long (damage to basket
and some staining); a blue wooden cradle
when lever pressed makes a baby sit up
(missing arm, head crazed and squeak
inoperative); and a wooden cradle
£40-60

642.

A Bucherer Saba Policeman,
with composition helmeted head, hands
and boots, metal articulated body --8
½in. (21.5cm.) high (missing uniform and
fingers of right hand, some wear); and a
Klumpe fisherman (dusty)
£60-80

644. A mid 19th Century English
dipped wax over papier-mâché shoulderhead doll, with fixed blue glass eyes,
painted brows, stuffed body with pink
kid gloved arms with stitched fingers and
blue kid boots, original blue silk dress with
muslin over dress --19 ½in. (49.5cm.) high
(head heavily crazed, missing wig and
degradation of dress) - Anne Parsons, née
Messel, Countess of Rosse’s childhood
dolls 1902-1992
£80-120

637.

Nine skin covered farm yard
animals, two bullocks --5 ½in. (14cm.)
long, a pony and a pig, smaller scale
bullock, cow, calf and pony; and a smaller
again cow, all with glass eyes and wooden
feet (some wear and damage)
£40-60

638.

An unusual toy book case,
probably circa 1900 of painted wood and
cardboard with over fifty dummy books
made of wood covered in paper with
printed titles including ‘Cold Kippers’,
‘The Blue Pills of Scotland’, ‘The Throttled
Earwig’ and ‘Wigs that Wobbled’ --9 ½in.
(24cm.) wide
£40-60

639.

Various items, a silver Fumsup
charm with wooden head; another similar
in brass; a bone pegged doll charm; a
German bisque toy head of a monocled
gentleman --2 ½in. (6.5cm.) high; three
dolls’ house dolls and other items
£60-80
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643.

A fine small sized mid 19th
Century Motschmann composition baby,
with fixed dark glass eyes, closed rosebud
mouth, painted wisps of hair, socket head,
cloth and composition body with wrist
and ankle joints, squeaker, original cotton
undergarments, long lace trimmed gown
and matching bonnet, circa 1850s --5 ¾in.
(14.5cm.) high - Anne Parson, née Messel,
Countess of Ross’s childhood dolls 19021992
£300-400

643.

A fine small sized mid 19th Century Motschmann composition baby, with
fixed dark glass eyes, closed rosebud mouth, painted wisps of hair, socket head, cloth and
composition body with wrist and ankle joints, squeaker, original cotton undergarments,
long lace trimmed gown and matching bonnet, circa 1850s --5 ¾in. (14.5cm.) high - Anne
Parsons, née Messel, Countess of Rosse’s childhood dolls 1902-1992
£300-400
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‘A photograph of Anne Parsons in the garden at Nymans

647.

A Gebruder Heubach 6970
character baby, with dark blue intaglio
eyes, closed pouty mouth, brown mohair
wig, bent-limbed composition body, white
cotton shift and bonnet --8in. (20.5cm.)
high - Anne Parsons, née Messel, Countess
of Rosse’s childhood dolls 1902-1992
£80-120

Lot 654

654. An Armand Marseille 370
Maharaja doll, with brown glass eyes,
brown complexion, black mohair wig,
stuffed body, composition arms, green
and gold sherwani, purple turban, white
cotton trousers, black shoes and pearl
jewellery --16 ½in. (42cm.) high (slight
damage to hands) - Anne Parson, née
Messel, Countess of Ross’s childhood dolls
1902-1992
£200-300

645.

A mid 19th Century English
dipped wax over papier-mâché shoulderhead doll, with fixed dark glass eyes,
painted brows, brown mohair wig pinned
onto head, stuffed body with kid gloves
and later dusty pink clothes with matching
hat, probably replaced in the early 20th
century--17in. (43cm. ) high (some crazing
and arms probably replaced) - Anne
Parsons, née Messel, Countess of Rosse’s
childhood dolls 1902-1992
£80-120

646.

A very rare pair of Armand
Marseille intaglio eyed character twin
dolls size 4, both with blue intaglio
eye, the pupil highlight at the centre
top, closed pouty mouths and jointed
composition bodies, one with original
brown mohair wig, centrally parted with
plaited curled buns on the side of the
head, the other with a similar blonde wig,
blue cotton apron and red felt top; each
wears an original printed plaid wool skirt,
underclothes, socks, leather shoes and
printed paisley wool headscarves --14in.
(35.5cm.) high (the brown haired doll
probably missing a felt top) - Anne Parson,
née Messel, Countess of Ross’s childhood
dolls 1902-1992
£6000-8000

654.
648.

Lot 646

A Bahr & Proschild 309 shoulder
head doll, with fixed blue glass eyes,
painted brows, blonde curly mohair wig,
stuffed body with composition arms, black
wool trousers and red and navy striped
shirt --12 ½in. (32cm.) high (some wear
to body) - Anne Parsons, née Messel,
Countess of Rosse’s childhood dolls 19021992
£80-120

649.

A Bahr & Proschild 309 shoulder
head doll, with brown sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, stuffed body, red and
black wool dress, underclothes, apron and
black shoes -13in. (33cm.) high (missing
arms and slight staining to wig and body)
- Anne Parsons, née Messel, Countess of
Rosse’s childhood dolls 1902-1992
£60-80

650.

A Bahr & Proschild 309 shoulder
head doll, with brown sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, stuffed body, black
wool skirt, paisley front, striped shirt,
apron and underclothes --13in. (33cm.)
(chip to top lip)
£60-80

An Armand Marseille 370 Maharaja doll, with brown glass eyes, brown
complexion, black mohair wig, stuffed body, composition arms, green and gold sherwani,
purple turban, white cotton trousers, black shoes and pearl jewellery --16 ½in. (42cm.)
high (slight damage to hands) - Anne Parsons, née Messel, Countess of Rosse’s childhood
dolls 1902-1992
£200-300

652.

A Kämmer & Reinhardt child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig, jointed composition body, brown
wool two-piece dress and underclothes
--14in. (35.5cm.) high (head appears a
little small for body, missing thumb and
dress not a good fit) - Anne Parsons, née
Messel, Countess of Rosse’s childhood
dolls 1902-1992
£80-120

653.

A Cuno & Otto Dressel shoulderhead doll, with fixed brown glass eyes,
blonde mohair wig, head turned slightly
to the right, stuffed body, pink patterned
printed dress, lace over dress and
underclothes --17 ½in. (44.5cm.) high
(missing one forearm) - Anne Parson, née
Messel, Countess of Rosse’s childhood
dolls 1902-1992
£80-100

655. A rare Munich Art Doll by
Marion Kaulitz, with composition socket
head, brown painted eyes, closed pouting
mouth, brown mohair wig and jointed
composition body --13 ½in. (34.5cm.)
high (rub to nose, paint flake above right
eyes, wear around neck and stringing
loose) - Marion Kaulitz was the originator
of these dolls from 1908-20s, the heads
were designed by Marie Marc-Schüner,
Paul Vogelsanger and Josef Wackerle. The
faces were hand painted by Marion Kaulitz
and dolls were originally dressed by Lilian
Frobenius and Alice Hagermann. These
dolls were displayed by Herman Tietz in
his department stores - Anne Parsons,
née Messel, Countess of Rosse’s childhood
dolls 1902-1992
£800-1200

Lot 655

651.

646.

A very rare pair of Armand Marseille intaglio eyed character twin dolls size 4, both with blue intaglio eyes, the pupil
highlight at the centre top, closed pouty mouths and jointed composition bodies, one with original brown mohair wig, centrally parted
with plaited curled buns on the side of the head, the other with a similar blonde wig, blue cotton apron and red felt top; each wears
an original printed plaid wool skirt, underclothes, socks, leather shoes and printed paisley wool headscarves --14in. (35.5cm.) high (the
brown haired doll probably missing a felt top) - Anne Parsons, née Messel, Countess of Rosse’s childhood dolls 1902-1992
£6000-8000
62
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An Armand Marseille 390 child
doll, with brown sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body
and white cotton underclothes --15
½in. (39.5cm.) high - Anne Parsons, née
Messel, Countess of Rosse’s childhood
dolls 1902-1992
£40-60
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659.

A C M Bergmann 1916 child doll,
with blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body,
white cotton dress, cream wool cape,
underclothes and knitted wool and muslin
bonnet --25 ¼in. (64cm.) high (repaired
little finger)
£70-100

664.

A Le Minor Dolls Petitcollin
celluloid black baby, with brown painted
eyes, broad nose and full lips, pierced ears,
jointed body and original grass skirt --11
½in. (29cm.) long; a boudoir doll; three
celluloid Dutch children and two others
(one needs restringing)
£70-100

670.

A Max Handwerck child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, strawberry
blonde hair wig, jointed composition
body, blue wool sailor’s suit with HMS
Tiger hat band and brown leather shoes
--24in. (61cm.) high
£100-150

660.

656.

A German musical clown doll,
with papier-mâché head and limbs,
painted features, head rocking musical
mechanism and original green and orange
clown costume --22 ½in. (57cm.) high
(some paint flaking to top of head, nose
rubbed and slight damage to limbs) Anne Parsons, née Messel, Countess of
Rosse’s childhood dolls 1902-1992
£80-120

657.

A large Hertel Schwab 99
character baby, with brown sleeping
eyes, brown mohair wig, bent-limbed
composition body, white cotton dress,
dotted muslin pinafore, underclothes and
recent bonnet --24in. (61cm.) high (some
repairs to body)
£60-80

658.

An Armand Marseille 390 child
doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes,
blonde wig, jointed walking composition
body and underclothes --22in. (56cm.)
high (missing finger and some wear); an
AM 3500 shoulder head on gusseted kid
body and blue dress (missing arm and
wig); and an AM 341 baby head
£70-100
Lot 659

An unmarked Armand Marseille
oriental baby, with sleeping eyes, black
painted hair, closed mouth and bentlimbed composition body --12in. (30.5cm.)
high (eyes stuck shut and arms repainted);
and a larger Ernst Heubach 300 baby in
white dress
£140-180

667. A Kämmer & Reinhardt 114 Gretchen child doll, with blue painted eyes, closed
667.
A Kämmer
& Reinhardt
114
pouty mouth,
jointed composition
body
and cream silk dress --16 ½in. (42cm.) high (wig
Gretchen
child
with fingers,
blue painted
pulls, missing
wigdoll,
and three
chip to toe)
eyes,
closed
pouty
mouth,
jointed
£300-500
composition body and cream silk dress
--16 ½in. (42cm.) high (wig pulls, missing
wig and three fingers, chip to toe)
Lot 668
£300-500

661.

An Armand Marseille 1330
character baby, with blue sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, trembling tongue,
bent-limbed composition body, two
outfits and undergarments --15in. (38cm.)
high (arms loose); and a artist made
composition doll of Mary Queen of Scots
(missing stand and cracks to hands) these dolls were the childhood toys of
Lady Mary Baillie-Hamilton, born in 1934
and was one of the maids of honour at the
1953 Coronation.
£60-80

662.

A large Ideal composition Shirley
Temple doll, with sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, jointed body and original
dress with The World’s Darling pin --26in.
(66cm.) high (eyes painted brown and
slight wear)
£60-80

663.

An Armand Marseille 370
shoulder head child doll, with Universal
jointed body and floral printed dress
--18in. (45.5cm.) high; a doll’s bed with
bedding; an AM 341 with stuffed body and
wicker cradle
£70-100

665.

A doll’s trunk, covered in brown
mock crocodile paper with yellow wood
grained banding and original key --13 ½in.
(34.5cm.) wide (missing lift out tray); and
five pairs of vintage children’s shoes and
two singles
£60-80

666.

A Martha Chase cloth doll, with
painted blue eyes, painted and textured
blonde hair, sculpted ears, stuffed body
with hinged limbs, painted hands and
feet with stitched fingers and toes, white
cotton dress and underclothes --23in.
(58.5cm.) long (some slight wear, blue
mark on cheek)
£200-300

668.

A Tete Jumeau bebe size No 8,
with brown glass eyes, brown feathered
brows, closed mouth, pierced ears,
original blonde mohair wig on cork pate,
jointed papier-mâché body, original white
cotton dress, underclothes, black oilcloth shoes, bonnet and cream wool cape
--19in. (48.5cm.) high
£1500-2000

670.

A Max Handwerck child
doll, with brown sleeping eyes,
strawberry blonde hair wig,
jointed composition body, blue
wool sailor’s suit with HMS Tiger
hat band and brown leather shoes
--24in. (61cm.) high
£100-150

671. A Franz Schmidt clockwork
walking doll, with Simon & Halbig 1902
head, blue fixed glass eyes, jointed
composition arms, tinplate torso housing
keywind
mechanism,
lithographed
tinplateles with black and brown buttoned
boots, blue spotted dress with veil with
brass headdress and strand of paste
jewels --12in. (30.5cm.) high (eyes slightly
cracked)
£300-400
672. A Gebruder Heubach child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, closed mouth
with slight smile, modern blonde wig,
modern body and nurse’s uniform --14in.
(36cm.) high (damaged head and needs
restringing); a replica Albert Marque doll
by Maureen Holliman; and a modern dog
pincushion
£40-60

Lot 669

669.
Lot 666

64
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An early Jules Steiner clockwork
walking automaton doll,
with pale
pressed bisque head, fixed glass striated
dark blue eyes, light brown arched
brows, open mouth with two rows of
bisque teeth, ears pierced into the head,
original blonde mohair wig on cork pate,
socket head on bisque shoulders with kid
torso, articulated bisque arms, original
white spotted bustled gown and pink
underskirt, carton skirt housing clockwork
mechanism, integral brass key, three cast
metal wheels causing her to go along,
lifting her arms up and down and crying
mama --14 ¾in. (37.5cm.) high (missing
one finger and dress discoloured)
£1500-2000
w w w.special auct ionservices.com
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673.

A Schoenau & Hoffmeister
1909 child doll, with brown sleeping
eyes, replaced brown hair wig, jointed
composition body, an earlier pink muslin
dress with broad neckline and white
rick-rack trim, socks and bronzed leather
shoes --21in. (53.5cm.) high (missing little
fingers)
£60-80

676.

An unusual Chinese Opera
male doll in civilian dress, with moulded
composition head with widely open/
mouth showing teeth and tongue, signed
on back of head, extended fingers, carved
wooden feet and beige outfit --10 ½in.
(26.5cm.) high
£50-80

681.

677.

682.

An unusual Chinese Opera
male doll in civilian dress, with moulded
composition head with widely open/
mouth showing teeth and tongue, signed
on back of head, extended fingers, carved
wooden feet and black and grey outfit
--10 ½in. (26.5cm.) high
£50-80

678.

674.

An Armand Marseille 500
character baby, with blue intaglio eyes,
closed slightly smiling mouth, blonde
painted moulded hair, bent-limbed
composition body, cream shorts, white
shirted with green stitched trim and blue
crochet booties --10 ½in. (27cm.) high
£100-150

675.

A Gebruder Heubach 8017
character baby,
with blue sleeping
eyes, closed mouth, blonde mohair wig,
bent-limbed composition body, pink and
cream crochet cardigan and white cotton
combinations --9in. (23cm.) high
£60-80

An unusual Chinese Opera
male doll in civilian dress, with moulded
composition head with white hair and
facial hair, closed mouth showing top
row of teeth, signed on back of head,
extended fingers, carved wooden feet and
beige outfit --10 ½in. (26.5cm.) high (paint
flaked from right eyeball and above brow)
£50-80

679.

Two Chinese Opera dolls,
comprising a Jing male doll with black
and white painted face and a Dan female
doll with white painted face, in original
elaborate costumes with one stand --10in.
(25.5cm.) high
£50-80

A Chinese composition elderly
couple, both with lined smiling face,
the man with long queue, the woman
with moulded grey hair in bun and small
bowned feet in shoes, in original brightly
coloured clothes --9 ½in. (24cm.) high
(some crazing)
£50-80

687.

A Lenci Mascot Lucia Lombardia
doll, pressed felt, brown side glancing
eyes, blonde mohair wig, original costume
and heart shaped label --9 ¼in. (23.5cm.)
high
£60-80

Lot 688

Two interesting early 20th
century Chinese silk dolls, with moulded
faces, painted features, yarn hair,
elongated stuffed bodies and traditional
silk clothes --12in. (30.5cm.) high (some
damage to clothes)
£50-80

691.

An unusual German cloth doll
representing a 2nd World War German
African soldier, with cast-metal buckle
embossed with Swastika, khaki uniform,
Fez and carved wooden rifle --9 ½in.
(24cm.) high; and a Twistum Toys orange
elephant with label on foot (some paint
loss)
£80-120

Lot 693

683.

693. A pair of Gebruder Heubach
bubble blowers, the boy seated across
a wood bench in pale yellow and mauve,
the girl sat side on to a bench in pale
green, each with a bowl of soap suds and
bubble pipe --13 ½in. (34cm.) height of
largest (her pipe broken and mouth and
slight chipping to base)
£150-200
694. An unusual Gebruder Heubach
baby seated on chamber pot, in nightshirt
with sad face, unusual jointed arm and
sunburst mark to back --9in. (23cm.) high
(very well restored around base)
£40-60
695.

A primitive Chinese cloth male
doll, with hand painted face, stuffed body,
black trouser suit and woven straw shoes
with indistinct paper label stitched to back
--10 ¾in. (27.5cm.) high; and an Ada Lum
doll carrying child on back
£40-60

A large Gebruder Heubach
seated baby,
with expressive face,
upwards glancing intaglio eyes, biting
his bottom lip, in slipped pale yellow
nightdress, playing with his toes and red
starburst ink stamp to base --11in. (28cm.)
high (one very well restored finger)
£60-80

684.

A Maasai tribe carved wooden
man and women, with carved head, hands
and feet, clothes and bead jewellery, the
woman crouching holding a carved baby
and on wooden bases --28in. (71cm.) high
£50-80

688.

A Lenci pressed felt girl doll,
with painted brown side glancing eyes,
slight stern expressing, blonde mohair
wig, jointed felt body with blue felt dress
and shoes, yellow and pink felt hat and
underclothes --21in. (53.5cm.) high (some
fading)
£400-600

689.

A Lenci felt girl doll, with
pressed faced, brown side glancing eyes,
long brown mohair wig, jointed felt body,
orange and brown traditional costume
emboidered with chickens, underclothes,
shoes and head scarf --14 ½in. (37cm.)
high (moth holes and fading)
£40-60

Lot 676

685.

680.

A Chinese composition female
doll and baby, in the style of Door of Hope
with painted smiling mouth, black painted
hair with hair in bun, stuffed body with
composition limbs and painted shoes with
blue floral detail, blue trouser suit and
black apron, with small brightly dressed
smiling child on back --11in. (28cm.) high
£50-80
66

Five Peruvian Chancay dolls, a
large couple, her holding a baby and him
a llama --20 ½in. (52cm.) high; a birthing
group and two burial group (some loss
and dusty)
£100-150

686.

Good quality National Costume
dolls, a turned and painted wooden
doll in red floral dress --13 ½in. (34cm.)
high; a hand-stitched couple, probably
Spanish, him in a red velvet frock coat;
two celluloid; a stockinette Inuit couple
and others
£60-80
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690.

An Alpha Farnell felt girl doll,
with brown painted side glancing eyes,
brown mohair wig, original dress and
shoes --15in. (38cm.) high (stained face,
moth damage to shoes and wear); a felt
hanging doll’s head; and a reproduction
china Frozen Charlie impressed 1977
£50-80
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692.

A pair of painted Parian
sculptures of sleeping children by R
J Morris, each reclining on a gender
specific upholstered chair, both wearing
nightwear, the girl with an open book and
the boy with a ball, impressed R J Morris S
C and Sculpt --13in. (33cm.) largest (slight
692.
A pair of painted Parian sculptures of sleeping children by R J Morris, each
firing cracks to necks)
reclining on a gender specific upholstered chair, both wearing nightwear, the girl with an
£150-200
open book and the boy with a ball, impressed R J Morris S C and Sculpt --13in. (33cm.)
largest (slight firing cracks to necks)
£150-200
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696.

A rare Gebruder Heubach girl
playing ball, with expressive downwards
looking face, long blue dress with pinafore
and arms held up, one with a ball, probably
originally had a dog companion, blue
starburst ink stamp to base and impress
8793 --12½in. (32cm.) high (restored at
neck)
£30-50

697.

A Gebruder Heubach bathing
girl, kneeling with hands washing hair in
large green glazed basin and impressed
starburst to base --5¼in. (13cm.) high
£50-80

698.

Four Gebruder Heubach Dutch
children, all dressed in blue, a larger
girl seated --7in. (18cm.) high; a smaller
seated pair; and a seated girl with two egg
posy holders, three with impressed marks
£50-80

702.

An Ernst Heubach painted
bisque 399 black baby, with dark sleeping
eyes, broad nose, closed full lipped mouth,
pierced ear, black sheepskin wig, bentlimbed composition body, felt leather skirt
and shell necklace --21 ½in. (54.5cm.) high
£80-120

706.

703.

707.

Two German black dolls, an
Armand Marseille 1894 child doll with
dark eyes, black mohair wig, jointed
composition body, yellow silk dress, with
red and white striped petticoat, grass skirt
and paper Lei --8 ½in. (21.5cm.) high; and
a black painted composition Goebels 300
child doll in original clothes with basket
balanced on head
£60-80

699.

A Simon & Halbig 550 child
doll, with brown sleeping eyes, blonde
hair wig, jointed composition body, grey
dress, underclothes, beige cloth shoes and
bonnet --23 ¾in. (60.5cm.) high
£100-150

708.

A Simon & Halbig 1079 child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig, pierced ears, jointed composition
body, pink dress and underclothes --24
½in. (62cm.) high (restrung tightly causing
her legs to push up inside her body)
£150-200

709.

Five German bisque babies,
one seated with an apple --5in. (12.5cm.)
high, another holding and shoe and three
others (slight damage)
£30-40

A Recknagel 1907 DEP child
doll, with brown sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, pierced ears, jointed dark
papier-mâchébody, white muslin dress,
underclothes and bonnet --23 ½in. (60cm.)
high
£150-200

700.

Two pairs of Gebruder Heubach
children figures, one pair dressed in
pink representing a fisherman and a shell
picker --12 ½in. (32cm.) high; another pair
in green, him holding a monkey (both
pairs damaged); three other pairs of
bisque children by other makers and two
single figures (slight damage)
£50-80

An Armand Marseille 390n child
doll, with brown sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, jointed composition body,
blue velvet dress, underclothes and straw
bonnet --19 ½in. (49.5cm.) high (missing
finger)
£60-80

704.

An Ernst Heubach painted bisque
444 black baby, with dark sleeping eyes,
broad nose, closed mouth, long black
mohair wig in two plaits, bent-limbed
composition body and multi-coloured zigzag top --13in. (33cm.) high
£60-80

712.

A Recknagel character baby,
with blue intaglio eyes, open/closed
mouth showing top teeth, moulded and
brown painted hair with side parting,
bent-limbed composition body and dotted
muslin robe, underclothes and bonnet --8
½in. (21.5cm.) high
£40-60

713.

A small Simon & Halbig for
Kämmer & Reinhardt child doll, with
brown sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig,
composition straight limbed body with
moulded and painted shoes and socks,
blue printed dress, underclothes and
crochet hat --11in. (28cm.) high
£80-100

714.

A small Armand Marseille
1894 child doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition
body, cream ribbed dress, matching hat,
underclothes and white leather shoes
with pom-poms --12 ½in. (31.5cm.) high;
and an additional pink wool dress with
matching bag
£100-150

715.

A small Lanternier child doll,
with fixed blue glass eyes, brown mohair
wig, jointed papier-mâché body, green
school uniform and underclothes --10 ¾in.
(27.5cm.) high
£80-100

717.

A small pink tinted china
shoulder head doll, with blue painted
eyes, rosy cheeks, black painted and
moulded centre-parted and ringletted
hair, stuffed body, pink tinted arms,
white glazed legs with black flat soled
shoes, original black velvet bodice, muslin
sleeves, red wool skirt and glazed cotton
underclothes --7 ¼in. (18.5cm.) high
£100-150

719. A bisque shoulder head French
fisherwoman, the German head with
blue painted eyes, blonde painted and
moulded centre-parted hair in ringlets,
stuffed body with bisque arms, original
dark blue wool jacket, red and white
striped skirt, blue and white striped shirt,
apron, red wool hat, blue knitted socks
and bronzed leather shoes --10 ½in.
(27cm.) high
£50-80

Lot 716

701.

China and bisque children, a
glazed china child seated holding a ball
--8 ½in. (21.5cm.) high, a pair of bisque
children, one with a ball at her feet; two
crawling babies with mohair wigs; and
nine others (some damages)
£50-80

710.

Lot 702

705.

A German unmarked bisque
headed child doll, with fixed blue eyes,
pierced ears, blonde mohair wig, jointed
composition body, white-work cotton
dress, underclothes and burgundy hat,
impressed 4 and red painter’s marks to
front rim --19 ¾in. (50cm.) high
£100-150
68

A Kathe Kruse Doll No 1, with
painted cloth moulded head, painted
brown eyes and light brown hair, static
neck, jointed body with separate thumb,
knitted clothes and 7250 ink stamp on
sole of left foot --17in. (43cm.) high (hole
in tip of nose, rubbed and arms recovered)
£200-300

711.

A Gebruder Heubach 8192
character baby, with brown sleeping
eyes, brown mohair wig, bent-limbed
composition body, cream crepe dress,
underclothes and bonnet --11in. (28cm.)
high (head a little too small for socket)
£60-80
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716.

A bisque shoulder head
Autoperipatetikos, with blue painted
eyes, closed mouth, blonde painted
centre-parted moulded hair, kid arms,
cardboard skirt housing the clockwork
mechanism with brass boots and red
dress --10 ½in. (27cm.) high (cardboard
skirt with some damage)
£200-300
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

718.

A china shoulder head doll, with
blue painted eyes, rosy cheeks and chin,
black painted and moulded centre-parted
hair swept back into curled low bun and
six tie-holes --4 ¼in. (11cm.) high (no body,
short firing crack to front lower edge and a
feint one around neck)
£40-60

720. An Alt Beck & Gottschalck 1321
character baby, with brown painted eyes,
open/closed mouth, blonde painted hair,
bent-limbed composition body and red
and white dress --9 ½in. (24cm.) high
£60-80
721. A SFBJ 301 child doll, with blue
sleeping eyes, brown hair wig, pierced
ears, jointed papier-mâché body, recent
floral printed dress, underclothes and red
shoes --22in. (56cm.) high
£80-120
69

722.

A Simon & Halbig for Heinrich
Handwerck child doll, with blue sleeping
eyes, replaced brown nylon wig, pierced
ears, jointed composition body, white
cotton baby’s dress, underclothes and
bonnet --28in. (71cm.) high (hands
replaced)
£100-150

723.

A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt child doll, with lashed brown
sleeping eyes, replacement blonde wig,
jointed composition body, recent green
velvet dress, underclothes and straw
bonnet --21in. (53.5cm.) high (head seems
a little large for body and missing two
fingers)
£70-100

728.

Two black baby dolls, an Ernst
Heubach bisque headed 399 with dark
sleeping eyes, broad nose, full lipped
closed mouth, pierced ears, bent-limbed
composition body and felt leaf skirt --11in.
(28cm.) high (discolouration to head); and
a painted bisque 247 with composition
body and white dress (chipped finger)
£60-80

729.

An Alt, Beck & Gottschalk 1361
character baby,
with blue sleeping
eyes, brown mohair wig, bent-limbed
composition body, petticoat, wool
cape and bonnet --16 ½in. (42cm.) high
(chipped finger)
£50-80

730.

724.

A German bisque headed child
doll marked C, with blue sleeping eyes,
replaced blonde mohair wig, jointed
composition body, net dress, underclothes
and flower trimmed straw hat --17in.
(43cm.) high (one lower leg repainted)
£60-80

A C M Bergmann II child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, long brown
mohair wig, jointed composition body,
white cotton dress, underclothes, bonnet
and cream shoes --24in. (61cm.) high
(hairline crack across bridge of nose)
£60-80

731.

An Armand Marseille 1894 child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, jointed composition body,
yellow cotton dress and underclothes
--17in. (43.5cm.) high (missing eye lid
paint and slight wear to body)
£60-80

A German solid domed shoulder
head doll, with fixed blue glass eyes,
closed mouth, head turned slightly to
the right, modern wig, gusseted kid body,
original white cotton dress, underclothes
and straw hat --19in. (48cm.) high (slight
wear to body)
£200-300

726.

732.

725.

Two Armand Marseille babies
for Louis Amberg & Son, with blue
sleeping eyes, blonde painted hair, stuffed
bodies with composition arms, original
nightdresses and sleeping bag --9in.
(23cm.) high
£60-80

A rare J Roger Gault La Plastolite
bebe, with fixed blue glass eyes, brown
mohair wig, solid jointed heavy plastic
body, marked on back of head and back of
body Plastolite Paris France, white cotton
underclothes and bonnet --20 ½in. (52cm.)
high (wear and crazing, needs restringing)
£60-80

Lot 732

733.

A large German composition
shoulder head doll, with brown sleeping
eyes, original blonde sheepskin wig,
closed mouth, head turned slightly to the
right, stuffed body with composition limbs
and white dress --25 ½in. (65cm.) high
(slight crack to corner of eye and face a
little wash)
£60-80

734.

A Tout en Bois child doll, carved
wooden doll with fixed blue glass eyes,
closed mouth, brown hair wig, jointed
wooden body, recent brown velvet suit,
boots and hat --22in. (56cm.) high (head
repainted)
£60-80

739.

A fine German shoulder head
doll, with brown sleeping eyes, original
blonde mohair wig, pink kid Universal
jointed body with bisque arms, pale blue
cotton dress, white pinafore, pale blue
knitted stockings and underclothes --18
½in. (47cm.) high (shoulders unchecked
for maker’s marks)
£150-200

A Simon & Halbig 1079 walking child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, replace brown
wig, composition body, jointed arms, straight
legs with walking mechanism causing the head
to turn, original lace dress with pink underdress,
underclothes and straw hat -- 14in. (35.5cm.) high
727. A Simon & Halbig 1079 walking
£150-200
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
replace brown wig, composition body,
jointed arms, straight legs with walking
mechanism causing the head to turn,
original lace dress with pink underdress,
underclothes and straw hat -- 14in.
(35.5cm.) high
£150-200
70

A SFBJ walking child doll, with
blue flirty eyes, brown hair wig, pierced
ears, papier-mâchébody with pull-cord
voice, straight legs with mechanism
causing the head to go from side to side,
possibly with kiss throwing mechanism,
white dress with blue trim and bonnet
--23in. (58.5cm.) high (repainting and
finger missing from left hand)
£150-200

735.

A Kling 124 shoulder head
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, stuffed body with gusseted
legs, bisque arms and original European
regional costume, impressed 123 and K in
bell
£70-100

742.

736.

743.

A bisque headed marotte, with
fixed blue glass eyes, closed mouth, blonde
mohair hair, impressed H 0, original blue,
red and orange costume with lace trim,
long foiled stick with ribbon trim and
squeak --25in. (63.5cm.) long
£50-80
A DEP child doll, probably Simon
& Halbig head with lashed blue glass eyes,
long brown hair wig, jointed papier-mâché
body, white dress with blue polka dress
and underclothes --17in. (43cm.) high
(feint hairline to forehead and missing two
fingers)
£100-150

738.

An

Armand Marseille 996
toddler,
with brown sleeping eyes,
trembling tongue, brown mohair wig,
composition toddler body and recent
pale brown knitted suit with hat --16 ¾in.
(42.5cm.) high
£60-80
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746. A small Kestner 150 all-bisque
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
brown mohair wig, open/closed mouth,
fixed neck, jointed at shoulders and hips,
moulded and painted socks and brown
shoes, lace and silk dress with matching
bonnet --5 ¾in. (14.5cm.) high
£50-80

A Kämmer & Reinhardt 126
character baby, with blue lashed flirty
sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig,
composition bent-limbed body, white
cotton dress, bonnet and underclothes
--17in. (43cm.) high (body washed)
£60-80
A Welsh & Company 201 child
doll dressed as a Burmese lady, with blue
glass eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed
composition body, body repainted brown
and green sari with paper label --16in.
(41cm.) high (head needs cleaning and
missing a finger and thumb)
£40-60

737.

727.

741.

744.

740.

An unmarked Jumeau bebe
No 10, with fixed blue glass eyes, dark
brown brows, pierced ears, brown hair
wig on recent cork pate, jointed wood
and papier-mâché body, white work
dress, underclothes and bonnet --21 ½in.
(60cm.) high (hairline crack to forehead,
firing crack down side of head and slight
wear to body)
£200-300
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Four British bisque dolls, an
Empire shoulder head character with blue
painted eyes, open/closed mouth and
blonde painted moulded hair, impressed
32/3 Empire Stoke on Trent --4 ¾in.
(12cm.) high (head only); and three others
with stuffed bodies and clothes
£50-80

745.

A small Bruno Schmidt character
toddler, with brown sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, chubby straight legged
composition body jointed at shoulder and
hips, white cotton dress and underclothes
--7 ¾in. (19.5cm.) high
£50-80

747. A small Kämmer & Reinhardt
192 child doll, with brown sleeping eyes,
brown mohair wig, jointed straight legged
composition body, moulded shoes and
socks, original beige floral printed dress
with mauve jacket, lace trim and straw
bonnet --8 ¾in. (22cm.) high
£80-120
748.

Two German composition dolls,
a small shoulder head doll with blue
sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, stuffed
body with carved wooden limbs and
original European traditional costume --12
½in. (32cm.) high; and another with fixed
blue glass eyes, closed mouth, blonde
mohair wig, stuffed body, composition
limbs and white cotton robe
£70-100
71

749. Two small German black dolls, a
black bisque headed girl marked 812 with
fixed dark glass eyes, black mohair wig,
composition straight limbed body with
moulded socks and shoes, original pink
muslin dress and straw bonnet --7 ½in.
(19cm.) high; and a Recknagel painted
bisque baby with dark sleeping eyes, black
mohair wig, composition body and pale
yellow clothes
£70-100

756.
753.

A Simon & Halbig 1329 Oriental
child doll, with brown almond shaped
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, black mohair
wig, correct jointed composition body,
purple kimono and underclothes --20in.
(51cm.) high (head well restored)
£200-300

767. A Schoenau & Hoffmeister 914
child doll, with brown sleeping eyes,
nylon blonde wig, jointed composition
body, recent floral printed dress and
underclothes --27in. (69cm.) high (missing
finger and two restored)
£60-80

Two Chinese Opera Dan dolls,
with composition painted white faces,
elongated fingers, elaborate embroidered
clothes and one stand --10 ½in. (27cm.)
high (one face washed)
£40-60

768. A SFBJ 60 child doll, with blue
sleeping eyes, black nylon wig, jointed
wood and papier-mâché body and original
European traditional costume --21in.
(53cm.) high (slight wear to body)
£60-80

750.

Three small German bisque
headed baby dolls, an Oriental with dark
sleeping eyes, closed mouth, black painted
hair, bent-limbed bodies and yellow
kimono --8 ¾in. (22cm.) high (hairline
crack down right cheek and from left eye);
and two AM 351 babies with composition
bent-limbed bodies
£60-80

762.
753.

A Simon & Halbig 1329 Oriental
child doll, with brown almond shaped
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, black mohair
wig, correct jointed composition body,
purple kimono and underclothes --20in.
(51cm.) high (head well restored)
£200-300
Lot 751

757.
754.

A small Armand Marseille
Oriental child doll,
with dark glass
slanted almond eyes, black mohair wig,
composition straight limbed body, original
kimono, embroidered shoes and paper
fan --9 ½in. (24cm.) high
£100-150

755.

An early 20th century gofun
Japanese Ichimatsu couple, with dark
glass eyes, closed smiling mouths, black
hair wigs, stuffed bodies with gofun limbs,
him dressed in white with red trim, her
dressed in black with baby on back --14in.
(35.5cm.) high
£100-150

Japanese gofun Ichimatsu dolls,
a large girl doll with dark inset eyes, black
hair wig and kimono --20in. (51cm.) high
(slight retouching to face); two smaller
similar; a baby and a box with a girl and
five interchangeable wigs (missing lid)
£100-150

758.

Four Japanese gofun Ichimatsu
dolls, mainly early 20th century, a girl with
dark inset eyes with embroidered shoes
--10in. (25cm.) high; another similar in
unusual dress; and two small in traditional
kimono (one missing arm)
£60-80

759.

A quantity of Chinese and
Japanese dolls, including a Japanese
bisque headed baby in kimono --7 ¾in.
(19.5cm.) high; a composition elderly
couple (her with chipped face); and three
Ada Lum cloth dolls
£50-80

760.
751.

A large Tete Jumeau No 12, with
fixed blue glass eyes, dark brown glazed
brows, pierced hair wig, jointed wood and
papier-mâché body, white cotton dress,
underclothes, fur cape, a Lion whitework
and net hat, red ink stamp to back of neck
--27in. (69cm.) high (a well restored head
and some wear to body)
£200-300

755

761.

A German bisque shoulder head
doll marked H, with fixed brown eyes,
brown mohair wig, gusseted kid body,
bisque arms, purple and black checked
dress and underclothes --14in. (35.5cm.)
high
£50-80

752.

An Armand Marseille 390n child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body,
white dress with green sash, underclothes
and blue leather shoes --19in. (48cm.)
high
£60-80
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A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
& Reinhardt child doll, with brown
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, brown hair
wig, jointed composition body, pink dress,
underclothes, red corduroy coat and hat
--13 ½in. (34.5cm.) high
£70-100
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A small Etienne Denamur bebe,
with fixed brown glass eyes, pierced ears,
brown mohair wig, jointed wood and
papier-mâchébody, purple dress with lace
trim, underclothes, black shoes, straw hat
and blue hand bag with clock face --11
¾in. (30cm.) high (chipped ear piercing
and kiln dust to forehead)
£200-300

763.

A Simon & Halbig 1249 SANTA
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
pierced ears, blonde mohair, jointed
composition body, recent dusky pink
dress, underclothes, corduroy cape and
bonnet --19in. (48cm.) high (missing two
fingers)
£150-200

764.

An unmarked walking and kiss
throwing child doll, with fixed blue glass
eyes, pierced ears, brown mohair wig,
papier-mâchébody with jointed arms,
straight legs with walking mechanism
causing head to move from side to side,
recent red velvet dress and bonnet --22in.
(56cm.) high (restored head, hands flaking,
kiss throwing mechanism not working)
£50-80

769. A Heinrich Steiner child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, brown hair wig,
jointed composition body and dressed as
an Edwardian lady --24in. (61cm.) high
(some fading to dress)
£70-100
770. Two large German bisque
headed dolls, an Ernst Heubach doll
with composition jointed body, white
cotton dress, underclothes, blue dralon
fur trimmed coat, matching hat and fur
tippet --32in. (81cm.) high (head broken
and badly glued); and an Alt, Beck &
Gottschalk 1352 baby with composition
body and white robe --26in. (66cm.) high
(restored head)
£60-80
771. A Simon & Halbig 1078 child
bride doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
pierced ears, blonde nylon wig, jointed
composition body and recently dress in
‘cream’ wedding dress --20 ½in. (52cm.)
high
£60-80

765.

An Armand Marseille 390 child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, jointed composition body,
cream silk dress, bonnet and knitted socks
--21 ½in. (54.5cm.) high (some wear to
body)
£40-60

766.

A large Armand Marseille
390n child doll, with lashed brown
sleeping eyes, brown nylon wig, jointed
composition body, antique velvet hat,
recent green patterned dress, Dralon
gillet, underclothes and child’s leather
shoes --28in. (71cm.) high (hairline down
back of head and repainted body)
£60-80

772. A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt child doll, with blue sleeping
eyes, brown mohair wig, pierced ears,
jointed composition body, blue dress with
lace trim, undergarments, cream shoes
and eau de Nil coat --18in. (46cm.) high
£150-200
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778.

A Porzellanfabrik Burggrub
Princess Elizabeth doll, with blue sleeping
eyes, smiling mouth, blonde mohair wig,
bent-limbed composition body, recent
blue muslin frilled dress and matching
bonnet --21in. (53.5cm.) high (head
damaged)
£50-80

779.

773.

A Kestner 168 child doll, with
lashed brown sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig on plaster pate, jointed composition
body, dark blue dress, underclothes and
pale blue and black leather shoes --18 ½in.
(47cm.) high (lost middle of one eye lash)
£150-200

774.

Two restored Kämmer &
Reinhardt 114 Gretchen and Hans
character dolls, both with blue painted
eyes, closed pouty mouths, blonde mohair
wigs, jointed composition bodies, he with
original sailor suit and her with white net
dress --9 ¼in. (23.5cm.) high (both with
restored heads)
£100-150

775.

A reproduction Kämmer &
Reinhardt 109 Elise character doll by
Carol Ann Stanton, with auburn wig,
jointed composition body and blue dress
--20in. (51cm.) high
£30-40

776.

Four Armand Marseillle bisque
headed babies, the largest 351 with
brown sleeping eyes, blonde painted hair,
composition bent-limbed body and white
cotton robe --20in. (51cm.) long; another
smaller 351 (slight damage to body
around neck); a 341 with stuffed body and
the smallest a head put on a modern body
£70-100

777.

Two German bisque headed
character babies, an Ernst Heubach 415
with blue sleeping eyes, blonde painted
moulded side-parted hair, bent-limbed
composition body, pink dress and bonnet
--16 ½in. (42cm.) high; and a KB 242
character baby with blue sleeping eyes,
closed smiling mouth and bent-limbed
composition body
£60-80

74

An Armand Marseille 390 child
doll, with lashed blue sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, jointed composition body,
mauve and cream dress, underclothes,
crochet cardigan and straw hat --23in.
(58.5cm.) high (some wear to body)
£50-80

785.

An Armand Marseille 390 child
doll, with lashed blue sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition
body, white cotton dress, underclothes
and white shoes --16in. (40.5cm.) high
(blemish to eyebrow)
£50-80

786.

An unusual German bisque
shoulder-head lady doll marked 411,
with fixed brown glass eyes, closed mouth,
pierced ears, brown mohair wig on domed
head, stuffed body with composition
limbs, original black skirt and underclothes
--10 ½in. (26.5cm.) high (restored toes on
right foot)
£50-80

780.

A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt child doll, with blue sleeping
eyes, blonde mohair wig, pierced ears,
jointed composition body, floral printed
beige dress, pinafore, underclothes and
cream shoes --23in. (58.5cm.) high
£150-200

789.

A rare composition headed
googly eyed boy doll, probably Hug Me
Kiddies with large glass blue googly eyes,
round face with smiling mouth, brown
mohair wig, jointed felt body, original blue
and white striped shirt and short and
squeaker --14 ½in. (37cm.) high (repaired
break from right side of face to eye and
down to chin); an additional blue velvet
top; and navy coat with brass buttons and
matching hat
£80-120

781.

A German black bisque headed
child doll marked C, with brown sleeping
eyes, pierced ears, black nylon wig, jointed
brown composition body, brown wool
dress, underclothes, brown oil-cloth shoes
and straw hat --18in. (46cm.) high (broken
and glued piece from forehead, repairs to
fingers and slight moth to front)
£60-80

782.

A Simon & Halbig 1339 for Louis
Lindner & Sohn, with blue sleeping eyes,
brown mohair wig, pierced ears, jointed
composition body, blue knitted dress and
straw hat --18in. (46cm.) high (chipped ear
piercings, missing finger and eyelid paint)
£40-60

790.
787.

A F Gaultier fashionable doll,
with bulging fixed blue glass eyes, closed
mouth, pierced ears, auburn wig on cork
pate, socket head on bisque shoulder,
straight stuffed body, composition
forearms, original pink top, replaced skirt
and underclothes --12 ¾in. (32cm.) high
£150-200

783.

A German bisque headed
walking and talking doll marked 572 HW,
with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair
wig, composition body with jointed arms,
straight leg walking mechanism operative
mamma voice, lid on back to access,
recent red dress and underclothes --23in.
(58.5cm.) high
£60-80

Five Norah Wellings cloth dolls,
a brown velvet South Sea Islander with
grass skirt and label --8in. (20cm.) high;
a RCMP man; a naval cadet and a sailor
with MV Somersetshire hat band, all with
labels; and Welsh girl with shop stamp
printed on legs
£40-60

791.

A Lenci-type felt boudoir doll,
with brown painted side glancing eyes,
brown mohair wig, jointed elongated limbs
and remains of a printed dress --22 ½in.
(57cm.) high (very worn, legs loose and
damaged dress); a boudoir Pierrot with
painted face (some damage to clothes);
and another, possibly a lampshade cover
in peach dress
£50-80

792.

784.

A DEP child doll, with blue
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, brown hair
wig, straight limbed papier-mâché body,
pink and white striped dress, underclothes
and bonnet --21in. (53cm.) high (missing
two fingers)
£60-80

Lot 789

788.

An unusual British cloth lady
doll 1930s, probably Allwyn with brushed
cotton characterful face, painted features,
brown mohair wig, stuffed wired body,
original purple velvet dress and bonnet,
black oil-cloth shoes and walking stick,
probably a character from film or a play
--21in. (53cm.) high
£100-150
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

Various cloth dolls a Dean’s Rag,
Book school girl with painted stiffened
cloth face and label on bottom --11 ½in.
(29cm.) high; an Alpha Farnell sailor
with label; a redressed Chad Valley Snow
White; a Russian Babushka tea cosy; and a
hand-stitched doll
£70-100
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793.

A quantity of cloth dolls,
including a Norah Wellings jointed girl
doll, probably redressed with label
--15in. (38cm.) high; two black Allwynn
nightdress cases (one redressed); a
printed Dean’s baby (very discoloured); a
hand stitched example; and others
£50-80

798. An Armand Marseille 1894 DEP
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, jointed composition body,
pink wool dress and underclothes --18in.
(46cm.) high (dress discoloured and
stringing loose )
£70-100
799. A small Kestner 292 all-bisque
googly eyed doll, with fixed blue glass
side-glancing googly eyes, closed smiling
mouth, blonde mohair wig, socket head,
jointed limbs with moulded and painted
blue socks and black shoes, original white
shirt, black skirt, apron and red bonnet --4
½in. (11.5cm.) high (repaired chip to base
of head)
£60-80

794.

An interesting group of dolls,
mainly cloth including double faced boy
and girl Tyrol child --7 ¼in. (18.5cm.) high;
a primitive hand made peasant woman; a
newspaper boy, probably 1960s; a North
African woman with painted wooden
round head; and a boy and girl with wool
hair
£50-80

795.

A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
& Reinhardt child doll,
with blue
sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, jointed
composition body with fixed wrists, white
cotton baby gown and underclothes
--11in. (28cm.) high
£80-100

796.

A Wagner & Zetzsche 10586 child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, replaced
blonde wig and jointed composition
body --23in. (58.5cm.) high (eyes need
resetting)
£70-100

797.

Two Armand Marseille Floradora
dolls, the larger with brown sleeping eyes,
brown mohair wig, jointed composition
body and blue and white striped dress
--14 ½in. (37cm.) high; and a smaller with
blue sleeping eyes and blonde mohair wig
£70-100

800. A small Kestner 292 all-bisque
googly eyed doll, with fixed blue glass
side-glancing googly eyes, closed smiling
mouth, blonde mohair wig, socket head,
jointed limbs with moulded and painted
blue socks and black shoes, crochet dress
and drawers --4 ½in. (11.5cm.) high
£150-200
801. A small German all-bisque child
doll marked 5114, with blue painted
eyes, closed mouth, blonde mohair wig,
fixed neck, jointed limbs with moulded
and painted socks and blue shoe, pink silk
dress and lace bonnet --6 ½in. (16.5cm.)
high (some chipping to tops of legs); and a
blue painted curled wire and tin bed with
original bedding
£60-80
802. Three all-bisque comic children,
the largest with moulded clothes, blue
belt and shoes, blonde side parted hair,
side glancing intaglio eyes and jointed
arms --6 ¾in. (17cm.) high (chip to the top
of each shoulder); another impressed 424
with side-glancing eyes and jointed arms
(chipped hand); and one impressed P4
(chip to body)
£50-80
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803.

A Nippon all-bisque Baby Bell,
with downwards turned head, long brown
mohair plaited wig, jointed arms and
sheild label on front --5 ¾in. (14.5cm.)
high (firing crack to ankle); an all-bisque
kewpie-type impressed P46, unjointed
and clothes; another in cotton dress; and
a cotton-batting and pipe-cleaner boy
dressed in sailor’s costume with HMS
Victory hatband
£60-80

804.

Nine comic child dolls, three
Thumbs Ups, one dress as a groom; a
Hewitt British bisque Dinky figure --5in.
(12.5cm.) high; four other bisque figures
with jointed arms; and a celluloid child
(one restored feet)
£50-80

805.

An Ideal composition Shirley
Temple doll, with sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, jointed body and original
dress --15 ½in. ( 39.5cm.) high (crazing);
and How I raised Shirley Temple book
(stained)
£40-60

806.

A pair of Armand Marseille 390
child dolls, dressed as Indians, fixed ark
eyes, black mohair wig, straight legged
composition body, original clothes and
label on backs ‘India’ --9in. (23cm.) high;
and another dressed as a Scotsman
£80-120

809.

817.

Two small
German bisque
headed dolls, an Armand Marseille 390
dressed in Welsh traditional costume
with blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig and jointed composition body --10in.
(25.5cm.) high; and another dressed as
Little Red Riding Hood
£60-80

A Gebruder Heubach bisque girl
figurine dressed a bunny, with jointed
arms and standing before an egg posy
holder --7 ¼in. (18.5cm.) high (crack to
egg and restored finger); a Heubach Mr
Pecksniff from Martin Chuzzlewitt (chip to
coat and missing thumb); a Boy Wanted
spill holder; two small seated boys; and
other damaged figures
£80-120

810.

Two Recknagel 1909 DEP child
dolls, one fixed blue glass eyes and the
other with dark sleeping eyes, straightlimbed composition bodies, both in
original factory clothes and one with straw
hat --14in. (35.5cm.) height of largest
£60-80

811.

A Gebruder Koch 201 DEP child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, strawberry
blonde wig, straight legged composition
body and original factory clothes --12
¾in. (32.5cm.) high; and a Schema &
Hoffmeister child doll with fixed blue glass
eyes and factory pink outfit
£100-150

812.

A small German bisque headed
doll marked 24 K1, with blue sleeping
eyes, brown mohair wig, straight legged
composition body and peach dress with
net over lay --11 ¾in. (35cm.) high; and
another small child doll dressed as baby
with crossed key impressed mark
£60-80

818.

814.

A 1907 Tete Jumeau, with fixed
brown glass eyes, pierced ears, brown
hair wig, jointed papier-mâché body with
label on lower back, red ink stamp on
back of head, recent blue dress, bonnet
and underclothes --15 ½in. (39.5cm.) high
(hairline crack to left side of forehead and
hands replaced or repainted)
£200-300

A Caley’s Christmas cracker
composition headed clown, with yellow
and red crepe costume and original tag
--18 ½in. (47cm.) high; a Japanese bisque
headed Popeye doll; a jointed wooden
Puss-in-Boots; a wooden crinoline lady
money bank; a mask and rubber boy
£50-80

821.

A German clown toy, with bisque
head, wooden limbs, original clown
costume, when pressed he clashes his
cymbals --12 ½in. (32cm.) high (restored
head); and a composition headed black
clown doll in original costume (cracks
down side of head and chipped toe)
£60-80
Lot 819

815.

Two German bisque headed
character babies, a Porzellanfabrik 169
with blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, floral dress and straw hat --15
½in. (39.5cm.) high; and a larger Ernst
Heubach 300 in pink dress
£60-80

807.

Three small bisque headed dolls,
one with dark glass eyes, closed mouth,
blonde mohair wig, composition straight
legged, original red, white and blue outfit
and impressed 13/0 --9 ½in. (24cm.) high;
an SFBJ doll with dark painted eyes, closed
mouth, brown mohair wig, straight limbed
composition body and original pink
dress with underclothes; and another in
European traditional costume
£80-120

819.

Two early bisque children figure
pairs, in nightdresses with blue painted
eyes, two blonde and two brown wigs,
one pair wrestling and the other climbing
onto the other one’s back --3 ¾in. (9.5cm.)
high; a Snow Baby; a half-doll lampshade
cover, a Willow pottery Kewpie; a doll’s
head penwipe and other items
£70-100

808.

Three small German bisque
headed dolls, a polar explorer or Eskimo
with dark eyes, jointed composition body
and white fur outfit --7 ½in. (19cm.) high;
another similar dressed as a Scotsman
(missing leg and foot); and one dressed in
a white dress with blue spots
£50-80
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820.

813.

Two French dolls, an Eden bebe
with fixed blue glass eyes, closed mouth,
pierced ears, blonde mohair wig, jointed
papier-mâché body with fixed wrists and
blue dress --13 ½in. (34cm.) high (head
broken and glued); and a Boulogne-surmer fisher woman with bisque shoulder
head
£80-100

823. Four German bisque shoulderhead dolls with moulded hair, one with
blue painted eyes and moulded blonde
curls, stuffed body with bisque limbs
and original highland costume --12 ¼in.
(31cm.) high (one leg broken); another
similar in green tartan; and two similar
female dolls
£100-150

816.

Kewpie and googly eyed dolls, a
Mabel Lucie Attwell Palitoy celluloid doll
with jointed arms --9 ½in. (24cm.) high;
a chocolate mould, a Fumsup; a German
walking celluloid doll; a vinyl boy dressed
as a Scotsman and other
£60-80
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Four restored bisque headed
character dolls, an SFBJ 235 with papiermâchébody with bent arms and jointed
legs --13in. (33cm.) high; a Kley & Hahn
167 and S & H 122 (all with restored
heads); and an AM 341 baby on stuffed
body (broken and glued head)
£70-100
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822.

Three German bisque headed
character babies, a Porzellanfabrik 23
with brown sleeping eyes, brown mohair
wig, bent-limbed composition body and
white cotton robe --9 ½in. (24cm.) high; a
similar Ernst Heubach 300; and a smaller
baby with stuffed body
£60-80

824. Three wax dolls, a solid wax
shoulder head with inset blue eyes,
replace brown mohair wig, stuffed
body with wax arms, plaid silk dress
and petticoat with low cut neck line,
possibly bees wax and possibly early 19th
century--9 ¼in. (23.5cm.) high; and two
German wax-over composition dolls, one
with composition limbs and original white
spotted purple dress; and the other with
wax limbs and transfer brows
£80-120
825.

Five
German
wax
over
composition dolls, a shoulder-head lady
doll with blue inset glass eyes, blonde
mohair wig, stuffed body with pink
painted and moulded tasselled boot, a
white cotton muslin dress with bell sleeves
and underclothes --12in. (30.5cm.) high;
a similar in green corduroy dress with
brown painted boots (some restoration);
two girls, one with transferred eyebrows
and another (heavily restored head)
£80-120
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826.

A German dipped wax over
composition Pumpkin head doll, with
dark glass eyes, moulded blonde hair,
stuffed body, carved wooden limbs with
pink painted boots and later yellow net
dress -- 17 ½in. (44.5cm.) high (one hand
replaced); and a large dipped wax baby
with composition legs (missing arms)
£50-80

831.

Three bisque headed dolls, a
Simon & Halbig 1010 DEP shoulder head
with blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig, pierced ears, kid Universal jointed
body and white chemise --18in. (45.5cm.)
high (eyes loose and missing arms); an
AM 390n; and an English bisque; and
a composition headed doll in original
European traditional male costume
£70-100

836.

A British felt boy doll 1930s,
probably Chad Valley with brown painted
eyes, brown mohair wig, swivel head,
jointed felt body, original blue felt shorts
with braces, checked shirt and coat --19in.
(48.5cm.) high; and another similar
dressed as footballer with Chad Valley
Bambina label on foot
£80-120

841.

A china shoulder head doll,
with blue painted eyes, black painted hair
and stuffed body --14in. (35.5cm.) high
(speckled with kiln dust); a German wax
over composition doll (cracked face); a
pegged wooden doll and a brass pegged
wooden doll pendant
£70-100

842.

A quantity of various dolls,
including a small French boudoir doll
in traditional regional costume --13in.
(33cm.) high; a Russian cloth tea cosy doll;
a composition drinking Scotsman toy; a
composition First Communion doll and
others
£60-80

832.

Two Armand Marseille 370
shoulder-head dolls, the largest with
brown sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig,
kid Universal jointed body, white cotton
robe and underclothes --19 ½in. (49.5cm.)
high; another with auburn mohair wig and
oil-cloth hinged body; and another similar
shoulder-head doll
£70-100

827.

Two doll pin cushions, a bisque
shoulder-head doll in nurses uniform --6
½in. (16.5cm.) high; and a china shoulderhead doll with black painted hair and blue
velvet dress studded with pins (wear)
£60-80

828.

A china shoulder head doll,
with blue painted eyes, black painted and
moulded centre parted hair in ringlets,
stuffed body and china limbs --17in.
(43cm.) high (repaired ankle); another
smaller; and two china and two bisque
shoulder-head dolls’ house dolls
£80-120

829.

Five small German bisque
headed dolls,
a shoulder-head doll
marked 2 with solid domed head, fixed
blue glass eyes and gusseted kid body
(damaged head); two Ernst Heubach 250
dolls (one head too small for body); and
two other dolls (one chipped around eye
and one on new stuffed body)
£50-80

830.

Five German bisque headed
child dolls, an Armand Marseille Mabel
shoulder-head doll with kid Universal
jointed body, white cotton dress and
underclothes --14 ¼in. (36cm.) high; two
AM 370 shoulder heads, a E Heubach 250
(hairline) and another with recent body
£50-80
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834.

A Schuttzmeister & Quendt
201 character baby, with brown lashed
sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig and
bent-limbed composition body --16in.
(40.5cm.) high (needs restringing); and a
Chiltern post-war unjointed artsilk teddy
bear
£50-80

835.

An Armand Marseille 351 baby
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde
painted hair, bent-limbed composition
body and white cotton robe --12in.
(30.5cm.) high
£20-30
Lot 836

Various dolls, a Japanese airblown boy doll --23cm. (58.5cm.) high; a
composition headed tea cosy; a Playmates
cloth doll; and others
£10-20

847.

Three French bisque headed
dolls, a S.F.B.J. 301 child doll with blue
sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed
papier-mâché body, pink silk dress with
matching bonnet and underclothes --19in.
(48.5cm.) high (eye rim chip, missing finger
and dress frayed); a Damerval Frères &
Laffranchy Montreuil doll with fixed dark
eyes; and small unmarked doll
£100-150

848.

An Adolf Heller bisque headed
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, jointed composition body
and recent yellow dress with white cotton
apron and mobcap --23 ½in. (60cm.) high
(missing two fingers); and a Schoenau &
Hoffmeister 1909 doll with blue sleeping
eyes, blonde mohair wig and white cotton
dress
£100-150

833.

Five baby and doll bonnets,
one spotted muslin, another Broiderie
Anglais, a crochet bonnet with silk ribbon
flowers and two others; two late 19th
century black ladies’ hats; a black veil and
two black net collars; a box of buttons,
two bundles of white cotton and leather
case (missing handle)
£50-80

846.

837.

A Simon & Halbig 1079 DEP
child doll, with brown sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, pierced ears, jointed
composition body, cream silk dress and
some underclothes --25 ½in. (65cm.) high
(missing finger and slight wear to body)
£150-200

849.

838.

A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
& Reinhardt child doll with flapper body,
blue lashed sleeping eyes, replace wig and
jointed composition body with leg jointed
above the knee --19in. (48.5cm.) high
(missing two fingers and a thumb)
£80-120

839.

Three German dolls, a Coquette
type bisque shoulder head with side
glancing eyes, kid Universal jointed body
and fancy dress --17 ½in. (44.5cm.) high
(damaged at neck); a Karl Standfuss Juno
celluloid shoulder-head doll; and an AM
370 shoulder head (broken shoulders)
£60-80

840.

Three German character baby
dolls, a large Armand Marseille 990
character baby with composition body,
white cotton robe and bonnet --20 ½in.
(52cm.) high; a Porzellanfabrik 169 baby
(piece out of back rim of head); and a
small AM 351 (restored at base of head)
£60-80
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843.

A Kestner 257 character baby,
with brown sleeping flirty eyes, brown
mohair wig, bent-limbed composition
body, tilt squeaker and white cotton robe
--16 ¼in. (41cm.) high
£100-150

844.

An Armand Marseille character
baby, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde
painted hair, stuffed body with celluloid
hands, white cotton robe and bonnet
--11in. (28cm.) high; a small AM 351
painted bisque head baby; a small
composition headed and a collapsible
metal framed cradle with original soft
furnishings
£60-80

845.

A DEP child doll, with lashed
blue sleeping eyes, pierced ears, brown
mohair wig, jointed papier-mâché body,
pink silk coat with cotton ‘Ermine’ and lace
trim, white muslin dress and underclothes
--20in. (51cm.) high (eye mechanism
not working as missing weight, missing
two fingers, flaking to hands and general
wear); and a composition jointed flapper
body with reproduction head and white
muslin dress (brown marks to legs which
are scrapping off)
£150-200
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

A Simon & Halbig 1080 shoulderhead doll, with fixed blue glass eyes, head
turned slightly to the right, pierced ears,
replacement brown wig, kid Universal
jointed body and recent blue dress --19
½in. (49.5cm.) high; an AM 370 in floral
dress and an AM 2010 dressed as a boy in
black velvet (heavily restored shoulders)
£70-100

850.

A Simon & Halbig 1079 DEP
child doll, with brown sleeping eyes,
brown mohair wig, pierced ears, jointed
composition body, recent purple dress
and underclothes --20in. (51cm.) high
(crack down back of head and one leg
jammed in place); a larger AM 390n (small
piece missing from back of head, running
to a crack and three fingers missing); and
Goebels shoulder-head on Universal kid
jointed body
£60-80
851. A Max Oscar Arnold 200 Welsh
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, replace
brown wig, jointed composition body and
tartan and green outfit --11 ¼in. (28.5cm.)
high; and an Armand Marseille 370
shoulder head on Universal kid jointed
body
£60-80

852. Three Armand Marseille child
dolls, an Alma shoulder-head with kid
Universal jointed body, bisque arms and
recent dress --25 ½in. (65cm.) high (three
fingers chipped one hand); an 1894 and
390 on jointed composition bodes
£100-150
853. Various dolls, a composition
headed Indian lady in sari --13 ½in.
(34cm.) high; a cloth Indian couple; a
French terracotta shell fisher; other dolls
from around the world and a recent threefaced bisque headed doll
£50-80
854. Various composition dolls, a
Continental girl doll with moulded hair
and original red printed dress --9in.
(23cm.) high (restored leg); a British girl in
Scottish dress (crazed face); three papiermâchéand others (some damage)
£50-80
855.

A bisque headed Bye-lo baby,
marked + I.V. with blue sleeping eyes,
blonde painted hair, closed mouth, stuffed
body and composition hands --15 ½in.
(39.5cm.) high (hairline above left eye and
left eye set back in head); two Gebruder
Heubach character boy dolls (both
damaged heads); and a reproduction
small SFBJ boy
£60-80

856. Various dolls, a recent Prick
Willow pottery doll --19 ½in. (49.5cm.)
high; two papier-mâchépuppets in
country smocks; a home-made lady doll;
an Old Cottage Dolls Irish Girl, in original
box; a 20th century wooden doll (worn);
and three modern wooden dolls
£50-80
857. A fashionable doll’s body, with
bisque shoulders, gusseted kid body,
reproduction head and some clothes
--17 ½in. (44.5cm.) high; a bisque head
impressed 5 with blue fixed glass eyes,
brown mohair wig and reproduction body;
and two other damaged dolls
£80-120
858. Four small dolls, a German allbisque character baby with blue painted
eyes, blonde painted hair, open/closed
mouth, bent-limbed body and silk dress
--4 ¾in. (12cm.) high; a German bisque
headed boy dressed as a Scotsman; a
painted bisque and a composition headed
national costume dolls
£70-100

79

859.

Two small German bisque
headed dolls, one marked 435 with
blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig,
composition straight legged body with
painted and moulded shoes and socks
and traditional European dress --8 ¾in.
(22cm.) high; and a Recknagel 1909 DEP
child doll in white dress
£50-80

864.

860.

865.

A small Simon & Halbig for
Kämmer & Reinhardt child doll, with
brown sleeping eyes, jointed composition
body and knitted yellow dress --8in.
(20cm.) high (missing wig); and an all-pink
bisque character baby with blue sleeping
eyes, open closed mouth, dress and
Moses basket
£70-100

861.

A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt child doll, with brown lashed
sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, pierced
ears, jointed composition body and recent
pale green dress --16 ½in. (42cm.) high
£100-150

An Armand Marseille 971
character baby, with brown sleeping
eyes, brown mohair wig, bent-limbed
composition body and light brown dress
--16 ½in. (42cm.) long (restoration to
body); and a black painted wooden doll’s
perambulator with metal frame and oilcloth hood (some worm to underside)
£50-80
Eight various bisque headed
dolls, one marked 2000 with jointed
composition body --14in. (35.5cm.)
high (crack down back of head); a small
Schoenau & Hoffmeister Hanna baby;
two German heads; a Japanese all bisque
baby and others (some damage and
replacement bodies)
£50-80
866. Doll’s furniture, a collapsible
bed; a chip carved dressing table --9 ½in.
(24cm.) high; a rocking cradle; a painted
Italian commode; various chairs and other
items
£40-60

Three German bisque headed
child dolls, a Schoenau & Hoffmeister
Künstlerkopf doll with blue sleeping eyes,
replaced nylon wig, jointed composition
body, cream silk dress, pinafore and cream
shoes --23in. (58.5cm.) high; and to other
smaller dolls impress 1000-1 and C. 1.
both with replaced wigs
£120-180

863.

868.

Two Armand Marseille bisque
headed dolls, a 390n with blue sleeping
eyes, replaced blonde wig, jointed
composition body and floral printed dress
--22 ½in. (57cm.) high; and a similar 390
with replaced blonde wig and pale pink
dress
£60-80

Celluloid dolls, a French airblown character boy with smiling mouth
--17 ½in. (44.5cm.) high; a Rheinische
Gummi for Kämmer & Reinhardt 1728
character baby with composition body;
a black painted pink baby (crack to
forehead); a Rheinishe Gummi girl; a
Japanese googly-eyed; and four other
damaged dolls
£80-120

870.

Composition dolls, three blonde
haired baby dolls --19 ½in. (49.5cm.)
height of largest (largest with restoration
at neck); a Deco lady composition headed
nightdress case (rubbed nose and chin);
and four other items (one with replaced
arms and some damage)
£40-60

871.

A quantity of celluloid dolls, a
Buschow & Beck girl doll with felt body
and traditional European dress --12 ½in.
(32cm.) high; two dark celluloid babies;
others in original European dress
£60-80

867.

An Armand Marseille 3200
DEP shoulder-head child doll, with
blue sleeping eyes, replace brown wig,
Universal jointed kid body with bisque
arms, white work dress and underclothes
--27in. (68.5cm.) high (broken finger); a
Simon & Halbig 1079 head with blonde
mohair wig and larger composition jointed
body
£80-120

862.

869.

Various doll’s bodies and heads,
six jointed composition bodies including
a walker (missing lower legs); various
bisque heads, some with eyes and wigs;
a reproduction Bru head and a bronze
casting of a doll’s head (some damage)
£80-100

Lot 871

872.

French Petticolin celluloid dolls,
a girl with moulded hair, inset blue eyes
and floral print dress --14 ¼in. (36cm.)
high; a baby with lashed brown sleeping
eyes; a chimney sweep (small hole in
nose) and four others
£60-80

873.

Norah Wellings dolls and rabbit,
a white plush Rabbit Nightdress Case, in
original box --17in. (43cm.) high; two 18th
century dress girl handkerchief cases;
and two others in national costume; and
Norah Wellings reference book by Gillian
Trotter - this group were acquired in the
Telford area, one was given to the vendor
by a worker at the Wellington factory; and
another by the wife of a cousin of Norah,
a Mr Branford.
£60-80
80
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874. A large mid 19th century English poured wax child doll, possibly by Montanari,
874.
A large
mid blue
19th
the shoulder
head with
glasscentury
striated eyes, down turned mouth, inserted brown

English
childbrows,
doll, finely
possibly
hair,
hairpoured
laid onwax
surface
modelled ears, stuffed waisted body with wax
by Montanari,
theatshoulder
headeyelet
with tie holes, underclothes, white work and lace
limbs
with creases
wrists, brass
blue glass
striated
down
dress
with low
wide eyes,
neckline
and turned
a pair of white kid shoes with blue kid bow --27in.
mouth, inserted
brown
hair,loss);
haira purple
laid and cream printed silk bodice from a party
(68.5cm.)
high (wear
and hair
on surface
brows,
finely muslin
modelled
ears, and a more recent printed cotton dress; and
dress
(fraying),
a spotted
pinafore
bodylong
withnight
wax gowns
limbs with
astuffed
baby’swaisted
gown, two
and various undergarments circa 1900 - this doll
creases attowrists,
brass eyelet
tie holes,
belonged
the vendor’s
grandmother,
Nancy Whatley born in 1906 and who lived in
underclothes,
white work
lace dress
Wiltshire,
it is believed
thatand
it originally
belonged to her mother or aunt, the 1900 items
withbelieved
low wide
are
to beneckline
Nancy’s and a pair of
white
kid shoes with blue kid bow --27in.
£400-600
(68.5cm.) high (wear and hair loss); a
purple and cream printed silk bodice from
a party dress (fraying), a spotted muslin
pinafore and a more recent printed cotton
dress; and a baby’s gown, two long night
gowns and various undergarments circa
1900 - this doll belonged to the vendor’s
grandmother, Nancy Whatley born in 1906
and who lived in Wiltshire, it is believed
that it originally belonged to her mother
or aunt, the 1900 items are believed to be
Nancy’s
£400-600

875.

A 19th century American black
jigging articulated figure, with carved
and black stained wooden head with
broad triangular nose, large closed smiling
mouth, white painted eyes with black
enamel or bead pupil, black sheepskin
wig, large carved and stained wooden
detailed hands with brass ring on righthand small finger and boots, wooden
875. A 19th century American black jigging articulated figure, with carved and
articulated body with brass plaque in back
black stained wooden head with broad triangular nose, large closed smiling mouth,
with hole for holding rod, original red
white painted eyes with black enamel or bead pupil, black sheepskin wig, large carved
velvet tail coats, black wool trousers, black
and stained wooden detailed hands with brass ring on right-hand small finger and boots,
and white striped short front and paper
wooden articulated body with brass plaque in back with hole for holding rod, original
collar --9in. (23cm.) high (missing tips of
red velvet tail coats, black wool trousers, black and white striped short front and paper
three fingers on left hand and some joints
collar --9in. (23cm.) high (missing tips of three fingers on left hand and some joints need
need attention)
attention)
£300-400
£300-400
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876. A Pierotti poured wax baby doll,
the shoulder head with inset blue glass
eyes, inserted blonde mohair wig, stuffed
body with wax limbs, original white cotton
robe and underclothes --13 ½in. (34cm.)
high
£200-300

877. A French shoulder-head fashion
doll, with pressed bisque head, blue
painted upwards glancing eyes, closed
mouth with slight painted smile, brown
hair wig on cork pate, gusseted kid chunky
body, stitched toes, long straight arms with
individual fingers, original underclothes,
recent white ribbed cotton dress with
brown stitched trim and white kid shoes
--13in. (33cm.) high (a small piece broken
out of back of head leading to a slight
hairline, all under wig)
£300-400

81

881.

Fashion or shoulder head doll’s
clothes, a 1860s French red spotted
morning robe, bustle back and bell
sleeves --12 ½in. (32cm.) high; a 1870s
two piece tan damask bustle back walking
suit; a white cotton dress, window pane
material, pleated bodice and cartridge
pleated waist; two hats and two pairs of
drawers
£100-150

882.

878.

An early German bisque headed
boy doll, with flange neck, blue painted
eyes, closed mouth, original flax hair,
composition jointed body with moulded
and painted black boots and blue socks,
original blue velvet suit with gold braid
and lace trim and lace frilled shirt with
spangles --7in. (18cm.) high (hole in jacket,
needs stringing at shoulders and cracking
down mould line of body); and a French
toy pocket watch
£300-500

Various doll’s clothes, a factory
original two-piece beige boys costume
with red silk buttons and lace trim --9in.
(23cm.) high; a long sleeved boy’s shirt; a
corset; two pairs of doll’s shoes; a pair of
socks; and two pairs of drawers
£80-120

884.

A rare late 19th century poured
wax headed shop mannequin, of a girl
with light brown inset glass eyes, head
turned to the right, inserted hair eye
brows, closed mouth with slight smile,
inserted long brown hair, the head sat
onto the cloth covered papier-mâché
body with wooden articulated arms with
wax hands, papier-mâché straight legs
with original shoes, wearing lace and net
dress, underclothes and green velvet,
net and artificial flower bonnet --50 ½in.
(128.5cm.) high (chip out of back of head
and repairs to hands)
£400-600

892. A 19th century poured wax
Christ Child, asleep with insert blonde
ringletted hair, lying on his side with head
rested on one arm and crossed legs --12in.
(30.5cm.) long (missing one finger and
chipped toes)
£80-120
893. A early 20th century French
wax Christ Child musical automaton, of
poured wax sleeping Jesus with moulded
curly blonde hair, bright red lips, lying on
his side in cushioned casket decorated
with gilt paper, when wound the music
plays and the sleeping Jesus slowly lifts his
head, open his eyes and then closes them
and lowers his head --15in. (38cm.) long
(right arm broken and missing thumb,
mechanism sticky)
£100-150

Lot 884

Lot 885

886.

A rare poured wax male Arabian
doll, with tanned complexion, inset dark
glass eyes, painted moustache, chin beard
and side burns, brown hair wig, papiermâché body with jointed arms with
wax hands, straight wood legs, original
elaborate clothes including blue and
brown velvet jacket, white silk pantaloons,
shirt and head band, pink leather slippers
with turned up toe, decorated with silver
glass beads and carrying a gold painted
wooden Scimitar, in a glazed wooden
case --23in. (58.5cm.) height of doll (silk
perishing and one leg loose)
£300-500

879.

Four large doll’s dresses, a cotton
broderie Anglaise drop-waisted dress with
puffed sleeves --20in. (51cm.) high; a
1930s green organza dress with matching
hat; a cream silk dress; a plaid linen dress;
and a cream sailor’s hat
£80-120

880.

Four doll’s bonnets, a lace
bonnet with pink silk ribbon --6in. (15cm.)
high; and three other cotton lace trimmed
bonnets
£40-60

887.

Lot 881

885.

883.

An empty Jumeau bebe No 8
box, with end and inside lid labels, Bon
Marche price tag --21in. (53.5cm.) long
(slightly warped and box lid missing about
a third of it’s sides)
£80-120

82

Lot 886

A rare early 20th century poured
wax headed shop mannequin, of a girl
with blue inset glass eyes with fine veins,
inserted hair eyebrows, open mouth
with slight smile and showing top row of
teeth, inserted long brown hair, the head
sat onto the cloth covered papier-mâché
body with wooden articulated arms with
hardened rubber forearms and hands,
papier-mâché straight legs with original
shoes, wearing Paisley top, cotton skirt
with purple printed bottom edge, apron
and lace bonnet --50 ½in. (128.5cm.) high
(slight dent to temple, apron perished)
£300-500
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A German wax over composition
shoulder head doll, head turned slightly
to the right, blue glass eyes, blonde
mohair inserted in slashes and glued,
removable pate, stuffed body with solid
wax arms with metal eyelets, probably
wax over composition legs, underclothes
including a corset, scrolling pink foliage
printed dress and pair of French black
leather shoes --20in. (51cm.) high (crack
to side of face)
£100-150

888.

An English poured pale wax
shoulder-head doll, with blue glass eyes,
inset blonde hair, stuffed body with wax
limbs, white cotton dress, blue cape, some
underclothes and medal with portrait
of Queen Victoria --20in. (51cm.) high
(repairs to and down face through eye and
dress slightly too small for doll)
£100-150
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889.

A German pegged and painted
wooden doll, with blue painted eyes,
carved nose, black painted hair, jointed
wooden body with carved shoes, white
cotton underclothes and a floral printed
cotton bonnet --17 ¼in. (44cm.) high
£100-150

890.

A painted tinplate doll’s push
chair, probably French with reclinable
back, mesh back and sides, painted beige
and cast lead wheels --6 ¼in. (16cm.) high
(some paint loss)
£80-120

891.

An early 20th century French
wax Virgin and child, with blue painted
eyes, blonde mohair wig, elaborate robes
using antique material, holding a darker
wax Christ on wooden base with back
board --16 ¼in. (41.5cm.) high (missing
finger)
£80-120

894. An English poured pink wax
shoulder-head doll with H W Morrell
ink stamp, probably Pierotti with inset
blue glass eyes, inset long brown hair,
head turned slightly to the right, stuffed
body with purple retailer’s ink stamp
and K/9006 handwritten in brown ink,
wax tie-on limbs, original blue dress,
underclothes, white cotton pinafore and
black leather shoes --18 ½in. (47cm.) high
(neck and head melted and sunk to the
right, some wax dripped onto clothes and
hair, missing finger)
£300-400
895. A mid 19th century English
dipped wax over papier-mâché child doll,
with fixed dark glass eyes, replaced wig,
stuffed body with blue kid integral gloves,
floral printed muslin dress, a stiffened
white cotton petticoat with printed green
leaves and underclothes --20in. (51cm.)
high (crazing)
£80-120
83

896.

A mid 19th century German
dipped wax over composition doll, with
moulded hat, inset dark glass eyes, blonde
hair held in snood at back of head, hat
and hair trimmed with artificial flowers,
stuffed body with painted wooden limbs
and blue painted boots, printed light
brown and cream patterned two piece
dress and underclothes --23in. (58.5cm.)
high (lost most of wax covering)
£150-200

900.

An early French papier-mâché
shoulder head doll, with fixed dark glass
eyes, black painted pate with brown hair
wig in ringlets, open mouth, gusseted
kid body, black satin dress, matching hat,
underclothes and black silk and leather
shoes --27in. (68.5cm.) high (piece missing
from side of face near ear and some wear)
£250-350

lot 900

Lot 901

901. An English poured pale wax
shoulder-head doll, with blue glass eyes,
inserted blonde mohair wig, original blue
hair ribbon, stuffed body and remains of
wax limbs --15in. (38.5cm.) high (missing
half of shoulder plate, hand and leg)
£50-80

897.

A large mid 19th century English
dipped wax over papier-mâché doll, with
lever operated sleeping dark eyes, painted
brown brows, brown hair wig in ringlets,
stuffed body with pink kid integral gloved
arm, corset with brass fasteners, striped
printed skirt, underclothes, light brown
wool jacket with bell sleeves and brown
quilted sleeve cuffs and black leather
and blue silk shoes --29 ½in. (75cm.) high
(missing arm, some cracks and wear)
£200-300

902. The Smallest Doll in the World,
jointed wooden miniature doll, in turned
wooden blue egg --1 ¼in. (3cm.) high
(missing arm); and a larger pegged
wooden doll
£40-60

898.

A German bisque shoulder
head doll, with blue painted eyes, closed
mouth, blonde painted and moulded hair
swept up with curls held on top with black
dotted hair band and large plaits going
down the side and around to the back,
pierced ears with earrings, moulded lace
collar with black cross necklace, stuffed
body, kid arms, red and white striped
printed integral socks and red kid boots,
printed dress and underclothes --23 ½in.
(60cm.) high (boots badly damaged and
slight holes to dress)
£300-400

900.

An early French papier-mâché shoulder head doll, with fixed dark glass eyes,
black painted pate with brown hair wig in ringlets, open mouth, gusseted kid body, black
satin dress, matching hat, underclothes and black silk and leather shoes --27in. (68.5cm.)
high (piece missing from side of face near ear and some wear)
£250-350

903. A 19th century leather slipper
nécessaire, with dark green lining and
sole and ribbon on front --5 ½in. (14cm.)
high
£30-50

Lot 899

904. A late 19th century Springfield
(USA) carved wooden doll, with moulded
head with blonde hair, turned wooden
torso with articulated limbs, cast metal
hands and feet with patent label around
waist --11 ¾in. (30cm.) high (crack across
face)
£100-150

899.

A very large papier-mâché
Grenier type shoulder-head doll, with
blue painted eyes, black painted hair with
moulded ringlets, stuffed body with brown
kid hands, blue floral printed two part
dress, white muslin shawl, underclothes,
blue kid heeled boots and cut-steel misers
purse on wrist--37in. (94cm.) high (boots
open at back seam)
£300-400

Lot 905

905. Doll’s accessories, a small doll’s
domed trunk covered in brown cloth
and black oil-cloth banding --7in. (18cm.)
wide; an umbrella; a miniature pipe, two
celluloid fans, a pair of blue shoes for a
larger doll and other items
£60-80
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be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of
the Lot (for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must
satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your
consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date,
age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion
will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that
Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at
the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of second hand Lots or for any
condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any
saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of
provenance where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them
prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our
Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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